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Jihad:
More
suicide
attacks

l soon
^

News agencies

'-AIRO — Islamic Jihad plans to
stdsoon resume attacks on Israel like
Y the suicide bombings that killed
li 59 people earlier this year, senior
: officials from the group were
v quoted yesterday as saying.

Suicide bombers from Islamic
Jihad and Hamas carried out four
separate attacks in Israel in
February and March,
“The secretary-general of the

Islamic Jihad, Dr. Ramadan
Abdallah Shallah ... and other
Islamic leaders expect these
attacks to be resumed soon,” the
London-based Arabic daily al-

Hayat reported.

But the paper said, “Shallah
complained that die Palestinian

Authority’s intelligence bodies
, were chasing the group’s activists,
1 which makes the execution of sui-

cide attacks against Israeli targets

difficult.”

Shallah said Palestinian police

were “worse than the Israelis” in

their treatment of prisoners.

Al-Hayat said Shallah was inter-

viewed by chief editor Jihad
Kfaazen during a Middle East tour.

It did not say where it took place,

but Islamic Jihad is based in
' Damascus.

Shallah said his group still wants
to avenge the assassination of his

predecessor, Fathi Shakaki. in

Malta last October, an operation
widely blamed on Israeli agents.

“It has became clear to us in

recent months that we cannot wait
much longer," he told Al-Hayat.

Meanwhile, a senior Islamic
Jihad official in Gaza told a senior
Palestinian source over the week-
end that the group has gotten to
die point where “there is no alter-

native to returning to the path the

Zionist stale understands: the fiojy

jihad. Painful blows to the heart of
die Zionist entity will embarrass
the Netanyahu government and
the corrupt, weak and shameful
Palestinian Authority."
He said the average Palestinian's

situation is now worse than it was
during the intifada, and that the

group would not hesitate to act

against the PA if it tried to stop it

Biran named
Defense Ministry
director-general

ARIEH O’SULLIVAN

IAF strikes at
Hizbullah targets
DDF officer wounded in

Sagger missile attack;

monitoring committee
to meet today

Russian ultra-nationalists burn anAmerican flag in front ofthe US Embassy in Moscow yesterday.

The demonstrators demanded that the US stop its military involvement in the Gulfregion. (Rea ter)

Security cabinet signs

declaration of secrecy
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FORMER OC Central
Command Maj.-Gen (res.) Han
Biran has been appointed the

next director-general of the
Defense

.
Ministry, replacing

David Ivry, the ministry
’ announced last night.

Defense Minister Yitzhak
[>• Mordechai has asked Ivry, who

’ r . has been director-general for
1

;• over a decade, to stay on at the

ministry as special adviser. Ivry
•: is expected to deal with strategic

K dialogue and foreign relations.

Biran is to take over on
j-- November 1 , the ministry said,

v' Ivry had been courted by
!•-. Prime Minister Binyamin
£ Netanyahu to bead the National

L~ Security Council. But when it

became clear that the council.

& . .which Mordechai stanncbly

b opposed, would have limited

t -mfluence, Netanyahu formed a

E scaled-down security team,

ft ;
Ivry,- 62, is well known among

k defense circles throughout the

Jtworid! A former OC Air Force

C ard deputy chief of staff, Ivry

E ran the Defense Ministry under
. five different ministers.

- Mordechai praised Ivry’s con-

'.tribution to the state's security

during the past decade and
'expressed satisfaction that Iviy

would continue to contribute his

: vast experience in his new role.

• -.Sicas recently left the IDF

;
after 32 years of service and is

rfcanently .director-general of the

‘"Oa Refineries. A veteran Golani

‘officer, Biran has held a variety

of .tasks in the IDF, including

, chief.'quartermaster general and

'hcadof the EDF officer’s school.

X- As OC Central Command,
3§raji oversaw “Operation

Rainbow," in which the IDF
withdrew from densely populat-

ed Palestinian areas and banded

vffittn over to the Palestinian

^Authority.

THE security cabinetmembers on Friday signed a dec-

laration of secrecy, after Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu censured them for the leaks that came out

of the meeting held earlier last week.

After Wednesday’s cabinet meeting, several mem-
bers of the cabinet complained that they were notmade
privy to information regarding redeployment plans in

Hebron and were only updated after Palestinian

Authority Chairman YasserArafat was informed.
“ AtFriday's meeting,Attorney-General Michael Bcn-

Yair reportedly told the ministers that information dis-

cussed in the meetings is classified and disclosing it is

a crime. At the same time, Ben-Yair noted that since

the establishment of the Netanyahu government there

have not been many leaks and last week’s incident was
exceptional.

Ben-Yair emphasized to the ministers that in the past.

investigations were launched and measures taken

against those who leaked information from secret

meetings.

Netanyahu told them that such leaks are “very

grave” even if they are exceptional

“If we have to fear leaks, it will not be possible to

hold discussions on classified and sensitive subjects,”

he was quoted as saying. .

He also said that in the future, he would consider

launching investigations to determine the source of

leaks.

As a result, Netanyahu asked all of.the cabinet min-

isters to sign a declaration of secrecy.

Before the security cabinet meeting, tire regular

weekly cabinet meeting was held. It was shorter titan

usual and no foreign, affairs or defense review was
given. (Itim)

IAF WARPLANES blasted
Hizbullah targets in south
Lebanon yesterday - for the sec-

ond time in 48 hours - following a
Sagger missile attack inside the

security zone in which an IDF
officer was lightly wounded.
The officer, Lz. Shaul Avidor,

who suffered a slight eye injmy,
was evacuated by helicopter to
Safed’s Rebecca Sieff Hospital.

Deputy hospital director Dr.
Calm Sbapira said the officer’s

condition was good, but it was
decided to keep him under obser-

vation as a precaution.

“We hope there will be no com-
plications and that we will be able

to release him today [Sunday],"
said Shapira.

The fighting yesterday further

raised the level of tension in south

Lebanon and the region generally

following the fierce exchanges on
Thursday in which two Golani
Brigade soldiers were killed and
eight others were wounded.
At least three Hizbullah gun-

men, from a squad composed of
over a dozen fighters, were killed

and several others were believed

to have been wounded in

Thursday's clash with the elite

Golani unit.

According to some reports, as

many as 10 Hizbullah gunmen
were killed in the encounter not

far from the EDFs Soujud position

in the northeastern sector of the

zone.

Hizbullah has so far admitted

that two members' of its figfitmg

aim, the Islamic Resistance, were
killed in the exchanges.

. The Hizbullah squad had appar-

ently intended to cany out a big

operation, possibly an attempt to

launch & ground assault on either

an IDF or South Lebanese Army
outpost.

The Golani Brigade soldiers

surprised the gunmen and thwart-

ed the planned operation.

The officer wounded in the

Sagger attack yesterday was
involved in the fighting on
Thursday, in which tanks and IDF
gunners blasted Hizbullah posi-

tions north of the zone.

Avidor was in charge of the tank

.
platoon which was responsible for

giving covering fire for the evacu-
ation of tbe Golani casualties from

DAVID RUDGE
blasted the field. His crews are also
south believed to have hit some of the

he sec- Hizbullah gunmen.
>wing a Officers in the Northern
ide the Command commended his action

an IDF and his handling of tbe tank crews
d. during the course of the fighting.

Avidor, IAF warplanes twice struck at

injury, Hizbullah targets in the JabaJ Saffi

pter to region during Thursday's fighting,

pital. and helicopter gunships were also

or Dr. in action.

fficer’s The Sagger missile attack yes-

it was terday occurred in the northeast-

obser- era sector of the zone - not far

from the scene of the fighting

0 com- around tbe Soujud and Rehan area

be able on Thursday.
nday]," Hizbullah claimed responsibili-

ty foryesterday's attack, saying its

further fighters had fired several missiles

\ south at an IDF tank patrol,

nerally Tbe IDF spokesman said Avidor
iges on was lightly wounded as a result of
Golani anti-tank missile fire at an
sd and armored force on operational

duties in the northeastern sector of

1 gun- tbe zone. IDF and SLA gunners

tsed of returned fire.

: killed According to reports from
slieved Lebanon, IDF gunners fired

id in dozens of shells at several villages

e elite in die Jabal Saffi region, north of

the zone, causing fires to break

rts, as oul There were no immediate
unmen reports of any casualties,

ter not Later, in tbe afternoon, IAF war-

osition planes struck at Hizbullah targets

of the in the Jabal Saffi region. Tbe army
spokesman said tbe pilots reported

tmitred accurate hits and that all the

igfitmg planes returned safely.
’ * “

i, were Reports from Lebanon said the

warplanes carried out four sepa-

appar- rate sorties in the region following

t a big search operations throughout the

mpt to previous night by helicopter gun-

cither ships.

Army According to die reports from
Lebanon, the air searches contin-

ildiers ued intermittently yesterday,

hwait- Beirut radio said tbe Israel Navy
had also increased patrols off the

in the Lebanese coast and that die IDF
’ was had reinforced its troops, armor
ig on and artillery in die security zone,

id IDF There was no confirmation of
posi- these reports from any other

sources.

te tank Tbe escalation in Hizbvliah

ble for attacks in tbe past few days, fol-

evacu- lowing the conclusion of
s from (Continued on Page 2)

Netanyahu:
We’ll hit back

strongly

against
Hizbullah
Jerusalem Post Staff

and Itim

ISRAEL will retaliate strongly

to each and every Hizbullah
attack. Prime Minister
Binyamin Netanyahu said on
Friday, while visiting five sol-

diers at Haifa’s Rambam
Hospital who were wounded
in the clash with Hizbullah a
day earlier.

Thousands attended the
funeral on Friday of SL-SgL
Zohar Mintz, 20, of Kiryat

Bialik, who was killed in the

clash. Mintz was buried in the

military section of the Tsur
Shalom Cemetery.
The other soldier killed on

Thursday, Ll Tsur Pamas, 21,

of Moshav Kidnon. will be
buried today at 10 a.m. in tbe

moshav cemetery.

The wounded soldiers’ con-

ditions unproved over the
weekend. Itamar Yedid is m
satisfactory condition after

undergoing surgery, hospital

deputy director Dr. Zvi Ben-
Yishai said last night Naveh
Rubin, Amir Ashkenazi. Yaniv

Bruno and Chen Almoslino,

who are in the hospital’s ortho-

pedic ward, are also doing bet-

ter, Ben-Yishai said.

“Just as these soldiers exe-

cuted their operation quickly

and extraordinarily well dur-

ing die Incident in Lebanon.”
Netanyahu, said, the IDF will

retaliate quickly and harshly

against Hizbullah.

Netanyahu also called on
Syria to curb Hizbullah's

actions. Israel has established

both discreet and open con-
tacts with Syria in an effort to

restart the peace calks with it,

he added.

President Ezer Weizman also

visited with the wounded sol-

diers and (heir families.

“Dssphe all the pain, I feel sat-

isfied after meeting with die

fighters and their families,”

Weizman said. “After these

meetings and others, Iam able to

conclude tear there is no drop in

lbe motivation of the fighters.”

(Continued on Page 2)

Five members of Samaria
family killed in car crash

Yom Kippur starts tonight

80*1007

JEWS throughout tbe country will

join their coreligionists around die

world in marking Yom Kippur,

winch starts tonight! The holiday

is marked by a 25-hour fast

According to the Jerusalem
Religious Council, the fast is to

begin tonight at 5 pm. and end

tomorrow at 6:12pm Special ser-

vices are to be held in synagogues

tonight and all day tomorrow.
Thousands of worshipers are

expected to come to the Western

Wall in Jerusalem during die holi-

day.

Due to the holiday, security

forces decided to impose a com-

plete closure on Judea, Samaria

and Gaza from Friday afternoon

until 4 am on Tuesday.

Exceptions will be made only for

pressing humanitarian reasons.

Yom Kippur is marked by a

complete- shutdown in all public

services. Most offices will not

open, while shops will close

around noon. Radio and television

go off the air, there are no flights

taking off or landing at Ben-
Gurion Airport, and basses stop

running this afternoon.

Tbe last train from Haifa to Tfel

Aviv is to leave at 11:30 am, and

the. fro train from Tel Aviv to

Haifa is to leave at noon. There

will be do train service tomorrow

night- .

Hebron’s Cave of the Patriarchs

will be off-limits to non-Jews dur-

ing Yom Kippur, the army sard.

On Tuesday, the cave will be open

to both Muslims and Jews as

usuaL
Tbe next edition of The

Jerusalem Post will appear on

HAIM SHAPIRO
and JUDY SIEGEL

Tuesday.

Kupat Holim Clalit and the

Israel Dieticians Association said

it is advisable to prepare oneself

physically for the fast by drinking

10 glasses of water during the pre-

vious 24 hours and eating a pre-

fast meal of complex carbohy-

drates with little or no salt and

spices.Anyone who drinks a lot of

coffee should already have begun

to cut down gradually, so he does-

n’t go through the fast with

headaches stimulated by caffeine

deprivation.

Healthy people can fast far 25

boars without majorproblems, but
the elderly and tee chronically ill

should not do so without consult-

mg their doctor. It is best not to fill

tire stomach suddenly with a very

substantial pre-fast meal in the

tai« afternoon, but to precede it

with a meal around noon and . then

another one before the fast.

Potatoes, rice and pasta supply

the body with long-standing ener-

gy. One should eat few proteins

(such as eggs, meat, milk or fish),

became their breakdown in the

body causes extra excretion of

water. Drinking fizzy beverages is

not advised, because it gives the

stomach a mistaken feeling of
fullness; sweet beverages also are

not desirable because they make

one thirsty.

One should break tee test tomor-

row night with a hot or cold drink

and apiece of bread with honey or

jam, according to Clalit experts.An
hour Htcht, one can eat a light meal

which should be eaten slowly. If

you’re still hungry two hours later,

you could eat something more.

Liquid intake should be gradual -

no more than one and a half glass-

es an hour - to prevent a sudden

change in blood concentration.

Meanwhile, according to a
Soroka Hospital study, women
who fast at fee end of their preg-

nancy are more likely to give birth

on Yom Kippur or tee following

day.

FIVE members of one family were
killed yesterday afternoon in a car

crash on the Nablus-Ma’aJeh
Ephraim road. Three other people
were killed in weekend accidents,

including a Border Police officer

and a soldier.

Tbe family, from Fara village in

Samaria, was traveling in a taxi to

tee Jordan Valley region. At tbe

Allan Junction, the father, who
was driving the taxi ran a stop

sign and crashed into a ravine

about 20 meters deep, crushing tbe

car on tee rocks below.

The father; mother and two chil-

dren were killed in the crash. A
Magen David Adorn crew took

two other children to the hospital

but one died en route. Tbe other, a
two-year-old, was hospitalized in

critical condition at Beilinson

Hospital.

SupL Shimon Ivgy was killed

and four other border policemen

and three other people were

injured in an accident Friday at the

Adoraim junction, south of
Hebron.
A Border Police vehicle travel-

ing toward Beersheba swerved out

of its lane and crashed head-on
into a truck in tee opposite lane,

killing Ivgy, who was driving. The
four other border policemen suf-

fered moderate to serious injuries,

while die three-people traveling in

tee truck suffered light to serious

injuries.

Yigal Maloul, 32, a career sol-

dier, was killed Friday morning
when his car overturned on the

Raroat Yishai-Beit Shearim road
after swerving on a curve and
slamming into a sand container.

One man was killed and two
people were seriously hurt in an
accident early yesterday morning
on the Coastal Highway near

Moshav Rishpon. The accident

occurred when a car suddenly
swerved into an iron post near the

entrance to tee NofYam neighbor-

hood. The driver was killed and
two others with serious injuries

were taken to IchiJov Hospital in

Tel Aviv. (Itim)
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Mubarak accuses PM
of breaking promise

BONN (Reuter) - Egyptian
President Hosni Mubarak has
accused Prime Minister
Benjamin Netnayahu of not
keeping a promise to honor peace
deals and warned of a new
Palestinian uprising far worse
than the intifada.

Mubarak told the German news
magazine Der Spiegel that

Netanyahu had promised him per-

sonally he would stick to agree-

ments between Israel and the
Palestinians signed by the previ-

ous government
“But be is not keeping his

promise,'
1

Mubarak told Spiegel in

an interview released ahead of
publication tomorrow.

"He was hardly back from [vis-

iting me in] Cairo before he was
telling die whole world he could
not accept the results of negotia-

tions reached with the Palestinians

and approved by his predeces-

sors,” Mubarak said
He said if Netanyahu did not

honor the peace agreements, a
repeat ofthe intifada was bound to

take place.

“Planting time bombs such as

the unfettered construction of
Jewish settlements on the West
Bank and ignoring treaties will

lead to a new intifada sooner or
later,” he said "And this time it

won’t be limited to throwing
stones."

Mubarak pointed to the fret that

Israel has not redeployed in

Hebron and has approved plans to

build more Jewish housing in the

territories as flagrant violations of
the peace accords.

Netanyahu, also interviewed by
Spiegel, insisted his government
would honor the agreements marie
by its Labor-led predecessors.

“Wfe’ll stick to the treaties,” he said

But be added that “the most dif-

ficult work is before us - such as

the future of Jerusalem, Jewish

settlements and the question as to

whether there should be a
Palestinian state. Our answers will

certainly be different from those

ofmy predecessors."

In an interview with Israel’s

Channel 2 broadcast on Friday,

Mubarak said the key to renewed
talks between Israel and Syria

were linked to peace deals with

the Palestinians.

Syria, Mubarak said “wants to

see advancement, Syria has

doubts—and so I say show frith with

the Palestinians, help them so you
can speak with otherArab nations."

Mubarak said he wanted the

regional economic summit
planned to take place in Cairo in

November to go ahead Egypt had
threatened earlier to cancel the

conference if Israel didn't make
progress in The peace process.

UNDOF commander: No
unusual activity on Golan

DAVID RUDGETHE situation on the Golan is

calm with no signs of any unusual
activities on either the Syrian or
Israeli sides, Maj.-Gen. Johannes
Kosters, commander of the UN
Disengagement Observer Force
on the Golan (UNDOF), told The
Jerusalem Post on Friday.

Kosters, who is stationed at

UNDOF's headquarters in

Damascus, made a special cross-

ing to the Israeli side at Kuneitra

for the interview at the request of
the Post. He made the crossing via

the Syrian sector of Ml Herman,
where "I had to solve a small
problem," and through UNDOPs
lines to fee meeting which was
also attended by Channel 2 televi-

sion.

Kosters, from die Netherlands,

stud itwas his first interview wife
the Israeli press sincebe took over

as commander of UNDOF IS
months ago.

He stressed in the interview,

held at UNDOPs Camp Zionani,

the force's main base on die

Israeli side of the border, feat

there had not been any increase in

tension or change in the military

situation on die Golan.

“I deal always in facts in my area,

meaning fee Golan Heights from

Ml Hennon an fee one side to.fee

Jordan border on fee other. In this

area,there are no unusual things,”

said Kosters, relating to repoits of

troop movementson fee Israeli and
Syrian sides of tbe.bordec

"There are fee normal small

incidents that we (teal with each

day. Even this week we had oar

normal inspections. Looking at

die inspections of die last two
months, the levels of troops,

tanks, artillery, missiles and all

these kind of things, are the

same ” Kosters said.

"We noted, of course, that there

were some exercises, even this

week, on fee Israeli side, and also

a few weeks ago on die Syrian

side, but they are normal routine.

“So from my point of view, on
fee Golan areas as such, there is

no buildup of troops, no buildup

of tension, so I cannot support fee

reports in the newspapers.”
He said he was “veryjjleased to

say feat both countries and both

armies are really sticking to the

rules. Of course, now and then,

there are small incidents which we
are there to solve.” UNDOF was
established in 1974 id maintain

fee cease-fee agreement between
Israel and Syria. Under the terms

of fee agreement, there is separa-

tion area between Israel and Syria

stretching 80km, which varies in

width from 14 kin in die north to

just 300 meters in the south near

the Jordan border. Both Syria and
Israel are forbidden to deploy any
troops, armor, or artillery or fly

over this area.

UNDOF, composed of 1,050
personnel from four contributing

countries, Canada, Japan, Poland
and Austria, carries out weekly
inspections on both sides to

ensure Israel and Syria are adher-

ing to fee limitations.

The force also has positions

along the border of die separation

zone on both sides to monitor fee

situation on fee ground and also

carries out regular patrols.

Kosters, who lives in Damascus
wife his wife and one of their

daughters, spends about two thirds

ofhis time in Syria and the remain-

der in Israel and says he enjoys

excellent relations on both sides.

Asked whether UNDOF had
taken any precautions or changed
its procedures in light of fee

reports of tension between Israel

and Syria, Kosters said: "We, of
coarse, closely watch what is

going on television and in the

newspapers and so domy soldiers,

so we know there are reports of
tension.”

Kosters said UNDOF had an

emergency plan in the event of an
outbreak of hostilities. "This plan

is executed in alert phases from
green to red and I can declare that

I haven’t started yet even to give

the green alert Of course, we
watch closer, we do a little bit

more patrolling, but there is no
alert stage yet” he added.

IAF helicopter mistakenly .

attacked IDF post in Lebanon
AN IDF attack helicopter fired at an Israeli position in South

Lebanon during mop-up operations last Thursday, following the

clash wife Hizbullah gunmen in which two IDF soldiers were killed

and eight wounded, fee army said.

The army said fee chopper fired at an embankment of a position in

fee eastern sectorof fee security zone, causing no damage or injuries.

The army did not say whether fee helicopter fired missiles or heavy

machine guns at fee position.

It was not clear whatprompted the helicopterto open fire at the IDF

position, and fee air force and Northern Command are to launch an

investigation into the mishap immediately after Yom Kippur.

Helicopter gunships, which have a reputation of being highly accu-

rate, were called in to strafe Hizbullah positions in South Lebanon

after the deadly firefighL Arieh O’Sullivan

French to push Netanyahu
for progress in peace process

JUST days before Prime Minister

Binyamin Netanyahu launches

his first diplomatic tour of

Europe, France has stressed it is

urgent to rapidly advance fee

peace process.

The French say fee slightest skid

in it will be a catastrophe, since it

will derail for years fee momen-
tum toward peace.

Netanyahu starts his trip

Tuesday, and will visit the UK,
France and Germany.
French officials told The

Jerusalem Post that during the

talks he will hold Wednesday wife

President Jacques Chirac and
Prime Minister Alain Juppe, fee

two will tell him the time has

come to make real progress in fee

peace process.

"We aren’t too worried about the

ELDAP BECK
PARIS

future of fee process, since fee

current Israeli government made
clear to us, through Foreign

Minister David Levy, that it is

engaging in fee process and that it

will respect all the commitments
[made by the previous govern-

ment], but fee process requires

actions and not only declarations,”

a senior French official said.

He added that France does not

intend to intervene in the negotia-

tions, but the French administra-

tion is ready to transmit messages

between the parties to help renew
fee process.

The official said Paris has

already transmitted to Damascus
an oral message from Levy about

Israel’s readiness to resume talks

wife Syria. According to the offi-

cial, France is trying to convince

Syria to be more flexible about

resuming the talks.

One of the purposes of Chirac’s

visit to the Middle East at the end
of October will be to insist on the

need for all parties - mainly Syria,

Lebanon and Israel - to participate

in fee peace talks.

“Since Israel and Syria declared

their readiness to resume the talks,

there shouldn't be any major
obstacle to do that,” the official

said. The French government con-

siders the Likud government’s
commitment to respect all the pre-

vious commitments as “immense
progress,” but stresses that this

must be followed by concrete

actions.

High winds
interrupt

cross-Kinneret

swim

Palestinian conference
rejects compensation

for refugees
THE annual cross-Kinneret swim
was halted due to strong winds
yesterday morning.
The event began at Ha’on Beach

at 7 ajn. as scheduled. However,
when fee first swimmers reached

the midpoint of the nine-kilometer

route, conditions became unsafe.
Western and southern winds creat-

ed waves as much as ahalf a rotter

high.

On the advice ofTiberias Police

chief, Ch.-SupL Yitzhak Cohen,
fee event’s organizers quickly
brought all fee swimmers back to

shore. Though some of fee swim-
mers may have been able to han-
dle the difficult conditions, most
of them were amateurs, Cohen
said.

The organizers are considering
rescheduling the event. Itim

JON IMMANUEL

A 14-POINT communique issued after a Palestinian conference c

refugees last week in Gaza rejects fee idea of compensation and sa
they all have the right to return.

The conference communique said compensation'would be acceptab
for the years the refugees have been away from their lands since 194
but not in lieu of their right to return.

It estimated the Palestinian refugee population at 3.5 million.
The conference was directed by Assad Abdel-Rahim, head of tl

refugee desk in fee PU). and was attended by activists and represent
tives from the Gaza refugee camps.
Palestinian moderates have said feat while the right of retui

rernams a principle, they recognize feat compensation may be ti
l° reCOgni2e *** 85 lonS * it » voluj

Palestinian Authority Chairman Yasser Arafat, who spoke at the opei^ of return is holy,” and frfc
recognized in the Oslo 1 and Oslo 2 agreements.

fo/' tfie return of people displaced in 1967. Talks on ti

52Kl

J
,eC"5S h?8"? 1851 ****' to* little progress, and havenresumed since fee elections in May.
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Palestinians, demonstrating yesterday at Rachel’s Tomb hold up placards calling for an end

Palestinian prisoners hddby Israel. March organizers ensured the demonstration was peaceful, but threatened mat mean?

might not be.
-
— CAP)

Arafat appeals to

German investors to help

in 2000 celebrations
FRANKFURT (Reuter) - Yasser Arafat
called on German industrialists on Friday to

invest in Palestinian self-rule areas, singling

out the 2,000th anniversary of fee birth of
Jesus as an opportunity for their involve-

menL
"We need your support and the support erf

ail our friends around fee world, to prepare a

great celebration to reflect the outstanding

status of Jesus Christ" the Palestinian presi-

dent told fee Chamber of Industry and
Commerce in Frankfurt

Arafat a Moslem whose wife is a Christian,

said fee anniversary would be a great interna-

tional occasion but the newly autonomous
Palestinian authorities had neither the money
nor fee know-how to organize it alone.

He said he expected millions to flock to

Bethlehem, now under Palestinian self-rule,

for fee start of the Third Millennium of fee

Christian era-

“Three years is not a long time,” Ararat

told his audience in Germany’s financial cap-

ital. “We appeal to you.- for valuable help to

ensure we can celebrate this great historic and

religious occasion appropriately.”

The Palestinian leader received a warm
ovation from the industrialists but Lofear

Klcmm, the economics minister for fee state

of Hesse which includes Frankfurt, spoke for

many business leaders in mentioning the pre-

carious peace in fee Middle Hast

"A market which is not yet characterized

by peace and political stability remains a dif-

ficult one,” he said.

Arafat was due to meet representatives

from some of Germany's biggest banks later

in fee day and hold talks with managers at

Frankfurt airport about the possibility of their

help in an airport project in Gaza.

Arafat says he’ll take

advice to be patient

with new government
WIESBADEN, Germany (AP) - Palestinian

leader Yasser Arafat said Friday he had “taken to

heart” advice from tire leader ofGermany ’s Jews

to have patience wife Israel’s new government.

During a one-hour meeting, Ignat?. Bubs,

chairman of fee Central Council of Jews in

Germany, warned Arafat against overreaction

and suggested trust-building measures and

patience.

Arafat told journalists he had “taken very

much to heart” Bubis’s views and was sure the

meeting would have a positive effect oh fee

Middle East peace process.

Bubis said he cautioned Arafat against state-

ments that in themselves hurt the peace process.

Although he said he had no right to speak for

Israel. Bubis, a 70-year-old survivor of the

HolocausL said be blows the opinion of tire

Israeli people: “There is no alternative to peace.”

Israel and the Palestinians are the “most natur-

al partners” for building political and economic

stability in the region, Bubis said. He echoed

Arafat's own words in saying. “Without eco-

nomic stability peace will not last”

Lebanese execute man
convicted of being Israeli spy

BEIRUT (AP) - A man accused

of being an Israeli intelligence

agent and convicted of master-

minding a 1994 car-bombing in

Beirut was executed by firing

squad at dawn yesterday, just

after the prayers that start the

Islamic day.

Ahmed Hallaq, a 43-year-old

his family and to be given two
tranquilizer pills, Roumieh prison

officials said. Both requests were
granted.

He asked his four children to

forgive him, and he asked his

brother to bury him in the family
cemetery.

President Elias Hrawi on
Lebanese Shi’tte Moslem, was ' Thursday refused Hallaq ’s last-

taken to the main courtyard of minute plea forclemency and con-
suburban Roumieh prison, where
he had -been jailed, and shot by a
12-man firing squad

It was Lebanon’s first execution

of an alleged Israeli secret service

agent - and fee sixth since

Lebanon restored fee death penal-

ty in 1 994 in an attempt to stem
violence after the 1975-90 civil

war. The others who were execut-
ed were convicted of nonpolitical

bunders.

In his last wishes an hour before
his" execution, Hallaq asked to see

firmed his execution. In Lebanon,
only the president is empowered
to commute death sentences.

Hallaq was sentenced to death
by a Beirut criminal court in June
after being convicted of organiz-
ing the December 21, 1994, blast

in fee Hizbullah stronghold of
south Beirut. Three people died in

the explosion.

The court's verdict said Hallaq
was recruited by Mossad agents in

the security zone and was instruct-

ed to cany out the car-bombing

for an unspecified amount of
money.
Hallaq had pleaded guilty to the

bombing charge.

Among tire victims of the explo-
sion was Fuad Mughniyeh,
younger brother of Lebanon’s
notorious hostage-taker, Imad
Mughniyeh.
Lebanese police theorized fee

bombing was aimed at killing

Imad Mughniyeh, who headed
Hizbullah’s security apparatus and
is accused of mastenninding the

kidnapping of Western hostages in

Beirut in fee 1980s.

Israel has declined comment on
whether it had any ties to Hallaq.

Hallaq’s wife, tried separately, is

serving 15 years at hard labor after

being convicted in the bombing.
Another convicted accomplice
was sentenced to 10 years of hard
labor. A third suspect was acquit-
ted.

(Continued from Page 1)

Lebanon’s elections, did not come
as a surprise. Military assessors

said Hizbullah will continue to try

to cany out major operations,
including the possibility of a

renewal of suicide attacks.

Meanwhile, fee five-nation

monitoring committee to super-
vise the understandings which
ended Operation Grapes of Wrath
m April is to meet at UNIFIL’s
headquarters in Nakoura today to

hear complaints from both Israel

and Lebanon relating to the fight-
ing on Thursday.
The committee, composed of

representatives from fee US,
France, Israel. Syria and
Lebanon, had previously met on
three other occasions - to estab-
lish its working arrangements and
subsequently to hear two separate
complaints from Israel about
breaches of fee understandings by
Hizbullah.

Lebanon charges that the IDF
broke the understandings during
Thursday’s fighting by launching
air strikes at villages and by its

TARGETS
artillery fire. Hizbullah and the

government said a woman was
wounded as a result of fee bom-
bardments and feat homes were
damaged.

Israel maintains that Hizbullah

breached fee understandings first

by deliberately firing mortars
from inside villages north of fee

zone, including Jaba'a and Em
Baswar.

Syria, which has so far showed
no signs of wishing to mstram
Hizbullah apart from ensuring
feat it does not give Israel an
excuse for widescale action by
firing Katyusha rockets at fee
Galilee, has described the escala-
tion in fee fighting as dangerous.

Radio Damascus said Hizbullah

had put its fighters on full alert in

fee event of any further IDF
reprisals. There were also uncon-
firmed reports on Lebanese radio

stations that the Lebanese Army
bad stationed commando troops

HIZBULLAH
(Continued from Page 1)

Defense Minister Yitzhak
Mordechai said yesterday’s IAF
strikes against Hizbullah in
Lebanon were “necessary opera-
tions” in retaliation for attacks cm
Israeli forces.

“We are trying in every possi-
ble way to lower fee tension in

the region. We have no intention

of taking extraordinary measures,
but we have the obligation to take
every necessary operation for the

good of our forces working in
Lebanon,” Mordechai told
Channel 1.

Mordechai also said there was
no reason for fee public to be con-
cerned. “We have no interest in
creating tension but only to carry
out necessary security operations,
as is done every day of fee year.”
A war of attrition is being carried
out in Lebanon wife Hizbullah
and other terror organizations
which have Syrian and Iranian
backing, be added.

in fee western sector of fee
Beka’a Valley, as a precautionary
move.

Lebanese President Elias Hrawi
and Prime Minister Rafik Hariri
returned to Beirut on Friday night
from talks in Damascus wife
Syrian leaders in which they
apparently discussed fee tension.

Xr RIVALS
Welcome to Mr. and Mrs. Jean and Eugen
Gluck, Chairman of the Board - American
Friends of the Bet-El Yeshhra Center.

jrAumuai noiiu

map showing
where ‘Israeli

listening devices

are located
JON IMMANUEL

BRIG.-GEN. Amin Hindi, fe

head of the Palestinian Authority
General Intelligence Service, sai

yesterday feat he has asked foi

eign diplomatic sources to pei

spade Israel to provide maps of a
Gaza buildings, detailing fee Joes

tion of listening devices planted i

them.

“We have asked Arab and fra

eign friends to help us take fees

devices out,” Hindi said in a
interview with the Ramallah dai)

Al-Ayyam.
He said that the Israeli motive i

planting fee bugs was to "make u
suspicious all the time and shot
us there are collaborators.transfei

ring information.”

Since a listening device nej
Gaza police headquarters exploc
ed two weeks ago, killing a sappe
police have conducted a search fc

more devices they say Israel plan!

ed just before the IDF withdrew
from Gaza in 1994.

Israel, which supplies Gaz
with its telephone tines, has m
admitted to planting the device;
and Western diplomatic source
have said feeie is no way c

knowing whether Israel plante
them or whether fee highly con
petitiye Palestinian securit
agencies were spying on on
another.

iTOL

THE BET-ELYESHTVACENTER
It is our privilege to welcome the

Chairman of the Board
ofAmerican Friends of the i

Bet-El Yeshiva Center,

'

Mr. and Mrs.
Jean and Eugen Gluck

rrrm

who stand in the forefront ofthe strugglt
for the future and security

of the State ofIsrael
and Judea and Samaria in particular ;
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PHILIPPA FLETCHER
MOSCOW

RUSSIA faced fresh uncertainty
yesterday after a disclosure that
President Boris Yeltsin may have
suffered a third, unreported, heart
attack earlier this year and planned
bypass surgery might now be in
question.

Cardiac surgeon Renat
Akchurin, tipped to lead the
planned operation on Yeltsin, told
Renters yesterday that damage to
the president’s heart could make
surgery too risky.

A final decision would be taken
Wednesday or Thursday, he said.

In a separate interview on
Friday, Akchurin told a US televi-
sion interviewer that Yeltsin suf-
fered his new heart attack - his
third in about 12 months - in late

June or July during his successful
re-election baitle.

- Yesterday he said he had not
treated the 65-year-old Yeltsin
himself at the time. But he had
concluded from examining
Yeltsin’s heart later and consider-
ing media reports that a new heart
attack had occurred.

His remarks implied that he had
not known what he was undertak-
ing when be had agreed to conduct
the operation, and had talked
about the presumed new heart

attack to ABC-TV to stress the

dangers. Yeltsin himself
announced the operation on
September 5.

“It was the goal of my interview

to say that we can postpone the

operation but that we are trying to

go ahead with it,” he said.

He and other doctors, including

top US cardiologist Michael
DeBakey, will maWp. a final deci-

sion Wednesday or Thursday on
die surgery, which they want to do
so that Yeltsin can lead a normal

life.

Yeltsin' dropped out of public

view in late June before a July 3
runoff vote in which he beat com-
munist challenger Gennady
Zyuganov to secure a second four-

Surgeon: Yeltsin might be
too sick for heart operation

Turkey said to be
siding with Iraq

to US dismay
NEW YORK (Reuter) - Turkey
has urged President Saddam
Hussein to reassert his authority in

northern Iraq and crush separator

Turkish Kurds based there, to the
dismay of the United States,
which wants to keep Saddam
boxed in. The New York Times
reported yesterday.

The newspaper, in an interview
with Turkish Foreign Minister
Tansu Ciller, quoted her as saying
Ankara would drop its plan to cre-

ate a “security zone” inside Iraq if

Saddam took steps to crash
Turkish Kurds waging a guerrilla

war against Ankara from camps in

northern Iraq.

Ciller said Turkey was having
talks with Saddam on the issue.

“We are still talking to him, and
we are interested to see what he
can do or is prepared to do. If he
can establish a degree of rule there

that puts an end to terrorist infil-

tration, that would be fine with us.

“If not, we will take measures to

see that terrorists do not continue

to operate on our borders. We
defend the territorial integrity of
Iraq, but the lack of authority there

has been tragic for us,” Ciller said.

The New York Times said senior

US administration officials were
“dismayed" by Ciller’s remarks. It

quoted a senior State Department
official as saying: “This does not
accord with the discussions the
United States has had with Turkey.
Perhaps it is Turkey’s way of sig-

naling to the Unite States that it

has alternatives.”

Turkey announced plans early
in September to create a security

zone in northern Iraq up to 9.6 km
deep, and Washington said it

would not object if Ankara went
ahead with the scheme.

Turkey said the cordon would
deter infiltration from Iraq by
guerrillas of the Kurdistan
Workers Party (PKK). fighting for

self-nile in Turkey’s Kurdish
southeast.

The Tuikish plan followed US
missile strikes on military installa-

tions in southern Iraq in response
to the Iraqi army’s intervention in

northern Iraq to help a Kurdish

faction seize a city from a rival

group a week ago.

Ciller did not say if Turkey
wanted Saddam to send his own
troops back into northern Iraq or

influence his Kurdish allies to do
the job of pushing out PKK forces.

An elderly communist holds a portrait of Stalin in front of the Russian Foreign Ministry building in Moscow during an anti-Yeltsin
rally yesterday. (Remer)

yenr term in office.

Both Yeltsin’s office - which
has previously played down the

seriousness of the operation - and
the government refused to com-
ment on Akchurin's comments.

Presidential chief-of-staff

Anatoly Chubais also declined to

comment But he ticked off

Yeltsin’s rivals for looking to step

into his shoes.

“Those politicians who believe

that it is time to take up starting

positions in a presidential cam-

paign will very soon realize that

they have jumped the gun,”
Chubais told a congress of the

Russia’s Democratic Choice pany
in Moscow.

“Those who have got off to a

false start will be forced to hang
their heads and go back to the

starting lines under the intent gaze

of the judge, who is and will

remain Russian President Boris

Yeltsin,” Chubais said.

The head of fee presidential

medical center, Sergei Mironov,

broke new ground on Friday by-

saying that fee operation, hitherto

described as a simple bypass, was
“very serious” and that much was
aLstake.

Yeltsin is in a Moscow clinic,

and Mironov said he would be
kept in for several more days to

make sure complications wife
other organs would not worsen.

Akchurin’s disclosures height-

ened fears for Yeltsin’s future.

Yeltsin’s own fate is inextricably

linked wife the political situation

in his vast unpredictable country.

Asked if the operation could be

too dangerous. Akchurin told

Reuters: “It might be.”

Akchurin suggested the latest

heart attack bad been hushed up
because it could have had an
impact on fee outcome ofthe elec-

tion.

“Can you imagine what would
happen, for example, if he told

everyone he's had a heart attack

and he's unable to work?” he told

ABC. (Reuter)

Thai prime minister
avoids censure - at

price of losing office

N. Korean agents still at large

after four-day manhunt
KANGNUNG, South Korea (AP)-Two North Korean

ageptsfleqn&amanhuntshot and Itilled oneoffee South
Kqfean

!

paratroopers tracking them Saturday - and then

rfSappefltEdTTrtn the mramtains-

Tbe shooting has heightened frustration at the mili-

tary’s failure so far to catch die band of infiltrators —
believed to number seven — feat ran their submarine

aground in eastern South Korea on Wednesday.
In fee first two days of the search, 18 North Koreans

from the grounded submarine had been killed or found

dead, and one was captured. Bat since then, fee South

has made no progress.

Yesterday, soldiers spotted fee two North Koreansnear
the top of a mountain in the country’s rugged eastern

coastal region. After a 10-minute shootout, the northern-

ers eluded what Defease officials called an “airtight cor-

don."

The suspected saboteurs slipped through a similar

endrctementon Friday.

.

According to fee single captured agent, U Gwang Su,

31, seven colleagues still remain at large. They include

espionage agents, trained to survive for days in extreme

situations.

Most of the rest woe members of fee crew who had

landed when their submarine beached at Kangnung, 100

kilometers south ofthe heavily aimed Korean border and

140 kilometers northeast of Seoul
Tbe grmfight proved feal at least two of the agents are

within the South Koreans’ grasp, but the whereabouts of

tbe other five are questionable.

Hoping to luxe them out and break their spirit, loud-

speakers in thearea Wared,a taped messageby the cap-,

hired agent
------ •'

“I am alive. Let’s all live through this and begin anew "

life "Li said. .

“You cannot escape through tbe triple cordon. And
even ifyou return to North Korea you will only be pun-
ished for failing in your mission," fee recording blared

over and over again.

Offshore, naval ships were towing fee recovered com-
munist submarine to a nearby base.

“Tbe turning point will come today or tomorrow,”

Defense Minister Lee Yang-ho said, promising feat fee

residents ofKangnung and nearby villages wiO be able

to return to normal life soon.

Intelligence officials said the sob was believed to have

been an a mission to land spies and saboteurs. They said

fee craft was maimed by officers, including a colonel

from fee North's special guerrilla forces.

The captured infiltrator Gold investigators feat their

mission was to spy an air defense and navy facilities, the

Defense Ministry said.

But officials could not explain scane aspects of the

bizarre infiltration, including fee 11 intruders found dead

together, an wife gunshot wounds in their beads. They
were discovered in a me mtain clearing hours after tire

sub was found stranded off meters off fee coast

OfFw-iak initially ftynriyrvi thaf 10 of them, manned,
were shot dead fay an 1 lfe man who later turned his

i

pis-

tol cd himself to avoid capture. Officials said Friday,,

however feat all were beBeved shot by automatic rifles,

which were not found on or near the scene.

US expands Iraq

patrol, more troops

arrive in Kuwait

One killed in election violence in Kashmir
SRINAGAR, India (Reuter) -
One person was killed and more
than 24 were seriously wounded
in a string of blasts yesterday dur-

ing the third phase of local

assembly elections in India’s

troubled Jammu and Kashmir,

police said.

Six paramilitary troopers were

among the 24 wounded, police

said. Separatist politicians said

more than 50 people woe wound-
ed in explosions and shooting

continued late into yesterday.

Kashmir police chief Mohinder

Nath Sabharwal said tbe worst

incident occurred when militants

hurled a grenade at a security

picket near a polling station in tire

Gandarbal of Srinagar, injuring

20 people and frilling a civilian.

Former state chief minister

Farooq Abdullah is a candidate

from Gandarbal in yesterday’s

leg of assembly elections.

Sabharwal said militants

attacked five polling stations,

farcing a brief suspension of vot-

ing in four of. them. The fifth

attack wrecked a polling station.

“We are likely to hold a re-poll

there,” Kashmir's election chief

Jain Ahmed Khan told the news

conference.

Saturday’s elections in three

administrative regions involved

21 seats in the 87-member assem-

bly.

Foiling in Srinagar, Kashmir’s

capita] city, was (he lowest at

28.8 percent, Kashmir’s top civil

servant Ashok Kumar said.

“There is a pattern that the farther

you go away from Srinagar, the -

higher the polling gets," be said.

KUWAIT (Reuter) - Another 300
US soldiers arrived in Kuwait
and warplanes from a second US
aircraft carrier began patrols over

Iraq yesterday in a show of force

against Washington's Gulf War
foe.

The 1st Cavalry Division

troops from Fort Hood. Texas,

were bused to an arsenal near
Kuwait City to draw weapons
and deploy quickly near the Iraqi

border, US officials said.

A second US aircraft carrier,

the USS Enterprise, began send-

ing warplanes from the Gulf to

patrol a Western-imposed no-fly

zone in southern Iraq.

“Our mission is to hopefully

deter aggression and help con-
tribute to the peace m the Middle
East,” said the Commander of the

Enterprise, Captain Michael
Malone, of Brooklyn.

The Enterprise, with 74 air-

craft - including F-14 fighters

recently modified to deliver

laser-guided bombs - entered the

Gnlf on Thursday. It joined
another carrier battle group plus

US ground and air forces

deployed mainly in Kuwait
against Iraq.

Tbe Enterprise left fee Adriatic

Sea last weekend to join the car-

rier Carl Vinson, which is taking

part in flights as part of
Operation Southern Watch over

southern Iraq.

Fresh tension arose between

Washington and Baghdad in

August when Baghdad’s forces

intervened to help a Kurdish fac-

tion in northern Iraq.

Washington retaliated by firing

44 cruise missiles at air defense

targets in southern' Iraq on

September 3 and 4. It also

expanded the southern no-fly

zone by pushing its northern
limit up to the 33rd parallel from
the 32nd parallel.

The 300 newly-arrived troops
are part of a 3.500-strong force

ordered to Kuwait last week in

response to the flare-up. Another
398 soldiers who arrived on
Friday deployed in tbe desert
overnight at the Kuwaiti mili-

tary's Adera Range exercise zone
40 km south of Iraq.

BANGKOK (AP) - Prime
Minister Banham Silpa-archa
wod the vote, but lost office.

Facing a censure vote in par-

liament yesterday after three

days of bruising allegations of
corruption, lying and ineptitude,

Banham won the support of his

coalition partners only on con-
dition he announce his resigna-

tion first.

Eyes downcast, Banham
pledged at a jam-packed news
conference to step down within

a week and turn over [tower to a
member of the six-party coali-

tion.

Minutes later, Banham 's for-

mer allies backed him in the

confidence voj$. He won, 207
-votes -to 182;’His colleagues
gave a formal round of
-applause, but- Ills'career lay in

ruins.

The bizarre exercise was
aimed at saving face and fend-
ing off the dissolution of parlia-

ment, which would have
brought fresh elections the
coalition has no guarantee of
winning.
The political crisis is viewed

as a symptom of the country's

institutions failing to keep up
with the supercharged growth
that has seen Thailand emerge
in recent years as an economic

powerhouse in Southeast Asia.

Opposition figures resisted

crowing at the end of Banham’s

14-month premiership, which
they have called one of the most
comipt in Thai history.

“There hasn’t been any
change yet. The government
still holds power,” said Chuan
Leekpai, leader of the chief

opposition party, the

Democrats, who was himself
toppled as prime minister last

year in a censure vote over a
land scandal.

Several days of deal-cutting

by coalition figures seem likely.

Key portfolios like Finance,
Foreign Affairs, Defense and
Interior will be offered to party

leaders-to ensure supports jm.

Defense- Minister Chavhllt
Ycmgehaiyudh is' the

nerto succeed Banham, though
his New Aspiration Party has
only 57 seats compared to 91
for Banham’s Chart Thai - a

possible source of future weak-
ness.

The resignation was the mini-
mum price public opinion
would probably accept after

three days of parliamentary
debate followed by millions on
live television and radio.

Betting in this gambling-crazed
nation on the outcome was rife.

Shoah and Education

YAD VASHEM
The Holocaust

Marius' and Heroes'

Remembrance

Authority

’laces are limited

An International Conference

on teaching the Holocaust

Monday -Thursday, October 14-17, 1996 • Yad Vashem, Jerusalem

With the participation of local and international scholars and educators

The opening ceremony will take place on Monday, October 1 4, at 1 8:00

in the presence on Hie Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu,

The Minister of Education and Culture Zevulun Hammer

and with the participation of: The Mayor of Jerusalem Ehud Olmert MK

Chairman of the International Council of Yad Vashem Dr. Yosef Burg

Chairman of the Yad Vashem Directorate Avirer Shalev

The conference is open to scholars and educators and is recognised for purposes of supplementary credits for teachers

Details and registration: Tel. 02-6751 670, Fax. 02-64335~lT
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New Exhibitions
The Eretz Israel Museum proudly

presents three fascinating exhibitions:
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Artists - Messengers of Peace

]80 alias firm Israel and around fee world depict images of peas on rust day covtocdebnaing the peace maty with Jordan. Artisis include:

Farid Abu-Shiqia. Nahum TcveL Ya’acov Heifetz, Nnrit David, Yair Garber, Rati Lave, Yigal Ozeri, Mom Mizrahi, and many others.

Opening dale: September 18. 1 496

Sponsored by Dr. Fischer Pharmaceuticals - The Peace Art Collection.

Snpponed b> The Ministry of Comnwnxadoas, The Foreign Office, asd The Mialstry nf Education and Cdtare.

Photograffiti

Graffiti from ibe old city in Jerusalem,

induding s>Tnbote. archetypes, wall murals

and color blotches collected over an

extended period of rime, as seen through

the camera lens ofAliza Ohneit

•Opening dare: September 18. 1996

The emibrtioti is sponsored by the Israefi

Pboeds Insurance Company.

By Bread Alone

Photographs by Vaida Poiak-Safun. The

. ediibniwi deals with bread, baking, and tbe

role bread has played in world culture in

general and in Israeli cull ure in particular.

Open fbrviewiM.
"

The exhibition sponsored by the "Frencti

Kiss" (Nesftika Tzarfntk) Bakery.

And more at the- Museum
I The Museum Shop -ATreasure ofGifts

A unique shop wiib a variety oforiginal gifts dot you won’t find

anywhere ebe: replicas. Judaka. jewday. handicrafts, ceramics,

glass products and books.

Open Sunday Thursday: IW»AM-7flOPM Friday 9fl0AM- 1 DOAM

MSukkot Sepeoiber29-OcMto3.l996

Workshops for Wi. Guided tours. Ftm and games far die line! ones.

Plaaeurinm ( IftOOAM daily). Audio - visual programs. BalingPm
bread at the JloermflL

Open: IfttoAM-mPM

Permanent Exhibitions

VhatlhepMni»iHW MM«tiniKnAnniiK nramifs fares
,
wfampraphy

and fb&Jore. Mas and His WbriL Snotl through (he reconstructed

Eretz Israel isidscape gardens, itae TH QasiJa archaeological

excavation, ihe oil press and flour mitt.

The Planetarium
"

~~

Join ns fora voyage through the sires, a joorney ihroagh the

tinwise, a breahuLinE spaceship tn* to the suo and rarnr jpace.

SSTTr'Tim
Eretz Israel Museum. 2 Haim Lnvuon Si., Tel Am- Tel : 0< 6415244
Open SunJavs. Mondays. Thursdays 9.-00 .AM 2.-00PM
Tuesdays. Wednesdays 9:00AM - 7MPM Saturdays 10:00AM -200 PM
Eretz Israel Library open Sundays - Thursdays 9.00AM - 3.-00 PM

ERETZ ISRAEL MUSEUM, TEL AVIV
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Bhutto’s

brother

murdered
LARKANA, Pakistan (Reuter) -
Thousands of mourners attended

the burial yesterday of Murtaza
Bhutto, estranged brother ofPrime
Minister Benazir Bhutto, as

Pakistan named ajudge to investi-

gate his killing with six aides by
police.

Murtaza was buried at the

ancestral graveyard at Gaihi
Khuda Bakhsh, about 25 km from
Larkana, beside the grave of his

younger brother Shahnawaz and
near that of his father, executed

former prime minister ZulfikarAli

Bhutto.

More than 10,000 people turned

up at the graveyard amid rice

fields and several fainted in swel-

tering heat as the temperature

soared to 37 degrees.

Murtaza’s sobbing widow,
Ghinwa, appeared briefly in the

crowd before her husband's bullet-

ridden body was lowered into the

grave.

His body was flown to the fam-
ily borne of Larkana to the north

of the city of Karachi, where he
and six supporters were killed in a
shootout with police on Friday

nigbL

Benazir Bhutto and her mother,

Nusrat, also arrived in Larkana but

did not attend the burial because

of the crowds. Earlier, Benazir

wailed and prayed over Murtaza’s

body at a Karachi hospital.

In a mark of deep mourning, she

went barefoot to the hospital where
Murtaza, 42, died after being hit by
up to eight bullet wounds^ in the

guofight near his home in an afflu-

ent area of the city.

She flew overnight from
Islamabad to Karachi after hearing
of the death of die brother who
bad bitterly opposed her govern-
ment in a three-year political con-
frontation.

Police blamed the shooting on
Murtaza’s political followers, say-

ing they had fired on police who
wanted to search their cars.

A Sindh province government
notice said provincial high court

judge Ali Mohammed B&luch
would head an inquiry tribunal

which would submit its report

within a month.
Murtaza was the last surviving

son of Zulfikar Bhutto, who was
toppled as prime minister in a
1977 army coup and hanged two
years later. His younger brother,

Shahnawaz, was found dead in his

flat in southern France in 1985 in

mysterious circumstances.

IRA’s allies say
N. Ireland peace
process is dead

BELFAST (Reuter) -The political

wing ofthe Irish RepublicanArmy
(IRA) said yesterday dial Northern

Ireland’s peace process is dead

and a new one should be put in its

place.

Martin McGuinness, die chief

strategist of the Sinn Fein party,

said the current peace talks, from
which it is excluded, are going
nowhere.

A new process must involve

Sinn Fein, he said, and a condition

that the IRA must disarm before

its political allies can join talks

must be dropped.
__

..“These talks are pointless.They'

are going nowhere,” McGumness
'

told BBG^ratfio: “I believe they;

should be wound up,” he added.
*

'

“There is a need now to recon-

struct' a new peace process, this

time with completely different

terms of reference."

The IRA has waged a 25-year

guerrilla struggle against British

rule of Northern Ireland, which

has a pro-British Protestant major-

ity and an Irish Catholic minority.

Britain and Ireland called all-

party talks to give the region a
chance to heal wounds, but they

have not allowed Sinn Fein to take

part until an IRA cease-fire is

restored.

In the absence of Sin Fein, the

talks have bogged down in wran-

gling between pro-British

Protestant and pro-Irish Catholic

nationalists over scrapping guer-

rilla arms and other issues.

“It is time that people stopped

fooling die public [and] recog-

nized that the peace process is

dead and that the urgent task now
facing us is to establish whether or
not we can reconstruct, rebuild a
new peace process,” McGuinness
added.

He called for unconditional

“inclusive negotiations” held

within a defined time-frame and
said Britain must put in place

“confidence-building” measures.

Report: East bloc spies

targeted Pope John Paul II
BERLIN (AP) - Pope John Paul D was targeted by east bloc spy agen-

cies along with his predecessor at the Vatican, according to a newspaper
report citing papers found in former East German secret police files.

The Berliner Zeitung repeated yesterday that it had found Russian
translations of reports apparently from die Polish secret service regard-

ing John Paul The reports were dated November 1978, a month after

John Pan! was elected pope.

In those papers, die Berliner Zeitung said, the Polish-born pontiffwas
described as having “die most extreme anti-communist views,” which he
wanted to advance through the Roman Catholic church’s policy toward
the east bloc.

The church’s human rights campaign, it said, was described as being

“on the same line with the most reactionary circles in the West”
On Friday, the Berliner Zeitung and another Berlin newspaper,

DerTagesspiegel. reported that a Polish agent doubling as a cleric in the

1960sspied on then-Pope Paul VI, passing along some of the Vatican’s

top secrets to Polish and Soviet intelligence agencies.

The Vatican has thus far made no official response. The reports came
as John Paul was visiting France.

Kenya arrests Rwandan genocide suspect

NAIROBI (Reuter) - Kenya has

arrested an exiled Rwandan Hutu

businessman suspected of

involvement in Rwanda's 1994
genocide of up to a million Tutsis

and moderate Hutus. state radio

and a Rwandan refugee leader said

yesterday.

The arrest on Friday of Obeid

Ruzindana was the first by Kenya.

a country considered by Rwanda’s

new Tutsi-led government as a

haven for Hutus who fled their

motherland after the genocide.

A senior Rwandan government

official welcomed the arrest of

Ruzindana as a “positive and long

overdue sup," saying he hoped

the development signified new
cooperation between Kenya and

the International Criminal

Tribunal for Rwanda.

Innocent Burare, executive sec-

retary of the exiled Rally for the

Return of Refugees and
Democracy in Rwanda, a Hutu
lobby group, said Ruzindana was
arrested on Friday on a warrant

signed by the Rwanda tribunal,

based in Arusha, Tanzania.

“He is on the list of people

wanted by the

TribunaL He was arrested yesrer-

day by police accompanied by tri-

bunal officials.” Butane said.

Tribunal deputy spokesre^
Î enyail

Bocar Sy told Reuters by Kie-
Irin^ing to 11 the number

phone from Tanzania that he ha
fsuspecls

hidicted by the tribunal

heard radio reports of and^ncustody in various capitals,

airest but could not confirm them and incus j

°^utare said Ruzindana, a former

Jet to Rwanda’s southwestern

Krtmye region, was charged with

genocide and cranes against

hU
feb>an state radio reported the

M - = •>- - • -t- - -t •• - • — ~
ProminentAmerican Jews stand in a labyrinth in New York against the New York skyline last week, where they were placed by photographer Frederic Brenner, worK-

ing on a project on prominent American Jews. Front row from left are artist Roy Lichtenstein; actress Lauren Bacall; viohnist Itzhak Perlman; playwright Arthur

Miller; and Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg.

Photographer’s Jewish world: A Diaspora of questions
NEW YORK (AP) - One night, French photographer

Frederic Brenner dreamed he was in America with Lauren
Bacall, Radi' Bader Ginsbur& Ralph Lauren, Arthur Miller,

Mark Spitz, Dr;Ruth Westheimer
Three years later, wide awake, 'Brenner'peered at them

through his camera lens as they stood bareheaded in the rain

on Ellis Island, posing forhim against the Manhattan skyline.

These prominent American Jews, all descended from
immigrants who struggled in a new diaspora, are his

“Jewish icons.” as the photographer says in his book
Jews]America!A Representation.

Wednesday’s rendezvous at the old gateway to the United

States was part of Brenner’s 17-year mission through 40
countries exploring the question: What does it mean to be a
Jew at die end of the 20th century?

“There is no such thing as The Jew,” concludes the 37-

year-old photographer, who holds a Ph-D. in social anthro-

pology. “My photographs raise questions, they don’t give

answers.”

Many American Jews “became icons by breaking the

icons,” or stereotypes, Brenner said during an interview at

the SoHo gallery where his photos are exhibited.

Barbra Streisand, for example. One of the 39 “icons” in

the book, she “has obviously reinvented beauty. She is not

beautiful, and she became beautiful"

To survive as a Jew is to be a chameleon, “always taking

the shape and the color of the country where we are. It is to

.reinvent oneself, while anchored in tradition," says Brenner.

“And it's a very thin line, you walk like ah equilibriste

he adds, using the French word for tightrope walker as he
spreads his arms precariously.

For the Ellis Island photo, his famous subjects stood in a
labyrinth he built of white-painted wood, “the ultimate

metaphor for diaspora, a place where the paths intersect, or

merge sometimes, where the line is not straight, and there

are many detours."

In one square of the maze was Westheimer. the sex thera-

pist whose finger-wagging advice, delivered in German-
tinged English, has made her a television celebrity.

She landed in America in 1956, “and I learned that you
have to stand up and be counted,” said the four-foot-seven-

inch (1.4 meters) Westheimer, perched on a hidden box that

raised her to camera level.

For Supreme Court Justice Ginsburg, the photo session
was her first visit to the island where her Polish-bom grand-
mother arrived in the early 1900s.

“Jewish people are sometimes called ‘the people of the
book.’ My grandparents’ dream was for their children to

become scholars," Ginsburg said.

The Supreme Court justice smiled when asked if she was

an icon, saying she was just “a fortunate girl bom in

Brooklyn."
Butthere she was rubbing shoulders with the likes ofbusi-

ness moguls Edgar Bronfman and his son, Edgar Jr.; violin-

ists Itzhak Perlman and Isaac Stem; artist Roy Lichtenstein;

composer Philip Glass; Olympic swimming champion Mark
Spitz; feminist Betty Friedan; former CBS chairman
Laurence Tisch; and former New York Mayor Ed Koch.
Holding her granddaughter’s hand was another fortunate

girl from Brooklyn, actress Lauren Bacall, bom as Betty
Joan Perske.

In two years of trekking through the country, Brenner also
photographed Persian-born Jewish antique dealers in New
Jersey, a Jewish family on Staten Island with a Christmas
tree, students in a Hebrew day school in I .ay Vegas.

It’s all part of his mammoth project. Chronicle of Exile,
which he says will be “tile first visual anthology of the Jewish
people in the 20th century." Publication is slated for 1999.
The quest began more than two decades ago, when he was

a teenager in Paris mastering karate and Zen Buddhism,
though his great-grandfather had been a rabbi and three-
quarters of the family had been deported to Auschwitz.
“Then came the war of 1967 and theYom Kippur war," he

said. “And my parents said, ‘Oh, but we are Jewish, ’ and
they sent me to a Jewish school.”

Heroin found
BOGOTA (Reuter) - Colombian
President Ernesto Samper left for

New York yesterday to address the

UN General Assembly while
caught in a new drug scandal over
heroin found stashed on his presi-

dential jeL

The embarrassing discovery on
board the presidential Boeing 707
was made at the Catam military air

on plane of Colombian president Training exercise mav have— left TWA explosive residue
WASHINGTON (API _ A
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base near Bogota during an
inspection prompted by an anony-
mous telephone caller.

Police and military officials

said 3.4 kg of heroin were found
hidden in 14 small packets stashed

in the nose and tail section of the

aircraft at the air base where the

jet was being readied for the flight

to New York.

Conspiracy theories abounded
in Bogota as to how the drugs had
been planted or smuggled aboard
the closely-guarded jet. which is

owned and operated by the

Colombian Air Force.

Police said no arrests had been
made.

Samper, who has defied repeat-

ed calls for his resignation because
of charges his 1994 election cam-
paign was partly financed by the
Cali drug cartel, told reporters

before his departure it was the
work of someone seeking to hurt

him.

He called it an “outrageous and
dastardly" act.

Samper’s US visa was
revoked in July because of his
alleged ties to drug traffickers

and as a sign of Washington's
displeasure over a move by
Colombia's Congress to clear
him of drug corruption charges a
month earlier.

WASHINGTON (AP) - A month
before the crash of TWA Flight
800, the airliner was used to train
bomb-sniffing dogs, and the
explosives in those exercises
could explain the traces of chemi-
cal residue found on the plane,
government officials say.

tigators found records late
Thursday showing that the plane
had been used for testing dogs on
their bomb-detection ability.
Officials began looking for the
match about a month ago.

“It was a long tedious process of
matclung FAA and TWA records,’
the official said cnMlrtni* *i

“This discoverywould definite- STcSTSft:* buiU1
.
a «* on

Tn;a i
J
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The TWA plane was used as a
testing facility for bomb-sniffing
dogs as part of a routine training2“™

.
m June

’ officials familiar
with the investigation said Friday.« was this plane, and the test
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Desktop voyager
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

disk-covery

JUDYSIEGEL-ITZKOVICH

Tern Hadvarim 4, a CD-ROM in

utZsisf
ases‘hCOM‘di“

Rating: Four-and-a-kalf stars
out ofJive.

I
N the old days, before Israelis
regarded it as their “right" to
travel abroad regularly, many

bought National Geographic mag-
azine to get a peek at the world
even if their English was so poor
they could only enjoy the pictures.
In the last decade or so, many
became well traveled, and when
the local equivalent of National
Geographic

,

(he Hebrew-language
Teva Hadvarim, began to publish,
it encountered an appreciative
audience.

Teva Hadvarim recently began
producing multimedia CD-ROMs
for the computer, offering learned
texts and exciting still pho-
tographs and video films about
unusual areas in the world. This
edition, the fourth, is a feast for
the eyes and ears. Three Israeli
subjects- die Machtesh Ramon in
the Negev, autumn and the Druse
- are included, along with 15 oth-
ers from around the world.
One can “travel" to Guatemala

encyclopefoa on anthropology,
wildlife and the environment. But
« anyone is qualified in the future
to produce such a disk, it is the
people from Teva Hadvarim.

Let's Start, CD-ROM in Hebrew
for teaching basic English to chil-
dren and adults, by Edusys Ltd. (a
joint company ofBug Multisystem
and Edusofi). NIS 119.
Rating: Four stars out offive

*Hie local market has numerous
programs for teaching the ABC’s
to pre-schoolers and children in
the lower-elementary grades. But
good software for those who know
the English alphabet and a few
words but don’t know how to put

together have been lacking -
until now.
Edusys, which has produced the

outstanding English+ series for
more advanced students of.
English, has now paid attention to
this in-between group as well.
English+ , which 1 highly recom-
mend (working on this program
f<w an hour a day over four months
with my 12-year-old sot boosted
his English proficiency by about
IS months), covers material from

rthe land of eternal spring"), the fourth grade through 3.5 points on
Dominican Republic, Haiti, the matriculation exam, and an
Namibia, Peru and the ecological-
ly exotic Galapagos Islands. One
can meet the pandas, white shade,
bushmen’s cave drawings, bee
society, lions, tropical rain forests,

walruses and gorillas.

The very user-friendly format
lets users hop from one location to

another merely by eliciting the

mouse. At the entrance to each
site, radio announcer Kobi Medan
skillfully reads a one-minute intro-

duction to the text, which is pre-

sented in full on tlx: screen. When
he finishes, the user can continue
reading, clicking on icons repre-

senting a still or video camera to

get colorful illustrations.

The photos and films can be
viewed over either half a screen or

a foil screen (although when
spread out folly, foe resolution of
the high-quality scenes is some-
what reduced). The videos are so

lifelike that, for example, you’ll

actually want to feed foe alpacas

and Hamas at the Mittpe Ramon
form that are presented on film.

Younger children unable to read

will enjoy this software merely by
listening to Medan’s narration and
looking at the videos and stills.

Adults
.
and older children will

appreciate foe depth of foe text,

which.tan easily be printed out or
saved on erne's hard disk (as can
the photographs).

There is a search mechanism
allowing you to look up any sub-

ject or word. The text is long and
comprehensive (foreign names
are, helpfully, primed out in

English as well). The editor-in-

chief of the program is Udi Ran;
foe science editor is Dr. Avi Arbel,

and scientific advice has been pro-

vided by Dr. Moshe Agami and
Prof. Nahum Meged.
Since it chooses unconnected

subjects, the disk can’t be used as

an all-encompassing reference

additional program (soon be to
available for borne use) extends to
5 matriculation points. The entire
English-*- series has been adapted
for use in schools as well.

English* serves as the model for
Left Start, using the same teach-
ing method of exercises, practice
and tests. However, this disk is a
smaller program than English+,
lacking foe wonderful video and
audio conversation clips, and
therefore costing about half foe

price. But this is not meant as crit-

icism: at the beginner level of
Let's Start, learning foe language
using video and audio would be
too hard.

The program is divided among
numbers, alphabet and vocabulary.
In foe first, numbers are presented
like disks on a counting table.

Click on it and hear how to say it.

Where appropriate, the user can
also learn how the number is used
as a price or as an hour or minutes
on foe clock. The alphabet is pre-
sented one letter at a'time; just

click to see and bear a series of
words containing the letter you
chose (J: jacket, jeans, juice).

The vocabulary section consists

of 12 differentpictures thatcome to.

.

life when you click on them. There
are a furniture store, a travel agent,

a doctor’s office, a restaurant, a
hairdresser, a rent-a-car agency and
so on. Click within this picture to

leam the word fix objects and to

hear and read short conversations.

A total of nearly 300 words are

introduced by the program.
Each section includes practice

exams and full-fledged tests.

There is a built-in speaking dictio-

nary and a grades section that

shows where your strengths and
weaknesses are. Another welcome
feature is a tour that presents the

entire program and how to use it in

clear Hebrew.

Microsoft sets up
course in Shlomi

NEW WORLDS
POST SCIENCE REPORTER

AFTER the Grapes of Wrath
operation, launched earlier

this year to bring a halt to

the Hizbullah’s katyusha attacks

on northern settlements, many
ministers and organizations

promised to help residents of foe

north. Microsoft-Israel, eager to

help out young residents of

Shlomi while helping itself get

well-qualified staffers, has
.

now
committed itself to providing

major assistance to a vocational

training program for practical

engineers in the town.

The unique new program will

begin at Shlomi’s Erez Center for

Vocational Training, which is

opening a new course of study for

software engineers. It is the first

time that Microsoft-Israel has

decided to take an active part in

preparing young people for a pro-

fession in computers.

The curriculum will be similar to

teat offered in varioos regional col-

leges, but with the added bonus of

Microsoft experts lecturing about

the latest in computers. The local

subsidiary of the international soft-

ware giant will provide programs

and relevant literature, as well , as

Microsoft staffers, who will also

help students choose suitable final

projects for their courses.

The company’s staffer, Lavi

Shifinan, says due’ to the growing

need for programmers and for

specializing in Microsoft s

BackOffice products, it has decid-

ed to boost computer training in

towns where such courses are

weafcor nonexistent The Erez

Center, established 13 years ago,

trains foe unemployed for die

Labor and Social Affairs Ministry

and holds nightcourses for adults.

It was authorized recently by

Microsoft-Israel to serve as the

only authorized training center

north of Haifa for its Windows
«ad Office programs-

NUMBERS GAME
Computer scientists at Cray

Research in Chippewa falls,

Wisconsin, have discovered die

largest-known prime number,
with 378,632 digits, which would

fill about 12 newspaper pages.

Prime numbers can be divided

evenly only by themselves and

one. Examples include 2, 3, 5, 7

and 21.

The Greek mathematician
Euclid proved that there is an infi-

nite number of prime numbers,

bat they do not occur in a regular

and there is no formula

for generating them. Cray said

finding prime numbers is a “tex-

ture test" for super-computers and

that it helps researctosrs leam new
techniques for speeding up mathe-

matical operations. The process

requires randomly generating and

testing millions of numbers. The

number itself, however, is seen

simply as a mathematical curiosi-

ty, and in itself does not have any

practical use. Cray discovered tire

previous largest prime number as

weD, which had 258,716 digits.

KINGLYWATER RESEARCH
A research project related to

water resources to be coordinated

at the Haifa Technion will be

named in honor of Jordan’s King

Hussein and Queen Noon
According to Tbcbnion president

PTOf. Zefaev Tfcdmor; the research

wiD bring together Israeli,

Jordanian and Palestinian

researchers. The king was told this

news at the recentevent in London

upon receiving foe CbuxchiD Prize

of foe British Friends of the

Technical He received die prize

from Winston Churchill’s daugh-

ter, Lady Soames, at London’s

Guildhall Tadmor invited Hussein

ter visit the Technion during his

next visit to Israel

JUDY SIEGEL-ITZKOVICH

AS human memory fades, the

number of witnesses dwindles and
attention is captured by what is

seen and beard rather than what
one reads in a book, a new way to
perpetuate the memory of the Six
Million and the courage of sur-

vivors had to be found
Yad Vashem - long considered a

venerable, old-fashioned
Jerusalem institution that
informed and educated the public
mostly through visits to its muse-

* urn - has taken a 21st-century
approach. It recently launched a

multi-faceted S45 million project,
Yad Vashem 2001, aimed at inte-
grating Holocaust studies into the
communications revolution.
“The world" says Yad Vashem

chairman Avoer Shalev, “is rapid-
ly advancing towards the close of
the second millennium under the
pressure of the cultural universal-
ism characteristic of an open-mar-
ket economy, byper-consamerism,
foe world communications revolu-
tion and a flood of boundary-
reducing tourism.
“In the face of this, local cul-

tures are struggling to maintain
their own uniqueness .... What will

be the fate of Holocaust commem-
oration among members of the
fourth generation, both Jewish and
non-Jewish? .... Will remem-
brance be meaningful in the con-
text of contemporary events?”
Under the program, an

International School for Holocaust
Studies is being created at foe

Holocaust Martyrs’ and Heroes’
Remembrance Authority (Yad
Vashem ’s formal name) for train-

ing teachers and developing inno-
vative educational materials. In
addition, its documentation sys-
tem will be completely computer-
ized with a modern information-

retrieval system installed by 1999.
Yad Vashem is hurrying to col-

lect and transfer from Europe to

Jerusalem numerous documents
that might otherwise disappear; it

is also videotaping survivor testi-

monies, in cooperation with US
film director Steven Spielbeig’s

Visual History Foundation. Al!
this, as well as the expansion of its

museum, will require additional

construction.

But one of the first fruits of this

effort is a CD-ROM called The
Return to Life, foe first multimedia
program of its kind aimed at

schoolchildren and the general

public to teach the history of foe

aftermath of foe Holocaust
Produced in Hebrew and English,

it cost some $250,000 to make,
much of 'it donated by ranadian

businessman Leslie Dan.

Holocaust education on your PC

The Yad Vashem CD-ROM - optimistically, it begins from the end of the Holocaust.

The computer disk is the result

of a year of work by Yad Vashem ’s

unir for foe development of educa-
tional programs in the

International School, directed by
Avraham Milgram, and was coor-
dinated and produced by Guy
Miron and a team of 10 colleagues
with help from the Israeli multi-

media company Icons..

One would expect foe project to

begin with a CD-ROM on the

Holocaust itself or even a histori-

cal explanation of what phenome-
na in Europe led up to il But
instead, this disk optimistically

begins from the end - the histori-

cal events after the defeat of foe

Nazis and the liberation of foe

concentration camps.
The survivors live among us,

but are not easily distinguished

from other elderly people, except

by the tattooed numbers on their

arms. The well-planned and
extremely moving disk brings

their story to life, follows their

wanderings to Israel and North
America and explains how they
managed to go on in spite of
everything. Anyone who studies

this multimedia program is likely

to be moved, even to tears, but
even more so to admire their

determination and will go to on
living.

The disk is divided among a

number of topics, including the

cominitment to life and JeWish
identity, vengeance, foe absoip-

‘ tian process in Eretz Yisrael and

foe US, with sub-topics such as

displaced persons’ camps, foe pain

of liberation, cultural lire and edu-
cation.

One liberated concentration-

camp inmate recalls: “I didn’t

want to take part in die rejoicing.

For us, foe victory came too late."

Once freed, the survivors stood at

a crossroads: to foe Land of Israel

or the US (tens of thousands
escaped to other countries, but the

bulk ended up in these two).

Video clips of survivors telling

of their experiences are presented

along with still photos of their

youth. Many of foe black-and-

white photos have been partially

colorized, giving them an extra

spark of life. By clicking foe
mouse, one can follow them on
their journey.

in Israel, some were taken in by
kibbutzim; according to survivors'

testimony, many of these quickly
left for foe cities. They said sabras

tended to regard them as second
class, and didn't want to hear
about foe Holocaust Their hous-
ing was inferior to that of other

new members, they charged.

One survivor recalls that as a
young child on kibbutz who had
musical talent, his application to

take music lessons was turned
down on foe grounds that there

was “no budget" But native-bom
children “with no talent or back-

ground" were sent to lessons with-

out argument
J

Finding themselves as members

Prickles serve a purpose
\/vz
f f assi

do cactus fruits

“need” prickles? I
assume it isan evolution-

ary mechanism to protect them.

But why don’t aUfruits have them
to protect them from animals eat-

ing them? Are sabras more “pre-

cious” biologically than other

fruits? Robert,
Beersheba.

Prof. Yitzhak Guiterman, a
botanist and cactus expert at the

Ben-Gurion University's Desert

Research Institute at Sde Boker,

replies:

Contrary to myth, Israeli cactus

pear plants (the sabra) are not

native to this area, but were
brought in from (he New World
some 200 or 300 years ago.

Apparently, Jewish settlers in

those days, and more recently,

thought the cacti would provide a

good living security fence. Thus, -

tins very interesting question is

best asked of botanists in Arizona

and New Mexico who currently

are conducting research on cacti

and their protective structures.

In any case, as far as 1 can

explain it, fruit-bearing plants

faced various evolutionary pres-

sures and developed their own
suitable protective mechanisms.

If fruit is eaten, the seeds can

TELL ME WHY
JUDY SIEGEL-ITZKOVICH

survive foe animal’s digestive

tract, be eliminated in its stool and
start growing in the earth. Having
prickles docs not necessarily pre-

vent animals from eating fruits. It

would deter grass eaters, but not

bother long-beaked birds, which
can eat them.

Since birds fly, foe seeds they are

usually deposited far away from
die location of the parent plant.

This increases the seeds’ chances

of dissemination and of growing
into a plant Israel doesn’t have the

proper climatic conditions for cac-

tus fruit seeds to be disseminated

by birds. This is fortunate. In

Australia, sabra cacti were brought

in and spread by the birds. They
took up large amounts of land and

are considered a nuisance.

Prickles in some species may
prevent animals from eating fruit

before the seeds form and foe fruit

ripens. Most fruit (aside from
cacti) don’t come equipped with

prickles at all, because nature

encourages their consumption so

they can reproduce through a mes-

senger.

Why does soup with vegetables

cool offmore slowly in a thermos
bottle than coffee or tea, which
does not have solid pieces in it?

Edith, KarmieL
Irwin Gross of the Hebrew

University's Casali Institute for
Applied Chemistry replies:

It is easier for die molecules in

liquids, which are fluid, to move
around and lose their beat to the ain

Solid particles, whose molecular
structures are fixed, lose heat more
slowly; it takes more time for ener-

gy, in foe form of heat, to dissipate

from a solid than through a liquid.

Dried apricots are known to

have a lot of iron. Does one get

the same amount of iron from
eating fresh apricots? Does the

drying process introduce more
iron? Sari, Kbryat Haim.
Shlomit Somesh. senior lecturer

in nutritional sciences, faculty of
Agriculture ofHU in Rehovot,
The amount of iron in the two is

the same. But if you eat dried apri-

cots, you are able to eat many
more of them because their vol-

ume is smaller. The concentration

of iron is 4.5 mg in 100 gram of

dried apricots and 0.6 milligram in

Going AWOL at the psych ward
A SIGNIFICANT number of

patients at psychiatric hos-

X Vpitals leave without permis-

sion and have to be brought back,

especially during the first few days

of their institutionalization.A study

carried out by researchers at the

Geha Psychiatric Hospital in Petah

Hkva and Bar-Ban University

found that 2 to 15 percent of all

patients disappear; and that half of

those who do, run away from the

hospital repeatedly.

According to the survey of world

medical literature on the subject,

published in a recent issue of die

Israel Medical Association’s

Harefuah, the change in emphasis

from “incarceration" of patients to

treatment with medications has led

to more liberal conditions in the

psychiatric hospitals, and more
patient's running away. In addition,

psychiatric institutions are no longer

isolated buildings in outlying areas

bat close to or part ofurban centers.

Absconders (or “elopers,” as they

are called in the US) are a medical,

legal and social problem, because

many of them stop taking medica-

tion, cause staffers and relatives

much worry and require police to

search forthan- Italsogives hospi-

tals a bad name. Those patients

HEALTH SCAN
POST HEALTH REPORTER

who constitute an immediate dan-

ger to themselves or society cause

special worry, even though studies

have shown very few escapees

cany out violent acts or try to com-
mit suicide while they’re away.

The authors note that mental

patients tend to leave during the

day rather than at night. Single

men run away more often than
married or single women, as do
drug addicts and alcoholics. Most
of them return. home, but some
aim for another location and oth-

ers just wander about, living in the

streets. The reasons for running

away include fears that they will

be harmed during treatment, hallu-

cinations about being “told" to

escape, hospital food, lack of pri-

vacy, poor relations with other

patients and family problems. The
single most common diagnosis

among escapees is schizophrenia.

Experts suggest that half of all

escapes by psychiatric patients can

be prevented by giving suitable

medication, and ensuring family

visits and proper staff behavior

rather than by rigorous security

measures. Examining risk factors

of patients for escaping can lead to

dealing with problems before they

run away, the authors suggest

SEEING EYE TO EYE
A new program to prepare chil-

dren with visual impairments to

integrate into the regular school

system has begun at foe Center for

the Advancement of the Blind in

Safed. The private facility has for

25 years been serving many with

visual defects - from babies to

adults - to exchange their sense of

isolation for fully productive,

independent lives.

Blind and visually impaired chil-

dren starting school without prepa-

ration often become discipline

problems and develop learning dis-

abilities, according to the center’s

educators. Negative and even
antagonistic attitudes can remain
with them throughout their years in

school. The Sated center aims at

stimulating motivation, reducing

tension, preventing trauma and
encouraging positive attitudes

towards learning with sighted chil-

dren and teachers. Sighted children

are among the center’s regular

pupils, so that a normal classroom

environment is established.

of a people fighting for a state.

Holocaust survivors bad no time
to rest or recuperate. The young
and healthy joined the military

efforts of the Yishuv, and by the

end of the War of Independence,
they constituted fully a third of all

the soldiers.

Those who emigrated to the US
speak movingly of having found
“the Garden of Eden." One child

who was offered a bowl of
oranges and apples asked if he
could choose among them.A wel-

comer told the awe-struck sur-

vivor he could eat all of them if he
wished.

But in the New World too, the

survivors were not universally

welcomed either by the Jewish
community or by America at

large. One senator called for

immigration restrictions, arguing

that the immigrants had been “nur-
tured on Communist ideas" and
would never suit themselves to

democracy. Others feared the

newcomers would take their jobs.

But, pulling themselves up by
their own bootstraps, the Jews
learned English, learned a trade

and absorbed American culture,

often with their Judaism falling by
foe wayside.

The disk contains an impressive

database of background text, as

well as maps, graphs and other

material that explains the topics in

greater depth. Click on a compass
to find out which of foe numerous
subjects and sub-topics you have

already explored.

Yad Vashem spokeswoman
Avital Baer says that over the next
tew years, it will produce addi-

tional CD-ROMs, covering the

1930s through the Nazi era. “We
started from more recent history
because we initially conceived foe

first disk to mark the 50th anniver-

sary of the end of the war. Now we
will go backwards.”
The disk was produced without

any significant cooperation with
the US Holocaust Museum in

Washington, which has its own
multimedia program for use by
visitors to that edifice. “It is possi-

ble that we will cooperate with

them on the next disks; they
obtained some important material

from us,” says Baer. But the

Washington museum has a differ-

ent, more American, less Zionist

orientation, and its material is not
in Hebrew.
The Hebrew-lasgnage version

of Return to Life can be obtained

only from Yad Vashem for NIS
149. Orders are currently being
taken for the $49 English version

of the disk, which will be distrib-

uted in December:
Baer expects that many schools

will want to use the disk for teach-

ing, but it should also find an
appreciative audience among
adults the world ovex. For more
information, call Yad Vashem at

(02) 675-1625, fax (02) 6S2-4193,
or write to POB 3477, Jerusalem
91034.

Tbe sabra fruit’s prickles do not deter long-beaked birds, (ippa)

fresh ones. Each fresh or dried

apricot has the same number of
calories (53), but 100 gram of
dried apricots will have three

times as many calorics as foe same
weight of fresh ones.

Have you always wonderedabout
the scientific explanation for ordi-

nary phenomena?Now you can get

an answer. Mail your question to

TELLME WHY, doJerusalem Post
Science & Technology Reporter
Judy Siegel-Itzkovich, The
Jerusalem Post, POB 81, 91000
Jerusalem, fax it to (02) 538-9527,

or send it by e-mail to

jusie@jpost.co.il and indude your
first name and place of residence.

Calls will not be accepted.

FLORA OF ISRAEL
BEAUTIFUL PLANTS OF THE BIBLE
From the hyssop to the mighty cedar, over 100

kinds ofMage mentioned in the Bible,

photographed tricolor and descr&ed by Dr. Davtd

Daram. Soflcover album, 47 pp.

JP Price NIS 25.00

300 WILD FLOWERS
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More than 140 colorful pages of 300 wild flowers,

Although not dose to cataloging the entire range
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Conveniently Indexed by color. Softeover, spiral

bound, fits in a backpack. Published by SPNI.
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Pressure points

P
RIME Minister Binyamin Netanyahu’s
recent declaration that he would resist

American pressure that was contrary to

Israel’s security caused a ripple of criticism in

Israel while passing unnoticed in the US. There
it was taken, correctly, as a commonality which
every foreign leader must repeat in the lace of
the world’s sole remaining superpower. Here,
alarm bells went off as disquiet seemed to enter

relations with Israel’s most important, some-
times only, ally.

The important issue here is not, as some have
interpreted it, the relationship between two par-

ticular leaders, Bill Clinton and Binyamin
Netanyahu, but rather the conventional wisdom
that has developed concerning how to make
peace in the Middle EasL Clinton, more than

most US presidents, has publicly stuck to the

formula that the US can only facilitate agree-

ments in the region, not pressure the sides into

agreement. Yet the US itself is constantly under
internal and international pressure by the con-

ventional wisdom that pressure, specifically

pressure on Israel, is the key to achieving peace.
This is no less of a myth today than it was

under previous American and Israeli govern-

ments. It is a myth born of a simplistic applica-

tion of symmetry to the conflicL In feet, the

Arab-Israeli conflict is profoundly asymmetri-

cal: Israel has never sought to eliminate an Arab
state, while the Arab states have sought to elim-

inate Israel.

No one would regard Kuwait’s interest in

existing as morally equivalent to Iraq’s interest

in wiping Kuwait off the map. Yet in Israel’s

case such symmetry is not only applied, h has

become so commonplace that it goes unnoticed

and unquestioned. The fact that Israel has been

able to defend itself against repeated onslaughts

does not change this basic moral and legal

asymmetry.

Another great asymmetry is that Israel is a

democracy, while the primary Arab holdout.

Syria, is a dictatorship. This, and the fact feat

Israel receives so much assistance from the US,
makes Israel a more tempting target for pres-

sure. But pressuring a democracy because ifs

.

easier is like looking for a coin under the lamp-

post
Since the issue is not convincing the Israeli

Left to support almost any peace agreement, it

is Israel’s center-right that must be persuaded

(objections from the extreme right can be over-

ridden if there is a solid majority for an agree-

ment). The more an agreement is, or is per-

ceived to be, a result of security concessions

made under pressure, the less likely the center-

right will buy iL

In Syria’s case, there is a fundamental need
for pressure to tip Hafez Assad’s strategic cal-

culation in favor of peace. This is especially

true if former Israeli ambassador and top nego-

tiator Itamar Rabinovich is correct that Syria

would not agree to peace even in exchange for

extreme concessions on the Golan.
Even if such pressure on Damascus was inef-

fective, there is a cost to Syria’s present relative

freedom from pressure. It is ironic that Syria’s

blatantly aggressive and illegal tactics - occu-

pying Lebanon, support for terrorism against

Turkey, Israel, and Jordan, drug trafficking, and
opposition to the peace process generally - have
not resulted in the world's coming down on
Syria’s head.

In fact; Syria has good reason to believe from
recent experience that fee more outrageously it

acts, the more rules it breaks, fee more Israel

will be under pressure to make peace sooner.

The recent menacing movement of Syrian

forces toward Israel is a perfect example of this.

While Syria may ultimately be forced to return

to the status quo ante, the net result win be

greater pressure on Israel to make concessions

on the Syrian track.

The only way to break this cycle of worsening
Syrian behavior leading to pressure on Israel is

for the US to demonstrate that Syria will incur

real costs for such behavior. Attempts by suc-

cessive American administrations to kowtow to

Damascus have failed miserably and have only

resulted, predictably, in more bad behavior.

The US should make it clear to Syria that the

cost of its continued belligerency and inflexibil-

ity will be an end to fee blind eye applied to its

illegal occupation of Lebanon, and fee full

admission of Syria to the “pariah club” of Iran,

Iraq, and Libya. .

Faced-wife a deterifvmed US adnumstratiba,

.Syria will moderate her behavior if the costs to
-

not do so are high and credible. In fee current

diplomatic landscape, in which Syria is effec-

tively rewarded for bad behavior, no one should

be surprised if such behavior continues, or even
worsens.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
POST IDEOLOGICAL AGE

Sir, - In his commiuncm on the

Netanyahu-Arafat meeting (Sep-

tember 5), David Makovsky notes

that it . "illustrates that Israel has

entered a post-ideological age in

which notions of a Greater Israel are

being supplanted by an understand-

ing that (he territories must be

shared with the Palestinians.”

This is a chilling echo of a similar

statement by the American ambas-
sador (as quoted in the Post of July

3) upon the election of Yitzhak Ra-

bin. Ambassador William Harrop
stated: '*1 think there has been an
evolution of the Israeli people to-

wards a society which is perhaps a

little less ideological in nature, a

little more resembling the American
society. People are becoming more
interested in time with their fam-
ilies, more interested in a comfort-

able and rewarding life rather than

focusing solely upon Ideological

and other such questions. Our
[American] society sometimes goes
too far in a materialistic way, so I

don't recommend that to Israel, but

his is a direction that you can see in

this country.”

Four years iater. we are witness to

a nation rapidly being transmogri-

fied into a consumer- and entertain-

ment-oriented, cosmopolitan and in-

dividualistic society whose
government was willing to waive
die Jewish people's rights to the-

land (hat has been at the center of its

hopes and prayers for thousands of

years and whose relationship with

its Diaspora hinterland is becoming
increasingly problematical.

Since Israel is a nation whose
founding and very existence is based

upon Zionism in its various forms

(religious, nationalistic, socialistic,

etc.), “post-ideological” means
“post-ZionisL” And without Zion-

ism as the raison d'etre, it is impos-

sible to justify the sacrifices needed
for national survival. Strangely, the

intellectual entertainment, media
and government elite which has as-

siduously fostered this “post-ideol-

ogy" is now puzzled by the increas-

ing unwillingness of the youth to

serve the nation in the military or

any other obligatory capacity.

If the political right is following

the left down this treacherous path,

the future of the country is endan-

gered. However, the facr that Labor,

Likud and Merett all suffered losses

in the last election while the reli-

gious parties and Yisrael B'Aliya

did relatively well, indicates that

there still is a significant portion of
the population dial seeks an ideolog-

ical base for our continued posses-

sion of (his often uncomfortable and
dangerous comer of the world.

Ginot Shomron.
JAY SHAPIRO

LAND FOR PEACE
Sir, - "Land for peace” has.been

the guiding principle of the Allied

nations ever since World War IL In

the peace treaty with Germany, Rus-

sia Look parts of Poland whilst Po-
land took parts of East Germany in

order to ensure their security and for

defense in depth in case of any fu-

ture surprise attack. Before the Al-

lies would agree to German reunifi-

cation, Germany had to sign an
agreement that the borders of the

peace treaty were their borders and

that they had no further claim on
those former East German lands. In

other words, it is the victorious side

in the war that decides whaL if any,

territory of the former enemy it

needs for its own security and future

safety.

This is why Russia joined the war
against Japan just a few days before

its conclusion so it could lay claim

to some Japanese islands “for its

security.” Although no military ex-

pert, I venture to claim that those

islands, which Russia steadfastly re-

fuses to return, are less important to
the security' of Russia than the Golan

Heights are to Israel’s future securi-

ty and safety. Because of Russia’s

refusal to return these small islands,

there is till today, 51 years after the

end of that war, no peace treaty

between Russia aad Japan.

We should tell our “good
friends” the US, Britain, France and

other European nations that they

should apply the same principle to

Israel as they did when they won
their war against aggression, both in

Europe and the Pacific. Before they

advise us or pressure us on the Go-
lan Heights, let them use their influ-

ence to make peace between Russia

and Japan. Alter all, we arc sup-

posed to be part of the West and

what is good for them should be also

good for us.

True we do no! possess the rich

oil fields of some countries in this

region, but that is no reason why the

blood of our soldiers should be any

less important to our so-called

friends than that of say, Russian

soldiers.

EMANUEL FISCHER
Jerusalem.

Sunday. September 22 .
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THE UGLY ISRAELI
ON THE ROADS

Sir, - Further to Yakov M. Rab-

kin's letter of September 10, I am
less concerned with the "ugly Israe-

li” abroad and more with the "ugly
Israeli” driver and his behavior on
the roads.

Being considerate, sensitive and
courteous is part of the Jewish quali-

ties referred to as middot and they

must be embedded in the conscious-

ness of our children from birth so
that they will still be there when the

children learn to drive.

It is the absence of consideration,

sensitivity and courtesy which in-

volves so many of our drivers,

whether of buses, lorries, passenger

cars or motorcycles, in road crashes

ad makes them a menace to all.

Making our children aware of ba-
sic courtesies will be an important

step, together with lower speed lim-

its and other measures, in reducing

the number of road crashes.

NIGEL WALLIS
Jerusalem.

INCONSIDERATE
SOCIETY

Sir, - Much has been written

about speed being responsible for

most of the traffic deaths in Israel.

Why don’t we be honest and print

the real reason as to why we kill

each other off more efficiently than

our military foes? I put it down to

the general public’s total contempt
for the law. This, along with Israeli

aggressiveness and savage inconsid-
eration for anything else on the
roads, is the real reason. Speed at the
wrong time and in the wrong place
aggravates everything, but is fry no
means the main culprit

Have the experts not noticed fee
incredible tailgating, swerving from
lane to lane without any warning,
headlights on full beam and the
enormous number of cars with one
headlight permanently on full
beam? Some erf these people would
as soon cut their own throats as let

someone in from a side road. I have
been roundly cursed and beeped at,

not to mention given the finger, for

daring to stop at a pedestrian cross-
ing. Even some of the pedestrians
refuse to move across because they
can’t bust the drivers. Can we blame
them?

Let’s be honest, get away from
relying on technicalities like speed
and putting your lights ou during the
day and start educating a boorish,

inconsiderate society'. We all have a
great deal to learn.'

„ D. HASKELL
Gezer.

ON a recent reserve duty

exercise in the Negev, our

unit set up a temporary
base adjacent to a small wadi.

When we stopped, I stepped out

of my vehicle and scanned the

area for antiquities, as 1 usually do
in the field.

And, as more often than not, I

found them, in this case a

Byzantine-period hamlet and a
light scatter of flint tools dating to

the Middle Paleolithic period,

around 60.000 years ago.

My comrades-in-arms were fas-

cinated by this. We traced the out-

line of the farmhouse, and I

showed them the terrace farm sys-

tem in the wadi. I chipped off a
few flakes from a natural cobble
of flint to show* them how it was
done in the Stone Age.
Orders came to move on, and

when we stopped again we found
more. None of these sites showed
any evidence of Jewish content or
presence.

The wealth of archaeology in

our country is impressive, even
for professionals, who are perhaps

more jaded than the average
tourist. Our excitement at explor-

ing this wealth is real and good.
The archaeology of Israel is a

marvelous laboratory for .the

study of history and culture - ours

and other peoples.’

And the romance of archaeolo-

gy is infectious. It is easy to iden-

tify with the woman bending over
a cooking hearth 3,000 years ago.

or with a soldier on a rampart dur-

ing the Roman period.

It is easy to imagine these things
- and in tins sense, anyone can be
an “archaeologist." And here lies

the catch.

Everyone engages in archaeo-
logical interpretation and the

results are, more often than not,

simple foolishness. The simplistic

and uncritical use of archaeology,

a complex academic discipline

tike any other, to justify political

ideologies makes a mockery of

STEVE ROSEN

the field.

Thus claims that archaeology

justifies Jewish rights to the Land
of Israel over those of others are

disturbing and fundamentally

misguided. They have nothing to

do with archaeology and every-

thing to do with preconceived
political notions.

If archaeology proves anything,

it is that our country has had an
incredibly varied history.

Anyone with a quick enough

tongue, a superficial grasp of cul-

Using archaeology

as a tool to serve

ideology makes a
mockery of the field

tune, an ignorance of the complex-
ities of the history and archaeolo-

gy of the country and the ability to

choose selectively the facts most
appropriate to his or her own
mode of thinking can justify vir-

tually anyone 's rights to.the land.

This goes for Jews as well as

Palestinians.

THERE IS another danger here.

The game of historical legitimacy

based on archaeology can be
played from several directions.

Much of the Coastal Plain and
most of the Negev show little or
no evidence of "Jewish” presence
in any period.

If we claim legitimacy and prior

rights based on archaeology in

Jerusalem (a questionable suppo-
sition archaeologically) are we
then willing to give up our claims
elsewhere, based on similar rea-

soning? I hope not
This does not mean that archae-

ology cannot serve to strengthen
our connection with the Land of

Israel, or our identity wife our

past In fact, as has been demon-
strated by studies all over the

world, archaeology provides

powerful and tangible symbols of

identity to peoples everywhere.

However, powers of identity are

not to be confused with exclusivi-

ty. Pride in our heritage and histo-

ry need not come at the expense

of someone rise’s identity. If we
insist on drawing from archaeolo-

gy for our own identity, then we
ought not to be surprised if the

Palestinians do so as well.

Arguments over the legitimacy

of archaeological identities have

little to do wife archaeology.

We may give a date to a struc-

ture, a layer, or an artifact, and we
may even attribute these to an

archaeological culture. But the

naiure of the connection between
this ancient culture. Jewish or oth-

erwise. to modem societies, is not

to be found in the realm of archae-

ology. but in its co-option by pol-

itics.

For every pretty picture feat can

be drawn of a Jewish shopkeeper
in ancient Jerusalem, any number
of alternative pictures can be
drawn involving other indigenous
cultures of this country. The argu-

ment is sterile.

The lessons I take from ray
studies of archaeology in Israel

are not those of prior rights.

Rather I marvel and wonder at

fee intricate web of history of all

fee peoples who have been here
before us. and who are here now.
Archaeology lends itself to

many identities. We would be
wise to respect others' if we
would have them respect ours.

The writer currently serves as
chairman of the Department of
Bible and Ancient Near East and
the Archaeological Division at
Ben-Gurion University. He lives
in Beersheba, usually associated
with Abraham.

Yon don’t have to be Jewish - or even human - to enjoy Rosta Hashing
Jerusalem’s Biblical Zoo are tucking into a 50-kilo fruit-and-honey cake

(Reuter)

A SHANGHAI man, unlucky in

love, climbed into a tiger's cage at

the city zoo, knelt in front of the

animal and begged it to eat him.

Hie tiger obliged by knocking

him down, sniffing his head and

then raking a bite at his neck.

• Screams from horrified visitors

attracted help and a veterinarian

shot the Tiger full of sedatives and

rescued the man.

The man survived. The tiger

was given something else to eat.

A MAN drove himself to a hospi-

tal with a meat cleaver embedded
in his head.

Jesse James Taylor, 32, of Pi-

keville, Kentucky, entered a local

hospital after a domestic dispute

during which a cleaver was sunk

into his skull. He was also

Stabbed with a butcher's knife

and hit with a stick.

His girlfriend and a teenage

boy were charged wife assault.

THERE IS a definite lack of re-

spect for fee police in Macau.
The official residence of the Por-

tuguese territory’s Marine and
Customs Police commander was
burgled - the second time in less

than a year a top police officer

fell prey to crime.

Commander Adolfo Esteves
Sousa was relieved of jewels,
rings and pearl necklaces worth
over $6 ,000.

A MURDERER has won the
right to a 25-pence voucher on a
packet of cereal in a case that cost

the British government £2,000.

ifoel Brown, jailed for life for a
contract killing, bought the cereal“ ib= shop aj Unlehey Prison
C^bncigeshire. The prison re-
rased to honor a 2p>off voucher
because Mick Knight, the gover-
nor, beheved ihat would involve
expensive paperwork.

Brown, 28 , issued 3 summons
!®a, " sl

_
lhe Hom e Office forbreach of contract. After a sixmon
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murder
JOYCE BOIM

MY 17-year-oJd son David

was murdered by Arab

terrorists on fiis way

home from school in May.This

Yom Kippur Eve is made more

somber for us by fee knowledge

feat the same dung coaid happen

10 any parent in Israel.

Soon after fee murder OC
Central Command Gen. uzi

Dayan came personally to our

home to tell us that our sons

killer was in the custody of the

Palestinian Authority.

He also informed us feat fee

IDF had recommended that fee

Ministry of Justice demand that

fee PA hand David’s killer over to

Israel for trial, in accordance

with fee terms of fee Oslo agree-

ment.
gut fee ministry has yet 10

make any such demand. And
when it does, we wonder whether

fee PA will cooperate.

In 19 instances of formal Israeli

requests to fee PA to hand over

killers of Jews for trial in Israel

fee PA has simply refused to

comply. __
The Prime Minister’s Office

indicated to us feat fee issue of

extraditing killers to stand trial in

Israel is quite low on the agenda

wife Arafat and the PA negotiat-

ing team.

When we raised fee issue of

extradition with the LaborParty’s

former foreign minister Ehud
Barak ar his press conference last

week, he brushed us off coldly,

saying it was something only

“your government” could take

up, and that “we cannot expect

fee Palestinians to deliver on all

of their promises.”

Our meeting with President

Weizman was somewhat more
promising. When be heard from

us and other parents of terror vic-

tims that the extradition issue

was “not on the agenda” wife the

Palestinians at this time,

Weizman virtually exploded.

We watched him gainto action,

making personal calls to Defense
Minister Yitzhak Mordechai and
to the IDF’s civil administration

coordinator.

Weizman was curt and clear

with both: There is no issue more
fundamental to Israel’s peace, he

As we contemplate

Yom Kippur without

our son, we wonder
what Netanyahu

means by

‘reciprocity’

said, than fee security of its citi-

zens and fee absolute promise
feat its government would go to
the ends of fee earth in pursuing
those who killed its citizens.

YET WHAT agonizes us as we
enter our 12th year in Israel is

that unless justice is done what
happened to our son and to 19
other families could easily
become a precedent.
Why shouldn't Arab terrorists

feel free to kill more Jewish chil-
dren if thpy can be sure of their
welcome “home” to the
Palestinian autonomy?

It should seem clear that any
continuation of fee Oslo process
- whether redeployment of the
IDF in Hebron, fee release of
Arab prisoners or economic aid
to the PA- must be predicated on
Arafat keeping his side of fee
Oslo agreement and ordering fee
immediate transfer to Israel of all
19 killers who have found a
haven in fee Palestinian autono-
my, including those who mur-
dered our son and took refuge in
Ramallah.
Moreover, if the IDF pulls out

of Hebron before the PA hands

the” m°rf
^ message to

fee PLO will be clear, and

S™*"* become yet another
place of refuge for murderers on
fee run.

When our prime minister uses
jhe word ^iprocity - it sounds
like a hollow word.
To my husband and myself,who will sit down to tonight’s

pre-fast meal without our son,
Reciprocity- has another mean*mg - justice.” To us it means

Je opportunity to be pre-
sent at fee trial of theArab terror-
ist who murdered our child.
frrnce my husband and I are

also American citizens, we won-
American govern-

ment a guarantor of the Oslo
publicly and fortfa-

ngbtiy call on fee PA to keep its
^gations under fee Oslo
uncords and hand over 19 killers

Israel to stand trial for their
murderous crimes.

PrT?.
cannot understand why

JSSJ
61* Clinton and

Ambassador Martin Irnfyk have

on rh?
niade ***** voices heardon fee issue.

em2l?
t

.TI
)u

.*
c* the American gov-

ci^
ent d° lf kiUers ofAmerican

awarded a^Ium inCanada, Mexico, or even Cuba?

The writer fives in Jerusalem.
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The bad choice
Dole’s school vouchers a political ploy

i-' i V

ByJohn Judis

U.S. Republican presidential candidate Bob
Doles plan for improving education is

“school choice.” “There is no reason why

chose who live on any street in America should not

have die same right as the person who lives at

1600 Pennsylvania Ave.— the right to send your .

child to the school ofyour choice,” Dole declared

in his acceptance speech. Sounds good, but Dole’s

program won’t grant that right, and the issue of

school choice is much more complicated.

There are at least four different kinds of

plans. They range horn Minnesota’s public school

choice program to the universal voucher system

favored by conservatives at the Heritage and

Bradley foundations. In their effect on education,

they vary from the creative to the innocuous to the

pernicious. The results of Dole’s own plan would

be somewhere between the second and third.

Public School Choice: The idea dates from

the late 1960s, when districts set up magnet

schools to attract white students to black areas. In

the last decade, several states, beginning with

Minnesota, as well as numerous cities and towns,

. have established comprehensive programs that

allow students to choose schools within and even

outside their districts. By fostering competition

among schools, choice ideally encourages each

school to improve and adapt to the needs of local

students. It also helps weed out incompetent

principals. The danger is that, if it fails, it pro-

motes greater segregation by race and dass,

although most schooL systems that have adopted

- this kind ofschool choice have set limits on -

seg-

regation and have actively informed low-income

parents about their options. Still, miracles have

not occurred. Minneapolis’ school system is still a

mess, but Cambridge, Mass., and East Harierp,

N.Y., have both benefited.

Charter Schools: Since the late ’60s, many

stares and school districts have also funded alter-

native schools set up by parents, teachersand

non-profit corporations. The latest version of

these are charter schools, which have been estab-

lished in 25 states. They function like public-

school choice, encouraging schools to adapt to

communities’ special needs. Their drawback is

srmifar to that ofmagnet schools. They can

siphon off the strongest teachers and students

without improving the overall system. Moreover,

they could fall prey to educational entrepreneurs

whowant to privatize education for profit. The

Tot efforts by these pedagogical profiteers have

not been impressive. A report this year by the

General Accounting Office found no evidence of

academic improvement among students served by

four ofthese new for-profit educational manage-

ment institutions.

Low-income Vouchers: In Milwaukee and

Cleveland, black Democrats and white

Republicans have banded together to provide

vouchers for low-income students to attend private

schools. These pilot programs assume that local

school administrators are incapable ofimproving

the inner-city public schools. In the short run, they

reason, students need to go outside the public sys-

tem entirely. And in the long run, the public

schools need the shock of competition from the

outside. As experimental, emergency measures,

these voucher programs are worth attempting—
as long as funds for vouchers arc not simply moved

out ofpublic schools inro private schools. So far

"the results of the Milwaukee experiment has been

[Dole] says it is for lower-

and middle-income students,

but it provides scholarships

of only $1,000 to $1,500 a

year— not enough for .

lower-income students to

meet the costs of private

school tuition.

ar best mixed. The private schools are undersub-

scribed, the dropout rate from those schools is

high, and tesr scores have not exceeded those of

comparable public school students. (Those vouch-

er enthusiasts cheered by the recent study from

Harvard and Houston University researchers

claiming significant improvement for the private

school students should read die convincing rebur-

ial by the University of Wisconsin’sJohn Witte.)

Universal vouchers: Economist Milton

Friedman first proposed a universal system of

vouchers in 1955- It would allocate funds to

schools— public, private or religious— based

entirely on their enrollment. Some voucher propo-

nents have constructed highly regulated schemes

rhar require private schools to act like “public"

schools— they would have to accept, for instance,

vouchers as full tuition payment— but Friedman

and most conservative proponents see vouchers as

a way to escape regulation of education entirely.

And thev envision low-income vouchers as a step

toward such a system. Ifa voucher system “is good
r public policy for the poor,” Michael Joyce ofthe

Bradley Foundation toldTheToledo Blade, “why

isn’t it good public policy for middle- or higher-

income wage earners?”

Why not? Because it could lead to unmiti-

gated disaster. If public spending on education

remained constant, then ir would mean taking

funds from public schools to subsidize the most

exclusive private schools, sectarian religious

schools and even parental home-schoolers. The

school system would abandon entirely its com-

munal, integrative role. It could come to resemble

Americans’ health care system at its worse at the

top, the equivalent of fancy fee-for-service sur-

geons catering only to investment bankers and oil

sheiks, in the middle mediocre HMOs— or

EMOs— more concerned about profit than ser-

vice, and at the bottom the educational equiva-

lent of storefront Medicaid mills and decrepit

public hospitals.

Could it happen? There has already been a

test case. In 3 980, Friedman’s disciples convinced

Chile’s Pinochet government to adopt a fully

deregulated voucher system. As Stanford profes-

sor Martin Camoy has reported, dass differences

in education exploded. Most poor Chileans

remained in the public sysrem while the middle

and upper classes opted for private schools. Test

scores of lower-income students (whether in pri-

vate or public schools) plummeted from 1982 to

1 988, while those of middle- and upper-income

students rose slightly. Chiles new government has

since had to “reform” this voucher system.

Doles school choice plan is a political ploy

poised between Mtiwaukee and Santiago. The

money for it will be taken out of existing federal

and state funds for public education. He says it is

for lower- and middle-income students, but it

provides scholarships of only Si,000 to $1,500 a

year— not enough for lower-income students to

meet the costs of private school tuition. It is not

an education program directed at troubled

schools or students. It’s simply a tax subsidy—
achieved through a transfer ofpublic funds from

one group of taxpayers (public school parents) to

another (private school parents). It might win the

hearts of the Christian Coalition or the Catholic

dioceses in Cleveland or Milwaukee, but it won’t

give all Americans “the right to send your child to

the school ofyour choice.”

John Judis is a senior editor cfThe New Republic,

in which this articlefirst appeared.

© 1 996, The New Republic

A vendetta against

Clinton— and me
By Alan Dershowitz

The Wall Street Journal’s vendetta against U.S. President Bill

Clinton knows no bounds. Recently even I fell victim to its

apparent policy ofcondemning anyone who defends the

president.

The story began with an editor of the Journal asking me to write

a “Rule of Law" column about an accusation that had been leveled

against Clinton by a right-wing chink tank called Judicial Watch.

They had charged Clinton with breaking the law by promising to

help pay the legal fees ofwitnesses who had been repeatedly subpoe-

naed, especially by the D’Amato Committee. The Judicial Watch trot-

ted out a federal statute that prohibited the promising of anything of

value to a witness with intent to influence his testimony. The editor

said they had selected me because I “would have more credibility"

chan a right-wing group in criticizing the president.

I agreed to write the article, assuring the editor that I would try

to be fair. After researching the law, I concluded thar President

Clinton had not violated the law by his promise. I submitted the

article, which pointed out that prosecutors routinely make promises

to witnesses— including reduced prison terms and cash payments
— in exchange for their favorable Testimony. I quored from a

Supreme Court decision which recognized that such prosecutorial

promises provided an “incentive to testify falsely," but which

approved the practice. I concluded that in fight of this accepted pros-

ecutorial practice, it would be unfair to single out President Clinton

for his promise.

The lesson ofthe ‘pimishment* is dean
Never try to write a fair article for the

Wall Street Journal editorial page on a

subject about which they have decided to

:h Ii70i v>:f
t’-"

iheimfair.

The Wall Street Journal published my article, but they were

apparently so upset with me for not trashing the president that they

took the extraordinary step ofcriticizing ray conclusion in an edito-

rial of their own. They also accused me of foiling to disclose that I

was “advising Mrs. McDougal... when [I] wrote” my article, imply-

ing that I had received vast amounts of money for my advice to

McDougal by describing me as a lawyer “who runs a big-money

practice.” Finally, they suggested that the fact that I gave some
advice to McDougal’s lawyer was somehow related to what I wrote

in my article.

At the time they published this collection of misstatements, the

Journal knew that (1) I had not given any advice to Susan McDougal s

lawyer until after I wrote and submitted ray article; (2) I had not been

paid for the brief advice I did give; and (3) my advice was totally

unrelated to anything I wrote in my article.

They knew all this because 1 told the assistant editor the

chronology of what had occurred, which was as follows: Several days

before the Wall Street Journal asked me to write the article, Susan

McDougal called my office asking if she could speak to me.

Hundreds of people call me each year with similar requests. She said

she did not want to testify, and told rae her lawyers might call me the

following week. I then wrote my article and submitted it. The editor

added a brief reference to Susan McDougal, suggesting thar she

might testify. I told the editor chat I had spoken to Ms. McDougal

and that she did not want to testify. The day after I submitted my
article, her lawyers did call, and we had a brief discussion about some

constitutional-law issues. It never occurred to me to tell the Wall

Street Journal about this after-the-fact conversation because (a) ir was
— ar the rime— confidential; (b) it had no relevance to what I had

written; and (c) I had already submitted the article and it was to be

published within hours.

The day after my article appeared, I received a self-righteous let-

ter from the assistant editor saying she was “dismayed" by my actions.

I then called one of the nation’s leading experts on journalistic ethics

and told him what happened. He assured me that I had done the
' right thing and that ifanyone had engaged in questionable ethical

practices, it was the Journal. I then challenged the Wall Street Journal

to submit the issue to an objective ethics panel of their choosing.

They declined.

Instead, they leaked the story to a number of righr-wmg jour-

nals, including statements thar I had made off-the-record to the

assistant editor, thus compounding their unethical behavior. As their

final act ofchildish retaliation, they refused to publish a book

review of a novel the book editor had commissioned me ro write

several weeks earlier, which I had already completed and which the

editor said he liked very much. The assistant editor told me that this

was my punishment!

The lesson of the “punishment” is dean Never try to write a fair

artide for the Wall Street Journal editorial page on a subject about

which they have decided to be unfair. This indudes President

Clinton’s Whitewater problem.

Alan M. Dershowitz is aprofessor oflaw at Harvard University. His

newestbook is Reasonable Doubts (Simon&Schuster).

© 1996, United Feature Syndicate Inc.
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Despite Clinton’s mistakes,

Gulf

By Jacob Heilbrunn

A bloodthirsty tyrant orders

LI his troops to overran an

-Z. A. ethnic enclave, while U.N.

reliefworkers helplessly stand by.

Western European governments

avert their gaze. The United States,

frets about becoming mired in end-

less conflict, partition seexns

inevitable.

That was the scenario in

Srebrenica Last July. When it hap-

pened again in Iraq, U.S. President

Bill Clintons administration didn't

repeat the mistake. After ignoring

initial warning signs char Iraq was

preparing a new offensive against

the Kurds, the administration

responded by launching cruise-mis-

sile attacks and expanding the no-fly

zone to the outskirts of Baghdad.

Though Iraqi security forces stayed

behind in Ibril, the United States

did force Saddam co withdraw the

bulk ofhis troops from the area.

So far, so good. Except for,

one detail. In depicting the United

States as the victor, the Clintonites

have ignored the fact that there has

been no victory. Quite the con-

trary. The Kurdish imbroglio has

sucked in a number of foreign

powers, thereby transforming a

local conflict into one with ramifi-

cations far beyond its own borders.

The machinations of the Russians,

Turks, Iranians, French and

Germans have supplied the coup

de grace to the wartime Gulf coali-

tion. T&e-rMiritsyi new's{lift in

power cofo«Sl§!>ns tnthe Persian

gulfand the collapse ofAmerican

grand strategy toward the region.

A solution exists. The most

significant development ofche past

few weeks has been the reemergence

of Iran as che focal point of the

Persian Gulf. Americas intervention

on behalfofan Iranian-backed

Kurdish faction increases Tehran’s

regional influence, and the intrusion

ofIran itself into Iraqi territory has

complicated the relationship

between the United States and Iran.

The moment has now arrived for

the United States to abandon its

self-defeating and anachronistic pol-

icy of isolating the Islamist state. If

the United States is serious about

removing Saddam from power, it

must move co restore a balance of

power in the Gulf, which means

restoring relations with Tehran.

In contrast co their approach to

many other parts ofthe world, the

Clintonites have a strategy in place to

deal with the Gulf That strategy is

called “dual containment-” “Dual

containment," first unveiled in 1993

by Martin Indyk, the current ambas-

sador to Israel, is the brainchild of

National Security AdviserAnthony

Lake. In March 15194, in a Foreign

Affairs article, he elaborated on the

concept. Given enough pressure on

“backlash” states, wrote Lake, they

might be “transformfed] into con-

structive members ofthe internation-

al community.”

Lakes strategy was co Isolate

Iran and Iraq by persuading Japan,

Europe and Russia to deny them

international capital and weapons..

In Lakes words, “building up one

to counter the other is... rejected

in favor of a policy of dual contain-

ment— There is no longer a need

to depend on either Iraq or Iran to

maintain a favorable balance and

protect U.S. friends and interests in

che gulf.”

Unfortunately, it is the

United States, not Iran and Iraq,

that has been left isolated. No other

country supports cutting off trade

with Iran. Germany is particularly

adamant. It hopes, as my colleague

Charles Lane recendy pointed out

in Foreign Affairs, to cany out a

new form ofOstpolitik that will,

through economic and diplomatic

engagement, soften up Iran for

reform. Siemens, Daimler-Benz and

Kxupp are among the firms helping

to rebuild die Iranian economy, and

Bonn has underwritten $10 billion

in sales and investment there.

Russia has cultivated both Baghdad

and Tehran, consistently opposing

U-S. efforts co maintain the post-

GulfWar sanctions against Iraq and

investing in Saddam’s oil fields,

while selling substantial amounts of

weaponry to Iran.

During die Cold War, con-

tainment was possible not simply

because Washington stared down

Moscow, but because Germany and

Japan dammed up Soviet expan-

sionism. In the post-CoId War era,

neither Middle Eastern nor western

European countries are even

remotely interested in adopting

sucha stance coward Iran. If this is

containment, the container looks

like a sieve.

Containing Iran as

well as Iraq has not

proved to be a viable

policy. In attempting

to contain both, the

United States bas

-.contained neither.

In its zeal to create a new

Middle East, the Clinton administra-

tion has sought to evade basic reali-

ties about balance ofpower between

states. The only real option is ro

return to a strategy that pits Iran and

Iraq against each other. Reagan and

Bushs policy of supporting Iraq

against Iran ultimately felled not

because the idea was unsound, but

because it took on a life and logic of
its own. Today, dealing with Iran

need not be tantamount to allying

with il There are other ways to bal-

ance Iraq: the administration should
organize the Gulf Cooperation

Council countries— Saudi Arabia,

Kuwait, Bahrain, Qatar, the United
Arab Emirates and Oman— into a

cohesive security unir. Saudi Crown
Prince Abdullah has already noted
that “it has become dear to Gulf
Arab states that they are feeing a

joint security question because they
are targeted by some lurking ene-
mies.” A joint military force might
help ease those fears.

Obviously, the Iranian mul-
lahs’ capacity for mischief abroad is

beyond doubt. Any detente

between Iran and the United States
would have to address Iranian aid
ro Hezbollah, the Rushdie sentence
and Tehran’s assassination attempts
abroad. Bur there has been move-
ment in the upper echelons of the
Iranian leadership. The revolution-

ary fervor that animated the society

is now a spent force, and that has
allowed different currents and fac-

tions to bloom.

Domestically, Iran boasts a
private sector and a lively press; its

population enjoys more freedoms
than any of its Arab neighbors.

Politically, three main political

camps can be distinguished: radicals

who oppose all contact with the

West; conservatives who espouse a
normalization of relations together
with rigid cultural mores; and a

child pragmatist group composed
of technocrats and merchants and
led by President Hashemi

Rafsanjani. Americas refosal to

open lines ofcommunication prob-

ably does not fuel the ardor of die

hardliners; but it may weaken the

pragmatists, whose attempt to lure

investment by the U.S. oil firm

Conoco in the spring of 1994 was

rebuffed by Washington.

It is difficult to understand

why. For one thing, the Unired

Stares should be encouraging com-

panies co penetrate Iran ifonly so

that the CIA, which traditionally

uses business as a cover, can begin

to infiltrate the country. As it

stands, the CIA has a woefully

weak base from which to operate

inside Iran. This lack ofinforma-

tion makes it harder for the United

States to judge whether, and how,

Iran really is changing and to begin

to curry favor with its next group

of leaders. When change comes in

Iran, and it may come quickly, che

United States should be ready to

restore its old influence. After all.

with its cast oil reserves and popu-

lation of70 million expected to

exceed 160 million by 2020, Iran

will long be the dominant state in

the Gulf The demise of the Shah

in 1979 was Americas greatest for-

eign-policy defeat after Vietnam;

and Washington has once again

permitted anguish over a defeat to

gum up its current policy.

For a start, the Unired States

should recognize and exploit Iran's

general debility. Still exhausted from

its war with Iraq, Iran has been

unable to restore its armed forces; its •

military buc%efcjstirnrof thefowesr
\

in the regioii. hseconomy remains !

in shambles. There is scant evidence

that Iran has been able to develop a

nuclear bomb, and Iran has declared

that it will adhere to International

Atomic Energy Agency inspection

requirements.

Iran hawks such as Kenneth

Timmerman, who has called for

moving from containment to “roll-

back." dismiss any accommodation

with Iran as a pipedream. For now,

however, any rolling bade should

be done in Iraq, which presents a

fer more fundamental threat to

American interests than Iranian

fundamentalism. The more territo-

ry the Iraq-backed Kurdish

Democratic Party seizes, the faster

the United States will have co aid

che Iranian-supported Patriotic

Union ofKurdistan. Iran is no

more a rogue state than Syria or

China, with whom che United

States maintains relations despite

their anti-American fuigurarions.

Washington must at least attempt

ro strike a modus vivendi with

Tehran. Containing Iran as well as

Iraq has not proved to be a viable

policy. In attempting to contain

both, the United States has con-

tained neither. IfSaddam is to go,

the Iranians must come back.

Jacob Heilbrunn is a contributing

editor ofThe New Republic, in

which this articlefirst appeared.

® 1 996, The New Republic.
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ACROSS 86 Help a criminal

87 Reagan’s attorney

DOWN 73 Actress Arms

—

74Grow older

1 Comedtan Conway general 1 Type of wave 75 Sword

4 Barrel Poflca" 88 More statuesque 2 Inflexible 78 Ones more
. 8 Drench 68 Bureaucratic delay 3 Mai da— 79 Garden plot

12Befl 91 SiskeTs partner 4 Memphis street BO Lincoln's

16 Employed 92* dear Day* 5— Stanley Gardner nickname

18 Therefore 93 Ador Tom— 6 Self-esteem 82 Actor Bruce —
19 Attend 95 Compass pt. 7 Casino game 83 Rotating k> dogs

20 Florida city 96 Beige 8 Type of tnangle 84 Fit lor plowing

22 Fell hat gSMr.Gmgnch 9— la tat 85 Allow

23 Basebati tentiy 101 Nonsense! 10 Amo, etnas. — 88 Yeflowsapphire
103 Watch pocket 11 Stash — 90— Domini

24 "Moby Dick* captain 104 Coflee server 12 Philip Roth 91 QEDword
25 Canadtan capital 105 Racked game novel 94 Utenai

J07Shameon you! 13 Fag month' 96 Furnish

106 "My Way- 14— King Co16 97 Pick out

30 Diamond— composer - 15 Harsh tight 99LBcean owl

109 Book of maps 16 Wife o! Zeus 100 Hjgb-schootor

34 Not cooked 111 Supernatural 17 Mark with spots 102 Sonny's cal

35 Baby powder 113 Entertain 21 Not home 104 U«zing

115 Fanatic 22 In good health 105 Frighten •

37’— JohretyT 117 Pennsylvania port 26 Impress 106 Detest

39 Lettuce variety 119 Watting bird 29 Gold, in Madrid 110Coach
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41 French composer
43 Easing of tensions

45 No, in Moscow
47 Lower in status

50 Oxidation

51 Cupid
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57 Circumvent

58 Perceived
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62Move upward
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64 Each
66 Sixth sense
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70 Entreaty
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76— and feather
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game— Mutiny
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125 Unwanted plant

128— humbug
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1 32 Gians container
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137 Mkw yield

138 Wooden box
140 French king

141 Lucy's partner

142 Hart to find

143 Liquid measure
146Aidaor Aridn

147 Med
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blackboard

151 Find taut with
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1 53 Seep
1 54 Boxing match

155MM
156 Touch

157 Live*dance
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44 Dawn

46 Spanish bud

47 Profound
48 Daredevil
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54 Repugnant
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name
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source
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65 Legal

authorization
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71 Seed cover
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124 Court
125 Used to be
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132Gem
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Haunted by ghosts, Cuomo
falls flat at Success ’96

By David Samuels

The cheering begins in nosebleed territo-

ry, in the steep rows ofseats near the

top of the Continental Arena, where

suburban dads bring their kids to see the New
Jersey Nets get blown off the court, and head-

banging teens converge from the parking lots to

raise their plastic lighters high in the air for

White Zombie and Metallica. Nine thousand

strong, the crowd is on its feet and screaming,

cheers and whistles roiling in waves toward the

stage where Mario Cuomo stands looking back

into the dark. A 50-foot screen projects the for-

mer New York governors craggy face outward,

and his black-rimmed glasses slip down his

nose to give him the look ofa general practice

lawyer from the old neighborhood. Bridging

the light of the stage to the darkness below is*a

giant sign that promises ‘‘Success 1996.”

Cuomo plunges forward. “And they’re

going to give you a $550 billion tax cut. . The

applause starts again, sardonic and mocking.

“And the public applauds. In the Reagan years

they told you the same thing, and you wound up
$4 trillion short.” The salesmen and real estate

agents and would-be entrepreneurs who have

filled the Continental Arena this August after-

noon rise to their feet again, jeering and cursing.

“Dole-Kempl Dole-Kempl” shouts a blond-

haired young man, his shoulders coo small for

his wash-and-wear suit. “Now all you people

who applauded, explain to me how you’re going

to get it,” Cuomo asks. “Ybu can’t get it from,

defense, because they’re going to spend more on

defense." “Go home,” someone screams from

the upper deck. “You lost! You're a loser!"

Peter Lowes Success 1996, a motivational

tent-show drawing tens of thousands to arenas

across the country, is no place for losers. Ac $60
to $220 a head, it is a chance to participate in

che rituals ofAmericas most vibrant— and

lucrative— secular religion. The evocation of

an old-fashioned tent-show revival is not coin-

cidental. Peter Lowe— an ebullient, red-head-

ed ringer for Howdy Doody— is die son of

Anglican missionaries and holds an MA in

theology from Wheaton College. Lowes chosen

ministers in the church of success— including

Ronald Reagan, Gerald Ford, Colin Powell,

Tom Landry and Larry King— are ordained by

a God who shows his grace through magazine

covers and television cameras, and through the

accumulation of personal wealth.

“In the first 10 minutes Pm going to tell

you four things that will change your life,"

promises Zig Ziglar, a spty 70-year-old with the

frenetic energy of a stand-up comedian.

“Failure is an event. It is not a person," he says.

informing the crowd char before he became a

famous motivational speaker he drove a cab and

weighed over 200 pounds. Studies by academic

experts are mixed in with anecdotes about

prominent Americans bom into unpromising

circumstances. “His mother is a part-time wait-

ress,” Ziglar claims, ofHarvard University

President Neil Rudenstein. "His father is a

prison guard.” Ziglar is the author ofa dazzling

range ofbooks and tapes, from Secrets ofClosing

the Sale to Christian Motivationfar Daily

Living. Inspired by stories of the successful and

famous, armed with motivational books and

tapes, the audience is ready to go out and make

it on their own.

Absent the promise of

activist government that

made his rhetoric soar in

1984, Cuomos speech fell

flat, and the New York
Democrats who for decades

worshiped and feared him
began carping in the wings.

Having come to the Meadowlands for a

dose ofoptimism and success, the audience is

hardly in the mood to hear the former governor

moan and groan about failing wages, ballooning

deficits and the sacrifice it will take to bring

America bade. “[WJere Americans," Cuomo
says, of the GOP tax cut. “We’re pragmatic and

we’re tough, and we don’t like being conned.”

But the evidence from die New Jersey gathering

points to a different condusion, and Cuomo
knows it. “We re not hearing that,” he adds.

“We love being conned.Wc love it." To see

Mario Cuomo speak hard political truth to the

optimists in the Continental Arena— originally

named for former NewJersey Gov. Brendan

Byrne and now a monument to privatization—
is to understand why the Democrats will remain

the minority party for many years to come.

As the man once hailed as the Democratic

incarnation ofSt. Thomas Aquinas is booed and

mocked by the gleeful crowd, it is hard not to

feel sorry for the man and for the politics he

championed for so many years in so many
prime-time speeches and interviews. To watch

Cuomo, a private arizen, looking helplessly out

into the crowd beneath the giant banner promis-

ing success, is to fed the shabbiness of the hotel

ballroom the morning after the candidate has

lost his last election.Why is Mario Cuomo herd

There is the speakers fee— tens of thousands of

dollars for a half-hour speech— and there’s the

lure ofthe crowd of9,000 people, the cheers and

the applause rushing to the brain, to activate

whatever powerful combination ofhormones it

is that keeps politicians going.

“I’ve been at it for 20 years,” Cuomo says,

. talking to himself as much as to the 200 men

and women picking over their plates of chicken

salad at the luncheon after his speech. “And the

crudest irony of all is that in my old neighbor-

hood, South Jamaica, the schools now are not

as good as they were when I was there. The

streets are not as safe. . .. That’s a terribly frus-

trating thing to realize when you’re coming to

the end ofyour life, that you have not been

able to make your community better." No
wonder the governor is haunted by ghosts. “I

didn’t speak the language," he remembers,

thinking back to his childhood. "I didn’t under-

stand the culture." And then, standing in the

echoing hallway of the Continental Arena,

Mario Cuomo spreads his arms wide and, start-

ing out low and gaining in strength, he sings a

song: “There’s a school called Number Fifty....

It stands for the things (bat are the best.... And
the boys and girls who are entering are entering

to win. And they work with a vim and a zest.

They work with a vim— and a zest.”

The audience applauds— for real— and

Cuomo smiles at the memory ofa time when

the son of immigrants could get a good educa-

tion in the public schools and dream ofsome-

tiling better than what his lather had, and could

live to see his dreams come true. “See.” Cuomo
says. “I know the damn school song.” That he

remembers the words to his old school song after

all these years is touching and also a little bit sad.

Mario Cuomo heard the crowd last

month in Chicago as well, at a closely scripted

convention at which the ghosts ofFranklin

Roosevelts New Deal and Lyndon Johnson’s

Great Society were banished into die historical

mists. Absent che promise ofactivist govern-

ment that made his rhetoric soar in 1984,

Cuomos speech fell flat, and che New York

Democrats who for decades worshiped and

feared him began carping in the wings. After

three terms in Albany, a shot at the Supreme

Coun and those two long-ago primary seasons

when the chartered jets sat waiting on the tar-

mac to carry the governor to Nashua, N.H., the

old school song is now barely a memory. It is all

that Mario Cuomo and his party have left.

David Samuels is a contributing editor at

Harpers. This articlefirst appeared in The New
Republic.

© 1 996, The New Republic.

Die-hard Dem dumps

Clinton, stumps for Dole

By Robert Novak

While 20 percent ofRepublican voters nationwide were

defecting to U.S. President Bill CUnton, a prominent

Democrat who ran Hubert Humphreys 1968 cam-
;

paign for president came out actively in support of Republican

presidential candidate Bob Dole.

Washington lawyer-lobbyist Robert C. McCandless was

unveiled recently as the director ofDemocrats for Dole. The for-

mer counsel ro the Democratic Narional Committee and longtime

party fund-raiser is working at Dole headquarters offering out-

reach" to fellow Democrats who also are disaffected.

But why is Bob McCandless disaffected? Not because ofide-

ology. He is an old-feshioned, liberal, brass-collar Democrac who at

age 59 never has voted for a Republican.

“I have always believed and still believe in the party of FDR.

JFK and LBJ,” McCandless said. “I still believe that the people

who are left behind need the help of the central government to get

their feet on the first rung of life's ladder."

For unreconstructed Humphreyite McCandless to ally him-

selfwith the party ofNewt Gingrich and Jesse Helms reflects dis-

tress about, the Democrat in the White House. I do not believe

what President Clinton says,” he said. “I do not think he has a

compass of ideals, morals and directions for this country. I think

his North Scar is determined by public-opinion polls.

That is the view of che president conveyed to me by dozens

ofDemocrats and held by many more, including members of

Congress. But most, seeing Clintons awesome lead in the polls,

have made a Faustian bargain. Moreover, they do not share

McCandless’ relationship with the Republican candidate.

Dole, his friend for more than 15 years and former neighbor,

is viewed by McCandless as a man “whose word is his bond, who

knows right from wrong.” McCandless described Dole as a man

who “has not forgotten his roots from poverty nor the obstacles he

has overcome.”

McCandless has been climbing steep hills since as a teen-ager

from Hobart, Okla., without friends, money or position, he wan-

gled a job with Sen. Robert S. Kerr so he could come to

Washington to attend George Washington University. In 1 964, he

was back in Oklahoma helping little-known Fred Harris upset che

favored Republican, former Oklahoma University football coach

Bud Wilkinson, for Kerrs former Senate sear.

>.A midnight telephone call from HarrWco-chairman of - -

Humphreys 1968 presidential campaign, secured McCandless’ ser-

vices as national delegare coordinator. He became the 31 -year-old

director ofHumphreys general election campaign, which nearly

closed a seemingly insurmountable lead by Richard Nixon. It also

built a lifetime friendship with Humphrey.

McCandless’ most audacious venture came in 1973, when he

represented his former brother-in-law, Nixon White House counsel

John Dean, in the Watergate affair. McCandless risked disbarment

by going dirccdy to journalists to convince them that Dean was
not just trying to save himself but was being made a scapegoat bv
Nixon. He was not disbarred, but the day he took on Dean as a

client, his prestigious Washington law firm fired him (and by noon
had varnished his name off the door).

For many years, McCandless has courageously represented,

mosdy without fee, democratic interests in Haiti. But from
Clintons first day in office, McCandless’ warnings about Jean-
Bertrand Aristide went unheeded. In 1994, he resigned as a mem-
ber of the Democratic Finance Council. By the end of that year, he
told Dole he would support him for president if he ran in 1996.

Is Democrats for Dole a hopeless venture? McCandless told
me he regards Clintons big lead as “paper-thin,” adding, “Anv
stumble, and I think he would roll down che hill.”

“I am not interested in nor would I accept anv kind of White
House or administration job," McCandless said. “I remain a
Democrac, and ifwe can defeat Clinron, I want to help rebuild the
Democratic Party to be the protectors and the encouragers of the
underclass." He now attempts to persuade Democrats who feel the
same way to engage in Temporary apostasy.

Robert Novak is a nationally syndicated columnist ofthe Chicago
Sun-Times. s

© 1 996, The Creators Syndicate.
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FROM time immemorial,
mankind has been telling
stories in pictures: on cave

walls, painted on pottery, carved
in- stone, woven into tapestries,
and on the comic pages.
The photo essay is very much a

part of illustrated story-telling tra-
dition. In its heyday, the classic
picture spread” consisted of a
sequence of photographs around a
central theme plus a title, a brief
text and captions.
The marriage of photography to

the print medium fist “clicked" in
Germany in the late 1920s. At that
time the fest, band-held Eiminox
and Leica cameras were invented
and the half-tone printing process
was perfected. Hard-driving edi-
tors like Stefan Lorant and fired-

. up young photographers such as
. Alfred Eisenstaedt cemented the
- union.

. Pioneering illustrated maga-
zines published in Berlin and
Munich flourished until Hitler

.. -• '&

mind-guided
camera

ON CAMERA
DAVID BRAUNER

mat did not derive from a
chronological telling of events,
but rather from examining an
event or place or person from a
multitude of perspectives in a
relatively short space of time. In
effect, what Life magazine’s
original designers called “the
mind-guided camera," created a
new, immediate and intimate
way of seeing the world.
With a camera in hand, this pho-

tographer has discovered he devel-
ops a heightened sense of place.
Ooce during a three-week period
of reserve duty in Hebron, I
attempted to create a complete
photographic mosaic of Ok Cave
of the Patriarchs.

1 took pictures of the building's
extenor only for the record. I was
much more interested in capturing

:w . 'M'
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shut them down in 1933.
Effectively, the photo essay idea
was spread westward to Britain

and America . with the flight, of
Jews such as Lorant to London’s
Weekly Illustrated arid liter

Picture Post, and Eisenstaedt to
New York’s Life Magazine.

In the earliest days every issue

was an experiment in content.

Style and layout. As the magazines
grew in popularity in the '30s and
'40s, die demand for fresh, differ-

ent and exciting photographs
steadily increased. At its peak.

Life
1
s circulation reached eight

and half million.

The photo essay was the heart
and soul of the success. The
strength of the photo-story for-

the Moslem caretakers vacuuming
the rugs before Friday services,

the Jewish worshiper “shockling”
at the.crack ofdawn, and die local

kids playing in the comtyaid., I
also made close-up studies of the

architectural lines and the

stonework at different primes of
day.

On a completely different self-

assignment, my camera and I

once gained access to a small,
independent brewery in the north

of England. Wandering around
from floor to creaking floor, I

learned not only how beer is

made, but also about the fascinat-

ing stories of die people who
made it.

Shots of the brewery's chemist

dued.

Almost imperceptibly the num-
bers increased with the first light

of dawn. Everywhere services got
underway. Tables with piles of sid-
durim seemed to crop up from
nowhere. On one table, a sign
said: “Lay your tefillin here."
Practically every chair had a
donor’s plaque on it.

With the ever-increasing sun-
light, religious fervor intensi-
fied. People rushed here and
there. Beggars collected money.
There were sleepy children,
long-haired hippie-types and a
man in a wheelchair, dispensing
charity.

In no time, the Western Wall
Plaza had acquired the ambience
of a marketplace of Judaism.
Men used the grated entrance to

Wilson's Arch as hat rack and
book rest Inside the vault the
illumination from candles and
halogen lamps spread an eerie,

torchlight gloom over an almost
other-worldly scene of prayer.
Being Elul, shofarot were

blown. Complete and total unity
descended only when the
Eighteen Blessings of the Amida
were recited in standing silence.

In those moments, one sensed
the holiness of the Wall, and the

New Year quietly and quickly
approaching.

*

beavering away in his lab and old
wooden barrels being cut in half

for garden furniture said far more
about the beer-making industry

than all the pictures of vats and
coppers.

My most recent photo essay
was inspired bv a neighbor who
mentioned that her brother was
coming from Bnei Brak to catch
the sunrise service at the Western
Wall. A week later I got up at

4:45 in the morning thinking
“photo essay." My intention was
to ferret out the unusual, the off-

beat, the sidelights in a series of
images that would tell a different

story.

The challenge of the photo essay
is to avoid the obvious, while

retaining a subtle reminder of the

context in the background. In

other words, another shot of the

Wall itself would in no way reveal

or “essay" the subject.

To come home with unconven-

tional images, the photographer
must exploit not only detail, but
also the photogenic vagaries of
texture, contrast and ljghL Each
image in a photo essay should

reflect and highlight the minor
facets that others may have seen a
thousand .times,-.buLnfi-yer regis-

red .

““ ”
.

To uncover the" more fascinating

'

aspects of a place like the Wall at

dawn, one can either stand and
patiently wait for things to hap-

pen, or explore and observe. A
combination of the two is usually

SSL

On my arrival at 5:30, a wor-
shiper sidled up and warned me
that my enquiring lens was “an
invasion of privacy, and you
might find yourself with a

smashed camera.” Personally, I

can’t think of a more public

place than the Wall, and as it

turned out, no one else was the

least offended. 1 went about my
work unobtrusively without
flash, and was careful not to dis-

turb people at their devotions.

The result? Well, let the pictures

speak for themselves.

WAKING UP WITH THE WALL
Friday. August 23, the eighth of

Elul. Even before the sun came
up. small knots of worshipers

were gathered before the Western
Wall. The atmosphere was sub-
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Clockwise from above top:

Inside the vanity under Wilson’s Arch, the artificial Hhimiwatinn
casts an eerie light over an other-worldly scene of prayer; the
Sign reads ‘Forbidden to talk during prayer and Torah-readSng
fitter
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Blinding light offsets worshipers at the vault under Wilson’s
Arch.

A siddur (prayer book) on a rail stands out against tbe texture

of the ancient stones.

A religions woman begins her day praying at the WalL

The heritage of the Wall belongs to everyone: A colorful visitor

to the morning rituals.

The grated entrance to Wilson’s Arch serves as a convenient hat
rack.
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Noisy pets
HEADS -N' TAILS

D’VORA BEN SHAUL

EVEN when one lives in a

moshav or an agriculturally

zoned village, sometimes
the neighbors' pets make an unac-

ceptable amount of noise. This is

die case of a woman in a village in

die Jerusalem hills who keeps a

pet goat far the children. The goat,

however, wants constant attention

and is ably silent when it is asleep

or when die children come home
from school and play with it

Otherwise h bleats without stop-

ping until someone comes to ft.

Goats are herd animals and as

such they are extremely gregari-

ous. Keeping a single goat all

alone is really a torment for the

annual because all its instincts

are to be in company. That is why
ft is quiet when . the children are

around ft. The best thing is to

have at least two goats, and that

would probably solve the prob-

lem at once.

;0ne owner I knew, however,
manajafv! to get the goal to stop

bleating by giving ft a penmate of
a (Efferent species - a white rab-

bit.; The goat and the rabbit

- became the best of friends, the

-goat would lick the rabbit’s fur

and they usually slept snuggled
up together. Of course, for this

solution it is important that the

•{ten be tightly fenced and sunk
Tntp the ground so that the rabbit

' cannot get out.

Bta ft is notby any means onlya

. goat makes a lot of noise. The
baying ofa donkey can also be an

irritation to the neighbors, as can

the crowing of' a rooster or the

Kbrikmg ofa gaggle of geese.
•' The donkey, .

like the goat, is

HSually malring a filSS OUt of lOUC-
fibess because These animals also

-have .a strong herd instinct,

.'however, a female is less likely to

bray rfrau a male, and in any case,

-female donkeys make nicer pets.

As fix- roosters, the solution is

simple. If yon want to keep a few
chickens and have a place to do SO

then don’t keep a male, because if

you do, nothing is going to keep
Him from crowing and if there are

other roosters within hearing dis-

tance - and that means a kilometer

at 1east - then they will most like-

ly cany cm a crowing competition

that often lasts half the night
Despite the belief of some people,

yon do not need a rooster in order

to get the hens to lay eggs, unless

you want fertilized eggs for hateb-

ing.

Geese, particularly the ganders,

make quite a bit of noise at times,

which is why many farmers keep
them as an alarm system since

they react immediately to any
TntrnjW In fact they can be very

efficient in this respect and there’s

always the advantage that if they

do nip an intruder they are fright-

ening, bat do no real harm and

don’t get taken off to quarantine

like a dog does.

These animats axe not so much a

problem if you live in a moshav or

a moshava but, today, even these

areas are becoming more and

more urbanized in their lifestyle

and more and more people object

• to the added noise. If it & place

zoned as strictly urban residential,

you can find yourself in a lot

oftrouble with your neighbors and

with the authorities.

Even the family dog may be a

source of a noise nuisance, partic-

ularly an outside dog that is kept

tied. Dogs in these conditions are

often incessant barkers and many
a neighborhood feud has been
engendered because of this.

Unneeded barking can often be

decreased by putting tire animal

inside at night, even into the

garage or other outbuilding ifyou
have one.

• ft is unfortunate that so many
people keep a dog outside on a

chain or cable because they say

they want a watch dog, yet never

gb out to see what fbe dog is bark-

ing abonL This surely defeats the

purpose of having the animal out

there in the first place.

The 19th century ‘Jews’ of Timbuktu
THE Tuareg Jews were not

Jews at all, but insisted on
being called so.

Almost 100 years ago. Rabbi
Mordechai Abi-Serour met them
when he traveled to Timbuktu. He
described his adventures, in

Hebrew, in a document which was
recently published by Prof.

Michael Abftbol of the Hebrew
University, in the spring issue of
Pe'amim, the quarterly of the Ben-
Zvi Institute devoted to the study

of Oriental Jewry.

Scholar and adventurer - Rabbi
Abi-Serour certainly was both. He
was bom in Aqqa, in the Sahara

desert, in about 1834. Aged nine,

he undertook a pilgrimage to

Jerusalem, reaching ft by way of
Spain, Italy and Greece. After four

years in the holy city, he decided

to return to Africa. For a while he

stayed in Algiers, teaching at the

local Talmud Torn. After the

French conquest, Abi-Serour

returned to his native Aqqa.
The Serour family was extreme-

ly poor, and Rabbi Abi-Serour, a
man of the world, decided to

improve their status by joining a

commercial caravan to Timbuktu
which was the main in-road to

Blad el-Sudan, the Black Country.

He described his journey in

£ S 3

great detail. The caravan took six

days to reach Tinduf. The next leg

was a 30-day march in the Iguidi

region to Taoudeni - famous for

its salt quarries. But in Arawan,
250 kilometers from Timbuktu,

the rabbi and his brother Yitzhak
were stopped: No caravan chief

agreed to take tbe brothers south-

wards.

It seems that other Morocco-
based traders insisted that no
Jewish merchants were allowed to

Timbuktu. “I had to pay the sheikh

of Arawan 100 gold pieces to let

me proceed with my journey,"
wrote Abi-Serour.

After waiting for a year, howev-
er, Abi-Serour proceeded south,

disguised as an Arab, bribing car-

avan heads. He finally made it to

Timbuktu, where he sought the

protection of a Moroccan mer-

chant, Mohammad Ibn-Talmodi.

But that was a bad move! Ibn-

Talmodi tried to persuade the

local chieftain to put Abi-Serour

to death, or to convert him to

Islam.
Somehow, Abi-Serour survived

- but only by promising to deliver

500 kilograms of brimstone annu-

ally to the local strong man.
Eventually, he obtained permis-

sion for several members of his

THERE AND THEN
SRAYA SHAPIRO

family to join him in Timbuktu.

.
He traded mainly in ostrich quills,

ivory and gold. However, his cara-

vans were often ransacked en
route to Morocco and on the return

journey. Brought almost to penury,

Abi-Serour returned to Morocco.
The French consul in Mogador,

Auguste Beaumier, showed inter-

est in Abi-Setout’s stories about

Black Africa. He also urged Abi-

Serour to tell Alliance Israelite

.officials what he had seen of peo-

ple who pretended to descend

from Jews who had been settled in

(Central Africa since the Fust

Temple period.

Abi-Serour maintains that the

term “Jew" was applied to mem-
bers of the Dagathon tribe of the

Tuareg whether they maintained

the Jewish tradition or had long

been absorbed by the Moslem
majority. The Daga were dispersed

over a large area, but mostly in the

desert They depended on “the true

Tuareg" - die sort of nobility who
lived by imposing sanctions on
traders heading for Timbuktu.
The Tuareg do not mix with

Daga and it is considered below

The varywaters of Ofe, according to the
Jewish, Christian and Muslim traditions,

are said to flow from me Holy Land of

the ancient Mkkfle East region. Yet

toda/S politicians are charting a
perilbus course: their policies could
bury the area under desert sand and
concrete, shatter hopes for lasting

peace, and pose a threat far beyond the

immediate reality.

Joyce SMra Starr, Ph.D.i is a
recognized authority on water
policy and an expert on toe
Middle East Bringing a unique
perspective to this topic, she
makes It dramatically dear that
mankind's water endowment
cannot be (eft to the secret
domain of toe powerful £

I
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their dignity to many a Jew.

The Daga are white as snow and
“very beautiful," assured Abi-
Serour. The Tuareg didn't treat

them nicely, though tbe Daga sup-

ported the Tuareg in their wars.

Neither the Tuareg nor the Daga
could read or write, they had no
books or manuscripts. They never

prayed, though they venerate

Mohammed. But there existed

cemeteries with tombstones,

allegedly bearing inscriptions

almost 2,000 years old, wrote Abi-
Serour.

Nevertheless, Prof. Abitbol
assures us that there is absolutely

no reason to assume that the fore-

bears of the Daga were even
remotely Jewish. In the local

social strata, tbe Daga were treat-

ed as the lowest caste of menial

worker; the term “Jews” was
applied to members of this lower
caste, whatever their origins, sim-
ply as a pejorative.
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NFL individual leaders

Quarterback*
Favre, G.6.
Johnson, Min.
Aikman, Dal.

S. Young, S.F.

Collins, Car.

Peete, Phi.

Frerotte, Was.
J. George, AtL

Everett, N.O.
Moon, Min.

NFC
Att Com Yds TD tart

92 59 739 10 2
49 31 432 3
91 57 604 4
47 33 337 0
52 30 363 2
89 55 695 3
77 45 493 1

76 40 481 2
112 59 726 3
58 27 296 1

Quarterbacks
Hartoaugh, Ind.

Marino, Mia.

Chandler, Hou.
Bono. K.C-

Tomczak,PiL
Sway, Den.
Bledsoe, N.E
Testaverde, Bal

BruneA, Jac.

Humphries, S.D

AFC
Att Com Yds TD lnt

73 50 682 5 2
68 43 611 5
7B 46 604 6
S3 50 512 6
48 33 372 2
95 59 572 5
119 61 652 5
97 57 630 3
106 65 731
.110 63 600 3

Rushers
Allen, Was.
Sanders, Del
Smith, Min.

Watters, Phi.

E. Smith, Dal.

Green, Oil.

Bennett, GLB.
Anderson, AH.

Hampton, NY
R. Brooks, T.B.

A'tt Yds Avg
67 340 5.1

60 337 5.6
70 284 4,1

55 277 5.0
68 253 3.7
51 223 4.4
43 220 5.1

30 181 6.0

42 152 3.6
25 151 6.0

LG TD
49t 4
54t 3
23 1

52 2
16 1

19
23
24
25
56 1

Rushers
Davis, Den.
Beths, Pit

Jabbar.Ma.
George, Hou.
Martin, NLE
Pegram, PH
Thomas, But.

Stewart. Jac.
Murrell, NY-J
Graver, Den.

AttYds
69 32Q
55 306
65 280
55 267
66 205
35 188
63 187
50 186
41 170
27 159

AvgLGTD
4.6 18 2
5.6 43t 3
4.3 29
4.9 76 1

3.1 13
5.4 27
3.0 13
3.7 25
4.1 18
5.9 28

Receivers
Moore, Del
Centers, Ariz

Jones. Phi.

Carter, Min.

Sanders, Ariz

Brooks, G.B.
Timpson, Chi.

Conway, ChL
Sanders, Dal.

Reed, Min.
Fryer, PN.
Rice, S.F.

Jeflires, N.O-

Ho Yds
26 329
20 189
19 266
17 237
17 163
16 263
14 187
14 171
14 152
12 261
12 187
12 187
12 138

12? 29
9.5 20
14.0 38
13.9 40
9-6 23
16.4 38
13.4 37
123 24
10.9 17
21.8 71
15.6 33
15.6 39
11.5 27t

Receivers
Martin, S.D.
Pickens, Gin.
McCardeB, Jac.
T. Brown, Oak.
ChreDet, NY-J
Coates, N.E.
Alexander. BaL
Hastings, Pit.

McDuffie, Mia.
Scott, Ctn.
Risen, Jac.

Coleman, S.D.

19 200 10?
18 243 13.5

17225 13.2
17187 11.0

17 173 10.2
15 161 10.7

14 162 11.6
14 137 93
13 159 12J2
13 159 122
13 148 11.4

13 139 10.7

LG TO
27 3
46 1

48 2
25 3
44 0
29t 2
48
20t
25
27
33
32

Punters
Sauerbrun.Chi.
Hentrich, G.B.
‘rurk, Was.
Thompson, SF.
Stryzinski, AtJ.

Hutton, PhL
Horan, NY-G
Royals, Dot
Feaofes. Ariz

,TB.

No Yds
17 850
8 367
19 858
10 444
9 398
12 530
22 960
18 775
16 683
14 589

LG Avg
72 50.0
61 452
58 452
57 44.4
56 442
54 442
53 432
57 43.1
58 42.7
54 42.1

Punters
L Johnson, On.
Tuten, Sea.
Bennett, S.D.
Gardodd, tad.

Hansen, NY-J
Tupa, N-E.
Montgom., Bal.

KkkLMa.
Gossett, Oak.
Rouen, Den.

No Yds
12 603
14 687
14 681
10 466
20 923
11 496
12 536
12 529
15 650
15 637

LG Avg
63 502
62 49.1
65 48.6
55 46.6
62 462
55 45.1

64 44.7
52 44.1

64 432
57 422

Punt Returners

Ofiver, Car.

Toomer, NY-G
Metcalf, AH.
Howard. G.B.
Mitchell, Whs.
Dowdell, Ariz

Engram.Chi.
Mflbum, Del
Carter, SJ=.

Martin. Dai.

Aim I

6 166 27.7 84t 1

6 118. 19.7 87t 1

5 62 12.4 33 0
15 185 122 651
5 53 10.6 27

50 102 15
65 92 IS
69 7.7 13
36 72 9
50 7.1 16

Kickoff Returners
No Yds A'

Mitchell. Was.
Bates, Car.

Hughes, N.O.
Mrlfium, DeL
Metcalf. Atl.

Williams. Dal.

SDvan, T8.
WitherSpooiiPh 5 121 24

2

Carter, S.F. 4 95 232
Anderson, Atl. 3 68 22.7

Avg
6- 178 29.7
5 146 292
17 461 27.1

10 27T 27.1
4 102 252
8 202 252
13 315 242

LG TD
50 0
45
58
49
35

54
30
42
27

Punt Returners
No

Galloway, Sea. 4
Gordon. S.D. 7
Harrison, Ind.

Hudson, Jac.
MeggettfLE.
Penn, K.C.
McDuffie, Wfta.

Kurtchen, Den.
Gray, Hou.
Hastings, Pit

Kickoff Returners
No Yds Aye

Jordan, Jac. 5 144 282
BaBey, Ind. 7 187 26.7
BroussanLSea 14 355 25.4
Gray, Hou. 11 275 25.0
Arnold, Pit 4 98 242
Msonett, N.E. 7 171 24A

6
5
12
5
4
13
4
4

97 2% 88t 1

158 22.6 64 0
102 17.0 31
83 16.6 48
157 13.1 36
65 13.0 20
45 112 14
116 82 21
33 82 23
25 62 10

LGTO
0

SCORING
Touchdowns TD Rush Rec Ret Pts

Aden, Was. 4 4 0 G 24
Jackson, GJ3. 4 0 4 0 24
Sanders, DeL 3 3 0 0 18

14 tied at 12 points

Kicking

Kaaay, Car.

Jacks, GJB.

Sisson, Min.

Bortiol, Dal.

Wilkins, SJ.
Brien. N.O.

Busted, TB.
Hanson, DeL

,

Huerta, ChL "

LohmOer, SLL

PAT FG
33 10-10

14-14 5-7

6-6 6-7

6-6 5-8

6-6 5-6

2-2 68
2-2 6-6

6-6 34
33 4-7

2-2 4-5

LG PtS

53 33

44 29

34 24
52 21

38 21

51 20

48 .30
50 .15

^T5,M

42 14

i, Jac.

J. Lewis, Bal.

Hebron, Den.
Moulds, Buf.

SCORING
Touchdowns
Jabbar.Mfe.
Martin. ME.
Bettis. Pit

T. Brown, Oak.
Davis, Hou.
Martin, SD.
Mffler, Den.
Russell, S.D.

7
5 116 232
6 135 222
7 154 222
6 131 21.8

50
86
62
30
54
27
42
40
29

TD RushRec Ret Pts
5 5 0 0 30

2
0
3
3
3
2
0

20
18
18
18
18
18
18

14 tied at 12 points

Kicking PAT FG LG Pts
Del Greco, Hou. 8-8

i. S.D. 36
8-9
8-9

6-7

Camey, S.C

Elam. Den. 10-10 6-6

Blanchard, Ind. 6-6 6-6

Petfrey, Cm. 6-6
Cty1st>e, Buf. 4-4

N. Johnson, Pit. 7-7

Nedney. Mia. 11-12 3-6

Hollis, Jac. 6-6 4-5

StoyanovichJCC- 9-9

44 32
53 30-
45 28
52 24
47 24

6-7 45 22,
5-7 48' 22

36 20 -

52 18
34 43 18

Team stats
Total

Offense
Denver
Miami
Houston
Pittsburgh
Jacksonville
NY Jets
Indianapolis

New England
San Dit

Baltimore
Buflalo

Kansas City

Cindnnati
Seattle

1115
1098
976
966
953
925
924
906
901
865
846
828
817
810
806

Defense
Denver
New
PH
Kansas
Miami
Oakland
Houston
Cincinnati
Buffalo

Jacksonville
Baltimore
San Diego
Inctfanapofis

Seattle
New York Jets

Yards
706
723
749
797
810
830

906
906
919
947
955
964
1074
1103

Offense
Green Bay
Philadelphia

Mhroesota
San Francisco

Atlanta
Chicago
Detroit

New
Carolina

Tampa Bey
Arizona
NY Giants
St Louis

Defense
San Francisco
Green Bay
Dallas
Chi
Ngw
Philadelphia
SL Louis
Caroflna

Atlanta
Arizona
Detroit

Minnesota
NY Giants

IXCOItrU
Yards
1187
1107
1053
690
919
605
907
902
896
883
540
757
683
622
314

Yards
336
576
730
882
882
885
594
619
992
1014
680
1027
1031
1058
1205

AFC Average Per Game, AFC
Rush Pass Offense Yards Rush Pass
574 541 Denver 371.7 1913 1803
468 630 WamJ 366JJ 1563 2103.
393 583 Houston 3253 131.0 1843
529 437 Pittsburgh 322.0 1763 145.7
260 693 Jacksonville 317.7 86.7 2313
259 666 NY Jets 3063 863 2223
243 681 Indianapolis 308.0 81.0 227.0
306 600 New England 302.0 1023 2003
333 568 San Diego 3003 111.0 1893
330 535 Oakland 288.3 110.0 1783
265 581 Baltimore 282JO 883 193.7
316 510 Buffalo 275.3 1053 170.0
361 456 Kansas City 2723 1203 152.0
200 610 Cindnnaii 2703 66.7 2033
242 564 Seattle 268.7 80.7 1883

Rush Pass Defense Yanis Rush Pass
276 430 Denver 2353 923 1433
269
302

454
447

New England
Pittsburgh

2413
249.7

89.7
100.7

1513
1493

305 492 Kansas City 285.7 101.7 164.0
130 680 Miami 270.0 433 226.7
289 541 Oakland 276.7 96.3 1803
224 675 Houston 299.7 74.7 2253
211 695 Cincinnati 302.0 703 231.7
429 477 Buffalo 3023 1433 159.0
416 503 Jacksonville 3063 138.7 167.7
408 541 Baltimore 315.7 1353 1803
300 655 San Diego 3183 1003 2183
264 700 Indianapolis 3213 883 2333
523 551 Seattle 358.0 1743 183.7
460 643 New Yoik Jets 367.7 1533 214,3

NFC
Rush Pass Offense Yards Rush Pass
442 745 Green Bay 395.7 1473 2483
378 729 Philadelphia 3693 126.0 2433
365 688 Minnesota 3513 121

J

2293
287 403 San Francisco 345J) 1433 2013
334 585 Dallas 3063 1113 195.0
198 407 Atlanta 3023 99.0 2033
347 560 Chicago 3023 115.7 186.7
371 531 Detroit 300.7 123.7 1773
447 449 Washington

New Orleans
298.7 1493 149.7

177 708 2943 59.0 2353
212 328 Carolina 2703 1063 164.0
254 503 Tampa Bay 2523 84.7 167.7
157 526 Arizona 227.7 52.3 1753
260 362 NY Giants 2073 86.7 120.7
106 208 St Louis 1573 533 104.0

Rush Pass Defense Yards Rush Pass
92 244 San Francisco 168.0 46.0 122.0
151 425 Green Bay 1923 50.3 141.7
257
oty)

473
con

Dallas 2433
2943

85.7
100.7

157.7
1933ovK

341
5o

O

Chicago
541 New Orleans 2943 113.7 1803

356 527 Philadelphia 295.0 1193 175.7
167 427 St, Louis 297.0 833 2133
213 406 Carolina 3093 1063 2033
398
453

596
561

Washington
Tampa Bay

330.7
3383

132.0
1513

198.7
1873

228 452 Atlanta 3403 1143 2263
36S 662 Arizona 3423 121.7 220.7
377 654 Detroit 343.7 125.7 2183
378 680 Minnesota 352.7 1263 228.7
532 673 NY Giants 401.7 1773 2243

Report: Haley advised not to play
IRVING, Texas (AP) — Charles Haley’s doctor has advised him not to

play for several weeks because his chronically sore back is deteriorating.

The Dallas Morning News reported.
The newspaper cited an unidentified source close to Haley as saying

California doctor Robert Watkins advised the Dallas Cowboy lineman
that he needs to sit out three weeks.

According to Watkins, win performed two previous operations on
Haley, he needs that time to follow a rehabilitation program designed to
strengthen and stabilize his back, foe newspaper said.

Haley did not practice with the team on Wednesday and wasn't imme-
diately available for comment
Cowboys head coach Bany Switzer said Haley is upset about not

being able to play.

“Charles is hurt, and he’s emotionally depressed,” Switzer said. “I
think Haley feels like people don’t believe he’s hurt The guy has
paid a price for plrying this game, and he has to deal with it every
day."

To foe already injury-plagued Cowboys, the loss ofHaley may be dev-
astating.

Leics.

Evans after Liverpool win:

We can play even better
Newcastle jumps to second place with 1-0 win at Leeds

LONDON (Reuter) - Liverpool

manager Roy Evans warned his

Premier League rivals yesterday

his side can play ever better after

demolishing Chelsea 5-1 in their

top-of-foe-table clash.

“We can play better than this,”

Evans said. “I was pleased with

ourmovement but ourpassing was
sloppy.

-“I was delighted with foe result

in -foe end barrenly -reasonably1

pleased wifofoe perforraaneo.^-0^
Liverpool, winch has won rive

and drawn two of its opening
seven matches to lead foe stand-

ings by two points over
Newcastle, totally outclassed
Rudd Gullit’s team which started

foe day in third place -and was
unbeaten themselves.

Despite its emphatic win which
establishes Liverpool as a serious

contender for foe title it last won
in 1990, Evans kept his feet firmly

on the ground.

“We can’t complain about the

first seven matches, but we’ve not

been brilliant or played out of our
dan. We’ve ground out results and
worked hard for them, and we
probably deserve to be top. It’s

nice, no one is getting carried

away, and 1 just hope we can
improve from here."

Robbie Fowler opened foe scor-

ing with a cleverly taken header
after 15 minutes before man-of-
the-match, Czech striker Patrick

Berger, playing in place of Stan

Collymore, rounded Chelsea
keeper Kevin Hitchock for the

second force minutes before half-

time,

A headed own goal by Andy
Myers put Liverpool 3-0 up just

before the break and further goals

by Berger after 49 minutes and
John Barnes, whose 57th minute
shot took a wicked deflection off

Dennis Wise, put Liverpool 5-0

up.

Frenchman Frank LeBouef
scored a consolation for Chelsea

with an 85th minute penalty after

Marie Hughes was tripped in the

Liverpool box.

• Chelsea manager Ruud Gullit

said: -We played more against

ourselves than Liverpool today.

The goals came from individuals

aSld mistakes. We itiiist avoid- sin*-

ifer •performances-'if‘Wt
improve. None of my players did

what I know they can do today."

Liverpool and Manchester
United are now the only teams in

the division yet to lose, but foe

champions slipped from second to

fourth after an entertaining 0-0

draw at Aston Villa.

But United’s plans for its

Champions League match against

Rapid Vienna on Wednesday were
thrown into some confusion as

defender Gary Pallister twisted his

knee at Villa Park.

The champions already have
David May struggling after injur-

ing his ankle in a reserve game last

Wednesday and manager Alex
Ferguson said: “I think Gary will

make it all rightbecause it’s a very
big game for us. But he’ll proba-

bly need treatment right up to

Wednesday night.”

United is also banking on goal-

keeper Peter Schmeichel recover-

ing from a virus to face Vienna,

but Ferguson praised stand-in

Raimond Van Der Gouw, malting

his debut.

“He didn’t have any saves to

make but he’s very agile, got a
good temperament and handled it

all very well. He’s a very good
goalkeeper and a good profession-

al but Peter should be ready for

Wednesday.”
Newcastle leapfrogged over

Manchester United into second
place after its 1-0 win at Leeds
United, which had former England
defender Carlton Palmer sent off

for two bookable offenses inside

four minutes in foe first half.
'

Alan Shearer, who has now
scored 10 times against Leeds in

11; raatcbes'-iiriiis -career, iscored

fofhsdy«gaalftf the gameiafter^50-
minutes as Newcastle chalked up
its fifth successive win in cup and
league marches.

Arsenal, whose new manager
Arsene Wenger does not arrive

until the end of the month, also put

their recent troubles further behind
them with a 2-0 win at high-flying

Middlesbrough.
John Hartson (third) and Ian

Wright (27fo) scored the goals that

gave Arsenal victory and moved
the team up to third place, a point

behind Newcastle and three

behind Liverpool.

Blackburn, champions in 1995,
stayed bottom still searching for

its first win after drawing 1-1 at

home with Everton who had
Scottish striker Duncan Ferguson
sent off near foe end.

Everton manager Joe Roylc was
furious about that saying:
“Duncan was sent offfor swearing
but he was running away from the

referee at foe time.”

Blackburn boss Ray Harford
said: “I thought we deserved better

than 1-1 at halftime but they had
better chances than us on foe
counterattack in foe second half.”

Greek striker George Donis*
scored for Blackburn after 32 min-
utes.

PREMIER LEAGUE: Aston Villa 0,

Manchester United 0; Blackburn I,

Everton 1; Leeds 0, Newcastle 1;

Liverpool 5, Chelsea 1;

Middlesbrough 0, Arsenal 2;

Nottingham Forest 0, West Ham 2;

Sheffield Wednesday 0, Derby 6;

Sunderland 1, Coventry 0.

DIVISION ONE: Bradford 2, Bolton

4; Grimsby 0, Oxford United 2;

Manchester City 1, Birmingham 0;

Oldham 0, Barnsley 1; Portsmouth 0,

Norwich Ij-Queens Park Hungers !,

Swindon 1; Reading 1, Crystal Palace

6; Southend 0, Port Vale 0; ’Dranmere

2, West Bromwich Albion 3; Wolves L
Sheffield United 2.

DIVISION TWO: Blackpool 1,

Shrewsbury 1; Bournemouth 0, Notts
County I; Bristol City 4* Walsall 1;

Bury 0, Luton 0; Chesterfield 0,
Burnley 0; GflHngham 3, Rotherham
1; Millwall 2, Crewe 0; Plymouth 0,

Bristol Rovers 1; Watford 0,
Peterborough 0; Wrexham L Preston
0; Wycombe 0, Brentford 1; York 1,

Stockport 2;

DIVISION THREE: Barnet 3, Exeter
0; Brighton 2, Torquay 2; Cambridge
United 2, Scarborough 1; Cardiff 2,
Northampton 2; Carlisle 1,
Partington 0; Chester t, Scunthorpe
0; Doncaster 0, Swansea 1; Fulham L,

Mansfield 2; Hereford 3, Rochdale 0;
Hull 1, Hartlepool Oj Leyton Orient 1,
Colchester 1; Wigan 1, Lincoln 0;

SCOTTISH PREMIER: Aberdeen 0,
Hibernian 2; Celtic 5, Dunfermline l;
Hearts 1, Motherwell I; Kiiman^^
-L Rangers 4; Railh 3, Dundee United
2.

Wham

DIVISIONTHREE
GP W D L

DMS0N ONE

Baton

Liverpool

Newcastle

Arsenal

Man. United

Staff.WM
Aston Via

PRB88R LEAGUE
CP W 0 L GF GA PIS

Udde.

Wimbledon
Totterham

West Ham
Leeds
Everton

ffc*. Forest

Leicester

Coventry

Souftagpton

Baekbun

Norwich

Wblveri iamp.
Crystal Pat
Tranmem

Uan.CH
W.Bron.
Stela

owroon
Staff United

OxkxdUhL
HuddarsMd
Portsmouth

Birmingham
Port Vale

GP
B
7
8
6

B
8
8

8
8
7
7
8
B
8

Charter

Southend
Sradbrd

Grimsby
OkBnm

DIVISION TWO
GF GAPS GP W 0 L GF
21 11 19 Brenttort 9 6 2 0 16
15 6 18 Mihwal 6 5 2 1 16
9 4 17 HUM 8 5 1 2 9
12 8 14 CtesterfeU 8 5- 1 2 6
15 7 13 Bury 8 4 3 1 12
11 9 13 Burnley 8 4 1 3 10

15 12 12 Crmre 8 4 1 3 10
11 10 12 Shrewsbury 6 3 4 1 9
9 9 12 Wrexham 7 3 3 1 11

12 11 11 Bbdpoof 8 3 3 2 7
10 12 11 PVmou&t 8 3 2 3 13
9 9 11 BnsWRov. 8 3 2 3 6
12 9 10 Bristol Oty 8 3 1 4 15
11 8 10 Gttn^am 8 3 1 4 9
10 8 10 Luton 8 3 1 4 7
6 9 10 Boumemouh a 3 0 5 8
8 7 8 Peterboroutfr 7 1 5 1 10
6 8 8 York 8 2 2 4 9
10 20 7 Notts County 7 2 2 3 0
6 8 7 Steckpnt 8 2 2 4 6
7 14 6 Preston 8 2 1 5 6
6 14 6 Vfebafl 7 1 2 4 7
8 ia S Wycorto 8 0 4 4 5
7 15 2 Roterfcam 8 0 2 6 7

6 20

Hul
Chester

Canto. Utd.

Gartt
Tonaay
Leyton Orient

Dartngtoo

Hartlepool

Scarborough
BameJ
Scunthorpe

Swansea

13 11

7 11

13 10
10 10
12 10

Lincoln

Easter

Northampton

Hereford

Mansfield

Rochdale

Doncaster

GF GA Pis
12

15

10

8
12

11

8
10

7
13

9
11

8
6
II

9
7
7

7
10

5
4

5
6

10 14

7 14
7 12

4 12
10 11

9 11

10 10

4 10

10 10

15 9

sr
Aberdeen
Hbemlan
IMherwfl
Hearts

OunfennBne

Kknamocfc
Raih
Dundee Uid.

SCOTTISH PRBUER
GP W D L GF GA Pis

wins

county

c’ship
LONDON (Rfifofr)

~

Leicestershire won the English

county champiomhip^y^teriay

. When Surrey forfeited ns firtt

innings against Worcestershire at

The Oval. .

Even if Leicestershire is defeat-

ed by Middlesex in its match at

Leicester, Surrey can not now get

enough points to take first pigee.

Surrey, 19 points adnft of

Leicestershire at tte start oTfoe

third day of the final round of

four-day matches, needed a vreto-

iy with maximum bonus points to

have a chance of winning their

first title since 1971. But with its

match badly hit by rain and

Worcestershire still batting m its

first innings when play began that

result was clearly out of reach.

Instead, In an effort to manufac-

ture a result. Surrey forfeited its

first innings and effectively con-

ceded the title to Leicestershire.

Leicestershire won its only pre-

vious title in 1975.

ONE LEG UP- Newcastle’s Faustino Asprilla evades Leed’s Carlton Palmer’s outstretched teg as he heads towards the ball. (An

Ailing
Indurain
wihdraws

from
Tour of
Spain

LAGOS DE COVADONGA,
Spain (Reuter) - Miguel
Indurain looks set to finish his

career without winning his

country’s premier race after

. abandoning the Itonr of Spain
on Friday.

“These things happen in

sport,” said Indurain after being

left behind in tire mountains by
Laurent Jalabert and Alex
Znelle for the second successive

day.
: ZaeBe retained his yellow jer-

sey-after following team mate
Jalabert in For a stage win in

which the two ONCE riders left

all their rivals trailing in their

wake.
“It seems that Miguel wasn’t

well,” said Jalabert, who trails

Znelle by one minute 13 seconds
in the provisional overall stand-
ings.

Indurain had slowed to talk to
the Banesto team doctor on sev-
eral occasions after beginning to
struggle 50 kms from borne at
the beginning of a tough moun-
tain section.

Left adrift by the principal
contenders, former teammate
Herminio Diaz Tahalu — who
now rides for the rival ONCE
team — tried to help Indurain.
He even put his arm around the
Banesto rider in a gesture of
support.
But Indurain slowed to a

leisurely pace and dismounted
in front of Us team hotel, some
30 kms from the finish line.
Indurain had made his reluc-

tance to race the Vhelta dear
after a summer in which he had
failed in his bid to take an
nnprecented sixth successive
Tour de France before bouncing
back to win the time-trial gold
medal at the Atlanta Olympics.
The decision to drop out has

prompted further speculation
that Indurain will announce his
retirement from competition ;
soon. .

“It’s a sad sight to see a great
champion like that* said tetevi-

’

sion commentator and former
team mate Pedro Delgado after
seeing Indurain straggling |n .
the mountains.
Yesterday, Indnrain flew to *

the southeastern coastal resort
'

town of Benidonn to be with his |
wife and son. He is expected to *

anttonnce in the coming days •

whether he wifl take part in the ;world Championships sched- ‘

nled for later this year.

Adams’s alcoholism exposes darker side of British nnh p„itllTO i

LONDON (Reuter) - British pub culture,

celebrated in prose, song and soap opera,
exposed its darker side last weekend.
Former England soccer captain Tony

Adams, who had already endured a spell in

prison for driving white drunk, confessed
he was an alcoholic and admitted he was
attending meetings of Alcoholics
Anonymous.
Presumably no longer anonymous,

Adams added a novel twist to a familiar
Story by blaming bis plight on foe Germans
The Arsenal defender said he went for a

“quiet drink” after England lost to Germany
on penalties in their Euro 96 semifinal A
day later he was still drinking.

Drink and British sportsmen have com-
bined with unfortunate results before ever
since Leicester City lost 1 2-0 to
Nottingham Forest in 1909 after a night on
foe town.
Former Pakistan cricket captain Imran

Khan, now pursuing a political career in his

homeland, included the county profession-

al’s love of foe pub in some acerbic obser-
vations on the game in England.
“Their two great loves were horse racing

and foe suspension of play due to rain,” he
said. “Without any doubt the best hours of
the day for them were spent in the pub after

foe day’s play."

Viv Richards, the former West Indies’

skipper who unlike Imran was certainly no
teetotaller, also found it difficult to adapt to

English social life when be arrived in

England from Antigua in the early 1970s.
“Drinking was a particular problem," he

said. “Some of the British we mixed with
just seemed to live for the pub ... Fjiglish

guys would gq foe pub, maybe at midday,
and get stuck into pints of lager."

Adams’s admission makes him foe latest

in die line of British footballers who have
succumbed to the temptations of alcoboL
Jimmy Greaves, foe wonderful Tottenham

and England striker, is as well-known now

for his battle with foe bottle as his goal scor-
ing prowess. * OT

** game during foe
1950s when a maximum wage was imposed
on British footballers.

"^,^ose day? footballers just couldn't
afford to go on the razzle," he said.
All was to change for soccer and Greavesnow with Tottenham, when foe maximimiwage was abolished in 1961.
The Tottenham team would drink in either

£ Whlt
iHan BeU ml CpubS

malCheS
' with D-c mSv

could run « off next day *

foe Best
’ possibly

taf J

tenns with his alco- 5

“He would sit up at foe bar like a kin* nnhis throne snH mvo^.ui- ^ .
*.mng onthrone and invariably eet rh*. r

n

order,” Greaves said.

80iy geI ^
“Pints a» round. We would dissect even,move m foe match. Pints all round t£2

we-d took torwvd to ft. nex, Sfi 2"
all round. Then we would swap tfe
jokes and gossip. Pints all towSl hseem to be doing any harm and we kn

J

holism.
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Betar Jerusalem wins in the Negev
BETAR JERUSALEM and
Hapoel Petah Tikva put on con-
vincing displays yesterday to
show that they, are justifiably the
only two remaining sides in the
National League with perfect
records.

The Jerusalemites take top spot
with a better goal difference after
their very positive showing
against Hapoel Beersheba in the
Negev last night, while Petah
Tikva is not far behind, following
the team’s 2-1 away win over
Hapoel Beit She’an.
Maccabi Haifa came unstuck in

its match against Irani Risbon. let-

ting a two-goal advantage slip
away. Maccabi Tel Aviv was far
from convincing in its warmaup
for the crucial UEFA Cup clash
with Tenerife on Wednesday, man-
aging only a Late lone-goal winner
against Maccabi Herzliya.

Hapoel Jerusalem scored its First

win of the season on Friday with a
2-0 win over Hapoel Kfar Sava.

Hapoel Beersheba 1

Betar Jerusalem 3
Betar Jerusalem gave further

proof it is to be taken seriously as
title contenders, after trouncing
Hapoel Beersheba 3-1 in the
Negev capital.

While Betar played its usual
skillful and enthusiastic game,
Beersheba hasn’t yet gotten its act
together yet Giovanni Russo and
Emil Halilovich are talented play-
ers, but are not in tandem with
their teammates. Coach Eli

Guttman has his work cut out in

this regard.

Bctar_ went -ahead -m -the 25th
minute, when Stefan Saloi scored
a brilliant goal. Eleven minutes
later, Eli Ohana made it 2-0.
which remained unchanged until

halftime. Betar continued to dom-
inate, taking advantage of the fact

that Shai Holtzman showed his

frustration by playing an overly

selfish game, which added nothing
to the tome team’s attack.

In the 62nd minute, Ohana put it

beyond doubt, as he scored his

second goal, to make Jt 3-0.

In the last minute. Russo gave
Beersheba its consolation goal.

Maccabi Herzliya 0
Maccabi Tel Aviv J

,

Four days before tbeir vital sec-

ond-leg match against Tenerife ,

Maccabi Tel Aviv, playing before

a crowd of 8,000 at Herzliya,

dominated throughout.

Tel Aviv had chances galore, but

had a hard time scoring. Herzliya,

which is near the bottom of the

heap, played a super-defensive

formation, which Tel Aviv had a
hard time cracking. The first, half

ended goalless, as Tel Aviv banged
their heads against a wall, despite

some creative midfield work by
Avi Nimni, which kept the attacks

rolling from flanks and center.

Coach Avraham Grant made
several changes early in the sec-

ond half, with Noam Sboham and

Eli Driks replacing Haim Hajaj
and Igor Metveyev. These paid off
in the 65th minute. Shoham got
hold of a loose ball in midfield. A
pass down the left to Driks, who
crossed it to Nir Klinger. A good
header beat Shuli Gilardi, and 1-0
to Tel Aviv.

Herzliya's defensive tactics
caused the game to get overly
rough, especially in the second
half. Referee Ya’akov Ben-Hamo
kept order well, flashing the yel-
low card several times (Hajaj,
Metveyev, Guy Gat and Yaniv
Cohen). Herzliya never really
looked dangerous, despite Tel
Aviv’s vaunted defense not being
in top form.

Haifa 2, Bnei Yehuda 2
Only a paltry 3.500 fans turned

out to see Hapoel Haifa in its first
Friday match at Kiryaz Rlic-Tcr and
the result may make the team
think again about returning to its

regular playing day on Saturday.
lt was not a good performance

by the Haifa side which is hoping
to mount a serious challenge for
top honors this season. The first

half saw the team in disarray and
the visitors from the Hatikva
Quarter capitalized and went
ahead through an Alon Mizrahi
penalty in the 22nd minute.

Haifa's poor showing prompted
coach Ivan Katalinic to make a
drastic change and he brought in

two substitutes in the second half.

This still failed to precipitate the
breakthrough and Katalinic then
replaced Reuven Atar with
Hisham Zuabi.

Tal Banin finally leveled the
scores with a well-taken free kick
from 16 meters which left Boei
Yehuda goalkeeper Guy Nahshon
helpless. £uabi looked to be justi-

fying the hopes Katalinic had
placed in him and he duly obliged
by putting Haifa ahead in the 83rd
minute.

All Haifa's good work was
undone in the final minute when a
blatant defensive blunder allowed
Kobi Refriah to pounce on a loose

ball and level the scores at the

final whistle.

Hap. Jerusalem 2
Hap. Kfar Sava 0

A first league win for the

Jerusalemites should go some way
towards restoring order to its side,

which has been on the verge of
total collapse due to financial dif-

ficulties.

The hosts were as surprised as

anybody at their win, although a
glance in the record books would
have told them that they would do
well, as Kfar Sava have never

beaten.,the ..Jerusalemites .in,.the.

capital.

The game was not of a high

standard but veteran striker Yair

Assayag did what was required to

see Jerusalem home. He converted

a penalty in the 10th minute after

being fouled by a Kfar Sava
defender.

OR1 LEWIS and
JONATHAN ARIEL

Jerusalem gained more of an
advantage in the last minute of the
half, when Kfar Sava's influential

midfielder. Gabor Manon. was
sent off. That advantage was
short-lived, however, as referee
Shtnuel Steiff restored the balance
of power when he sent off
Jerusalem's Shlomi Danino a
minute after the restart.

Mac. PT 1, Hap. Taiba 0
The hosts gained a justified

result in a match which saw them
dominate for most of the 90 min-
utes. Proceedings opened with a
minute's silence to honor the
memory ofYigal Malul, brother of
Petah Tikva goalkeeper Golan
Malul who was killed in a car
accident on Thursday.
Petah Tikva finally made the

breakthrough in the 29th minute
when he completed a move creat-

ed by Ofer Shitrit who was excel-

lent throughout the encounter.

Hap. Beit She'an 1

Hap. PT 2

Haifa might have had two more

goals in the first half, first when
Ronnie Levy was clear of the

defense but was adjudged offside

and then when Hezi Shirazi saw
his shot trickle past the post as the

gaping goalmouth was left

unguarded by the Strauss and the

Rishon defenders.

The second half was a totally

different affair and Riston opened

in a frenzy’.

Tomas Cibola reduced the deficit

to 2-1 with a well taken shot after

he controlled the ball from a comer!

and shot high past Bonnie
Ginsburg in the Haifa goaL
Cibola added his and Riston's

second goal two minutes later

from the same right-hand comer
close to the goal as he headed

home a perfect cross.

NATIONAL LEAGUE

Betar Jerusalem 3
Hapoel Petah Tikva 3
Maccabf Haifa 3
Maccabi Petah Tikva 3
Maccabf Tel Aviv 3
Zafririm Holon 3
Iron! Rishon Lezion 3
Hapoel Haifa 3
Hapoel Tel Aviv 3
Bne/ Yehuda 3
Hapoel Beersheba 3
Hapoel Jerusalem 3
Hapoel Taiba '...3

Maccabi Herzliya 3
Hapoel Kfar Sava 3
Hapoel Beit She'an 3

D L Gf Ga Dlf. Pts.

9 2 7 9
9 3 6 91- 6 3 3 715 4 1614 4-6113 2 1 4117 7-4116 6 - 4113 4-14114 6-24

2 4 5 -1 3
2 2 4 -2 3
2 2 4 -2 312-3-3112-4-41

- 3 1 4 -3

Petah Tikva's excellent start to Hnaoel Tal Aviv fit 2 Zafririm Holon - (0) 1
the season continues and it made
sure of announcing its arrival in

Beit She'an in style. The visitors

Ronnen Feigenbaum, 33 (o.g.)

Yossi Madar, 42
Mannal .Iftruslilem IV 9

Haim Eiiahu, 57

Hapoel Kfar Sava (0) o
took the game to their opponents
iiflJ \ jM (4 j IT o i L» a ninf

Yair Assayag, 10 (pen.), 55
i/i, O Lln/kf*nhl UcWaaoo Motu KaKKOn Suact a mntu-

minute penalty to ensure that the

road to a third consecutive win
would be easier to travel.

Petah Tikva continued to domi-

Iron/ Rishon Lezion —
Sergei Kandaurov. 8
Eyal Berkowitz. 21
Hapoel Belt She'an
Motti Kakkon, 9 (pen.), 71
Maccabi Patah Tikva

— (0/ 2

— (0) 1

. m i

Tomas Cibola, 50, 52

Hapoel Petah Tikva—

—

Eitan Tayeb. 88
Hnpnnl Talha

——w *

(1)2

(O) 0
nate for most of the second half as

well, and Kaldcon slotted home

wuumuhi raiBii i ir%*o mmwh,

Najwan Grayev, 29
HaprW Haifa (Oi 2 Bnei Yehuda — (1) 2

again in the 71st minute to make it

2-0.

Pfo f* 1U Aviv ?

Tal Banin, 81

Hlsham Zuabi, 83
Hapoel Baershnba . (0) 1

Alon Mizrahi. 22 (pen.)

Kobi Refuah. 90
Ratar .Isnicilam (2) 3ilupi Id TlYlf mt

Zafririm Holon 0
Feigenbaum was responsible for

Giovanni Russo, 89

y*^f-ahl Mapvtiya (0) 0

Stefan Saloi. 25
Eli Ohana, 36. 62
Maccabi Tel Aviv (0) 1

putting Hapoel Tel Aviv ahead in Nir Klinger. 85
the 33rd minute, but it was an own
goal scored by Holon's Ronnen
Feigenbaum. son of the more
famous Shiye, who did the dam-
age with a fierce shot which beat

Holon's 'keeper Alexander
Zhidkov for the first time this sea-

son.

Tel Aviv, and Alon Hazan in par-

ticular locked very strong as they

controlled the midfield. Yossi

Madar added Hapod's second

goal in die 42nd minute when he

slotted home a low pass from
Kobi HadadL

Irani Rishon Lezion 2
Mac. Haifa 2

In the first half, Rishon looked
totally exposed at the back as

Haifa, which was superbly orches-

trated by Eyal Berkowitz con-

trolled the match.

Sergei Kandauxov. .was. first to.

smfce forjHaifa, with a- powerful-

shot in die eighth minute.

The second goal was a beautiful

effort, scored in the 21st minute

by Berkowitz himself who struck

a ball on the turn to leave Risbon

goalkeeper Sagi Strauss with no
chance of saving.

SECOND DIVISION

D L Gf Ga Dlf. Pts.

Hapoel Bat Yam 2 2 - - 7 1 6 6
Hakoah Ramat Gan 2 2 3-3 6
Iron! Ashdod 2 2 - - 3 1 2 6
Hapoel Ashdod 2 1 1 - 6 2 4 4
Hapoel Ramat Gan 2 1 1-2114
Ness Zona 2 i -14 13 3
Hapoel Ashketon 2 1 -12 2-3
Maccabi Acre 2 1 -111-3
Maccabi Kiryat Gat 2 1 -13 6-33
Betar Tel Aviv 2 - 2-33-2
Hapoel Hadera 2 - 2-22-2
Maccabi Jaffa 2 - 113 4-11
Maccabi Kafr Kana 2 - 1112-11
Maccabi Netartya 2 - -214-3-
Maccabi Yavne 2 - 2 - 5 -5

Hapoel Kiryat Shmona 2 - - 2 - 6 -6

Maccabi Acre 0 Hapoel Ashkelon 1

Hapoel Kiryat Shmona —— 0 Hapoel Bat Yam - — —5
Maccabi Netanya - 0 Hakoah Ramat Gan

—

—--2

Maccabi Kafr Kana ~ W _
n

.

Ironi.Ashdod ~ 1

Maccabi Jaffa 9 Betar Tel Aviv --2

Hapoel Ashdod s Maccabi Kiryat Gat 1

Hapoel Ramat Gan — ,
1 Hapoel Hadera ——- - J

Ness Zlona .4 Maccabi Yavne -

—

0

This week's winning Sportoto line;... 1 11 .X.2, 1 ,X,2,2.2,?.2,2,Xf1

This week's winning Toto Plus line:—.....—

.

i,1,2,2,tA2^C,2^JC^Al*

Winning Tototeko numbers:— - 3, 6, 13, 15, 17, 19, 25.

Hapoel Ashkelon
Hapoel Bat Yam —
Hakoah Ramat Gan.
Ironi Ashdod .....

Betar tel Aviv
Maccabi Kiryat Gat
Hapoel Hadera —.

—

Maccabi Yavne—

Padres pull within half game of Dodgers
SAN DIEGO (Reuter) - The San
Diego Padres pulled within half a
game of Los Angeles in the

National League West title race

and regained sole possession of

the wOd card lead with a crucial

4-2 victory over the Dodgers on
Friday.

Joey Hamilton allowed just

three Dodger hits over 755 innings

and Steve Finley hit a pair of solo

WILD CARO RACE
NATIONAL LEAGUE

W L POL GB
San Diego 87 68 .561

MontraaT 85 68 -556 1

Colorado 80 75 .516 7
AMERICAN LEAGUE

W L Pet GB
Baltimore 83 70 -542 —
Seattle 82 70 539 %
Chicago 82 73 529 2
Boston 80 73 523 3

home runs to keep San Diego in

the thick of the tide hunt
The West race could come right

down to the wire as San Diego

has seven games remaining, five

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division

of them with first-place Los
Angeles. The Dodgers have eight

games left

Hamilton (15-8) yielded two
runs with five walks and nine

AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division

Atlanta
Montreal
Florida

St Louis
Houston
Cincinnati

Chicago

Colorado

Cenfral Division

West Division

Pet GB w L Pet GB
.505 _ New Ybrk 87 68 .569 —
556 6 Baltimore 83 70 542 4
A81 17V Boston 80 73 523 7
A48 22V Toronto 69 84 .451 18
.403 29V Detroit 52 102 338 35V

Central Division
.539 — •-Cleveland 93 60 jboa —
506 5 Chicago 82 73 -529 12

A90 7V Milwaukee 75 79 .487 18V
.487 8 Minnesota 75 79 .487 16V
A44 14V Kansas City 72 82 .468 21V

West Division

5E6 _ Texas 84 70 545 —

581 V Seattle 82 70 539 1

516 7V OeMand 73 81 A74 11

.409 24 Cafifomia 67 85 .441 16

cSnchsd (fivtsksn title

strikeouts: Trevor Hoffman
pitched 1 55 perfect innings for his

38th save.

Finley tagged knuckleballer

Tom Candiotti (9-10) for his 26tb

homer in the first and 27th in the

FRIDAY’S NL RESULTS:
Pittsburgh 6, Chicago 4
Florida 3, Houston 1

New York 5, Philadelphia 2 •

Atlanta 3, Montreal 2
Cincinnati 4, SL Louis 2

San Francisco 6, Colorado 2
San Diego 4, Los Angeles 2

THURSDAY’S NL RESULTS:
Los Angete 7, San Diego 0
Pittsburgh 6, Cincinnati 4
New York 7, Philadelphia 2
Montreal 5, Atlanta 1

SL Louis 5, Chicago 4 (13)

San Francisco 11, Colorado 4

Only games scheduled

fourth for a 2-0 lead. Ken
Caminiti added his 38th homer
for San Diego against reliever

Mark Guthrie to lead off the

eighth.

FRIDAY’S AL RESULTS:
Kansas City 6, Cleveland 4
Boston 4, New York 2
Toronto 5, Baltimore 1

Detroit 10, Milwaukee: 1

Chicago 7, Minnesota 3
California 6, Texas 5 (10)

Seattle 12, Oakland 2

THURSDAY'S AL RESULTS:
Boston 8, Detroit 3
New York 9, Baltimore 3 (1st)

Baltimore 10, New York 9 (2nd)

Cleveland 9, Kansas City 1

Seattle 7,Texas 6
Chicago 8, Minnesota 3

Only games scheduled

CLASSIFIEDS

itish pi‘b
cull"
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PRICES ARE AS FOLLOWS- AB rates
Include VAT:
Single Weekday - NIS 117 for 10 words
(minimum), each. additional word NIS
11.70

FRIDAY AND HOLIDAY EVE - NIS
L 17550 10 words (minimum), each addl-
ibnal word NIS 17-5S. .

Monday, WEDNESDAY and FRI-
DAY, (package) - NIS 257.40 for 10 words
(minimum),each additions] word - NIS
25.74.

WEK RATE (6 insertions) - NIS 351-00
tar 10 words (minimum), each additional

•Wfl- NIS 35.10
FOUR FRIDAYS (package) - NIS
444.60 for 10 words (minimum), each ad-
jflonai word - NIS 44.46.
MONTHLY (24 insertions) - NIS 702J30
tar 10 words (minimum), each additional
wont - NIS 7020.
Rates are valid until 31.10.96.

Deadlines offices:
•tantsalem - weekdays: 12 noon the day
Jiun. on Thursday.
T»l Aviv and Haifa - weekdays: 12
ta»n, 2 days before pifoBcation; for Friday
Md Sunday: 4 pjn. Thursday in Tel Aw
yd 12 noon Thursday in Hate.

DWELL/NGS
General

WHERE TO STAY

DWELLINGS
Jerusalem

OFFICE RENTALS

OLD KATAMON, ROOM in office, Arab
building, unique, immediate. Tel. 02-

_ WHERE TO STAY

: Jerusalem lodges ltd.', short and
'**5 term rentals. Bed and breakfast.

Sox 4233. Jerusalem 91044. TeL

. - 5*611745. Far. 02661-6541.

-
^ Jerusalem

HOLIDAY RENTALS
"

mffi pj,
1

. i

~
^ l*

~
KING DAVID Hotel, beautifully

'
- "taifehed. eouiDPed, 2 bedroom apart-

ateL-IH.0BSl72^
j- —

RENTALS
ABU TOR. 4 rooms, furnished, first

floor, reasonable, short term. TeL 02-624-

5114.

REHAVIA, BEAUTIFUL, SPACIOUS 2
room apt, equipped kitchen, lovehnriew,

swimming poof, doorman. From Oct 1.

EVA AVIADIREALTY Tel. 02-6618404.
052-601944.

SALES

TALBJEH, 4-5, HIGH ceiling, spacious

apt, terraces, air conditioning + elevator,

tote of shefces + ctosets, pairing.Also -94
sqjiu beautiful apt to Arab House. Must
be seen. Both reasonably priced- EVA
AVIAD REALTY Tel. 02-5618404. 052-
601944.

RAMOTARAZIM
JERUSALEM

Villa for Sale/Rent
350 sam. built, 270 sq.m.

garden, 6-9 rooms +
basement lor office, clinic or
separate unit swimming pool;

two parking places.

Tel. 02-586-0862

GERMAN COLONY, 2. quiet, central, 20
sq.m. basement garden, underground

parking. Immediate. "ISRABUILD Tel

2-5666571

GREAT OPPORTUNITY, WOLF-
SON. 5, 11th floor, view oi Knesset stor-

age, pairing, S4S5.000. ISRABU1LD, TeL

GREAT OPPORTUNITY. WOLF-
SON, 5, nth floor; view of Knesset stor-

agtyiart^ 5495,000. ISRABUILD, Tel.

SPECIAL
FOR RELIGIOUS

HARED! AREA,GUSH- 80
6 gigantic rooms + porches

invested, new, view.

TeL 052-570-019.

WHERE TO STAY

THE JERUSALEM INN at the City Cen-

ter - Double or large fomfly rooms, prtv.

bathroom. T.V/TeL quality furnished. TeL

GERMAN COLONY. 3. quiet, central,

new buffing, parking, balconies. Imme-
rflata ISRABUILD. TiS 02-566-6571.

Tel Aviv

HOLIDAY RENTALS
BEAUTIFUL APARTMENTS / SUITES.
Gan Hair, near sea, tourists / business-

men, short/long term. TeL 03-696-8092,
050-358972.

FOR TOURISTS, PLEASANT apartment

to Tel Avfv or Jerusalem, for Holidays.

Best locations, atr-condttlonlng. Imme-
(fiale. TeL 972-3-968-2070, 972-3-969-
8915.

HOUSEHOLD HELP

AU PAIR FOR childcare and house-
keeping. Sfeep-in, Good salary. Tel.

RENTALS

BEN YEHUDA ST., luxurious, studio
apartment fully furnished, air condition-

ing, S600, Immediate. MEDITERRANEAN
REAL ESTATE Tel. 03-5184056.

DIRECT FROM OWNER- luxurious, fully

equipped, quiet, near sea, long/short
term. TeL/Fax. 03-528-8773.

MAGNIFICENT
APARTMENTS

2-3 BEDROOMS
In the Opera Tower

TeL 03-549-8498. 052-536687

REHOV HASHOFTIM, 2.5-ROOMS,
large, storage, Tei Aviv, Tel 03-6201115.

SALES .

~

FOR SERIOUS BUYERSONL^

In Jaffa on Givat Aliyah,
|

building site facing the sea

050-231145

Sharon Area

RENTALS

HERZLIYA PfTUAH, CHAR1WNG house,

6 bedrooms, furnished, swimming pooi,

long term. 1LTAM REAL ESTATE. TeL
oslsraen.

SALES/RENTALS

HERZLIYA PITUAH, FOR rentSsale,

luxurious (muse & swimming pool. Sea
view. Tel 09-540994, 050-231725.

SALES/RENTAL

HERZLIYA PiTUAH LUXURIOUS
house & swimming pooL Sea view. TeL 09-

540994, 050-231725.

SALES
RA'ANANA, BARGAIN, 5 rooms. I

on central and desirable street. TeL
643747(NS).

CAESAREA, PUBUC SALE, new villa

550/1200. high standard building. Price
starting from Si ,100,000. "Caesarea Reel
Estates Yvette" Tei. 06460999.

CAESARIA, LUXURIOUS HOUSE with
swimming pool, air conditioning & central

vacuum. Sea view. Tet 06-363281, 050-
231725.

DWELLINGS
Eilat and South

SALES

EILAT, 3 ROOMS, furnished, 2nd floor,

immediate. Tel. 03-6331956.

BUSINESS OFFERS
Tel Aviv

BUS. PREMISES
TO LET, 3 STORY building. Hamilton,
Tel Aviv, for any purpose, TIVUCH HA-
DEKEL . TeL 09-7675182.

Tel Aviv

PHONE RENTAL
~

CELLULAR PHONE RENTAL- Rent free.

Only pay insurance. 1 NiS/per day +
units. Tel. D3-688-SB88. fax 03-688-
6668.

SITUATIONS VACANT
Jerusalem

GALLERY ASSISTANT

Mac. RG makes
up for lost time

ELI GRONER

AFTER being on edge for weeks
regarding their status. Maccabi
Ramat Gan took out their aggres-
sion on Bnei Herzliya with a 78-

65 romp in National Basketball

League play last night
Hapoel Jerusalem found out

what life can be like trying to bal-
ance a European and a league
schedule, before bouncing back
from a first-half scare to overtake
Hapoel Tel Aviv.

Hapoel Galil Elyon also needed
a second-half turnaround to defeat

Hapoel Eilat, while Maccabi Tel
Aviv, Maccabi Rishon and Hapoel
Holon blew by Ra’anana, Givat
ShmucI and Hapoel Safed, respec-

tively in league action played a
day earlier due to Yora Kippur
ronighL

Hap. GaUl Elyon 87
Hap. Eilat 83

The Galil youngsters played

like seasoned veterans while
maintaining their composure to

mount a terrific comeback, en
route to the important home victo-

ry.

After falling behind 38-29, Alon
Stein, Gil Seia, Guy Kantor and
Gur Shelef turned their play up a
notch, enabling them to jump
ahead 60-55.

Eilat's Joe Dawson displayed a

fantastic inside-outside game and
did his best to cool off the smok-
ing northerners. But when the

youngsters started tiring, Galil’s

Andrew Kennedy caught fire.

Thanks to Kennedy’s 19 second-

half points, Galil was able to

extend its lead to 78-65 with 2:13

on the clock.

At that point, Dawson, who
played with four fouls for most of

die second half, buried a three-

pointer to keep die southerners in

the game. A couple of Amir Katz
jumpers, sandwiched around two
Meir Tapiro free-throws, cut the

gap to only 82-78 with 25 seconds

to play. But a clutch three-pointer

by Stein put the game out ofreach.
Kennedy led Galil with 21

points, while Stein and Shelef

chipped in 17 and 13, respectively.

Dawson led all scorers with 25
points, while Katz added 16.

Hap. Jerusalem 100

Hap. TA 85
It appears Hapoel Jerusalem is

discovering just how difficult it is

to play two games a week.

Coming off an overtime victory in

Germany on Wednesday.
Jerusalem had to overcome a slug-

gish start before bouncing back to

secure the victory.

Tel Aviv, entering the game with

an 0-2 record, were desperate for a

victory. With their proverbial

backs to the wall, visiting Tel Aviv

came out firing, jumping out to a

16-13 lead.

Even Adi Gordon's spark off the

bench couldn't thwart the deter-

mined Tel Avivians, who main-

tained a lead throughout the entire

first half.

After a halftime tongue-lashing

by coach Pinny Gershon, die

Jerusalemites started the second

half like gangbusters. Dan
Bingheimer and Adi Gorton
proved to be a terrific offensive

tandem, while Papi Turgeman

shut down Michael Lloyd on.

defense.
_

With Jerusalem playing as well

as they can, Tel Aviv weren’t able

to even keep it close, and
Jerusalem cruised to the victory.

Motti Daniel was the high scor-

er for Jerusalem, with 19 points, in

addition to his pressure defense

and constant hustle.

Gordon, Bingheimer, Billy

Thompson and Pini Levy also had

double-digit point totals.

For Tel Aviv, Demitri Hifl and

ART GALLERY NEEDS luR time assis-

tant manager, friendly. EngCsJVHebrBw.
teL 02-672-5111.

HOUSEHOLD HELP
ENGLISH FAMILY SEEKS house-
keeper/ mothers helper. Excellent terms
and conditions, live-in/ out. Tel. 02-

5671780 (NS).

Tel Aviv

HOUSEHOLD HELP
FORGET THE REST11 We are the
bestll The Biggest and oldest agency in

Israel For the highest quaityjve-ln Jobs
phone Au Pair International. 03-6190423.

IMMEDIATE JOBS AVAILABLE,
friendliest families, best conditions, the
agency with a heart for the Au Pairs. Can
HflmaTeL 03-9659937.

SEEKING F1LJPINA, UVE-iJL, to care
forwoman. Possible to receive work visa.

teL 050-341-766.

Lloyd scored 24 apiece.

Mac. ltd Aviv 89
Mac. Ra’anana 65

Defense. That fundamental
aspect of the game is what makes
this years Maccabi Tel Aviv team
special, and it was the key to then-

easy home victory last night, as

Nadav Henefeld, Constantin Popa,
Randy White, Doron Sheffer and
Buck Johnson totally stifled Arik
Shibak's club.

The offense produced as well.

With While inside, Johnson from
medium range, and Oded Katash

from long-distance, the Tel Aviv
offense was clicking on all cylin-

ders.

Shibak tried to maintain a slow
pace, using up the clock while
playing a zone defense. But it was
to no avail, as Zvika Sherf’s pow-
erful club looked as good as they

did in France on Thursday.
Johnson and White led all scor-

ers. with 21 and 15. respectively.

Paul Thompson tallied 19 for

Ra’anana.

Mac. Ramat Gan 78
Bnei Herzliya 65

For Ramat Gan fans, the wait

was well worth il After waiting

for a court decision as to which
team would finally get to play in

the first division, Ramat Gan
opened their season last night

with an impressive road victory.

The Ramat Gan squad could

hardly contain their excitement at

finally seeing some (basketball)

court time, and their aggressive

man-to-raan defense confounded

the Herzliyan’s throughout.

Ramat Gan piayed a solid game,
with Corey Williams scoring 22
points and Tony Massup con-

tributing 15. Meanwhile, Herzliya

was sloppy and forcing bad shots.

Herzliya coach Muli Katzurin

summarized his team's efforts by
saying “we did nothing the entire

game. It is extremely frustrating.”

Hap. Holon 91
Hap. Safed 79

Holon showed they will be a for-

midable tram at home by outclass-

ing Safed.

Holon provided a solid team
effort with crisp passing and find-

ing the open shots. A significant

amount of those shots were taken

by Derrick Hamilton, who tallied

18 points within the team frame-

work. „
--

h . .

However, it wasnft

mg.lhitnighouL With the! score 82-,

69 in Holon’s favor, the home-
team got lazy, and Safed utilized

the Holon sluggishness to close

the gap to 84-79 with 1:14 left to

play.

.

It was then that veteran sharp-

shooter Milt Wagner nailed a turn-

around jump-shot, followed by a
free-throw, to help stave off the

southeraers.

Mac. Rishon 118
Givat Shmnel 98

The talent discrepancy between
the two teams manifested itself on
the scoreboard at the end of this

rout

Riston’s Dairen Daye was at his

best in leading the hosts to a 3-0

record.

Sharon Sharkazi distinguished

himself in the losing effort

National Basketball League
W L Pts.

Maccabi Rishon 3 0 6
Hapoel Jerusalem 2 0 4
Hapoel Eilat 1 2 4
Givat Shuinel 1 2 4
Maccabi Ra'anana 12 4
Hapoel GaH Elyon 2 0 4
Maccabi Tel Aviv 2 0 4
Hapoel Tel Aviv 0 3 3
Hapoel Safed 0 3 3
Bnei Herzliya 0 2 2
Hapoel Holon 1 1 3
Maccabi Ramat Gan 1 0 2

SITUATIONS VACANT
Sharon Area

HOUSEHOLD HELP

AU PAIR, LIVE-IN, 5 day work week,
housekeeping + 1 child- Beautiful sepa*
rate room, $800, Ra'anana, must be de-
pendable. Tel (09) 771-6205, 050-
451075.

SITUATIONS WANTED
Jerusalem

TEACHERS

EXPERIENCED VIOLIN TEACHER
offers lessons in English, wSl travel Tel.

02-6510289 (eves.).

PERSONALS
SEEKMG AU PAIR, baby and childcare General

es. teL D3-5Z7-9497.

OFFICE STAFF _ MATRIMONIAL

HEBREW SECRETARIES IN Tel Aviv
8:00- 1500 and from 16rf)0-2M0. Expert
in WORD. TeL 03-546-1368.

WANTED: SECRETARY, ENGLISH
tongue. Must also speak and type He-
brew. Full time. 5 (rays. TeL 03-510-
0894.

ACADEMIC, PHD, 35/170, (F), single

Jewish European seeking suitable Tor

marriage. PO Box 13085, Jerusalem.

VEHICLES

SITUATIONS VACANT
Dan Region

HOUSEHOLD HELP

AU PAIR, INTELLIGENT, warm, 4-year

old girl, + housework. Tel. (03) 979-
1345.

Jerusalem

UNRESTRICTED

AR1E PALOGE - QUALITY CARS:

• L
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BUSINESS & FINANCE

Key Representative Rates

Change

US dollar ..NIS 3.1740 + 0.18%

Sterling ... .. NIS 4.9286 - 0.24%
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Foreign financial data courtesy of

CommStock Trading Ltd.

flMM Futures, Options,

fflBi Stocks. Bondsm and Mutual Funds
34 Ben Yehuda St,
Jerusalem,

Tel. 02-244963, 03-5758826
Fax. 02-244676
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NEW YORK (AP) - Stocks rose

Friday, lifting some measures to

record highs in a brisk "triple

witching” session dominated by

the expiration of options and fu-

tures contracts to trade slocks at

specific prices.

On Wall Street, the Dow Jones

industrial average rose 20.72

points to dose at 5,888.46 - just

shy of Monday's record close at

5,889.20. Last Friday, the Dow
notched its first new high in near-

ly four months, capping a rapid

rebound from July's selloff.

The Standard and Poor's 500-

stock list and the New York Stock

Exchange composite index both

set new highs.

The Nasdaq composite index

rose for the 11th straight session,

led again by bellwether technol-

ogy issues.

With no major economic news

to steer market sentiment, inves-

tors remained divided over

whether to expect an increase in

interest rates at the Federal Re-

serve when the central bank’s

policy makers meet next week.

While inflation has been tame,

strong economic growth has pro-

duced rising production costs

which could translate into higher

prices.

Higher Fed lending rates

would help contain inflation by

slowing consumer spending, but

that could hurt company profits.

Those underlying issues were

pushed aside as traders reposi-

tioned their complex computer-

driven investing strategies related

to options and futures expira-

tions, said John Groveman presi-

dent of Ladenburg, Thaimaun
and Co. in New York.

Among active issues, Microsoft

advanced despite a weak open on

word that the Justice Department

has begun an antitrust investiga-

tion into the company's Internet

strategy.

Microsoft's arch competitor in

the Internet market, Netscape

Communications, rose sharply.

General Motors' H-class
shares, reflecting the value of the

automaker's Hughes Electronics

division, gained on news it will

buy satellite operator PanAmSat
to create the world’s second larg-

est satellite network.

Advancing issues outnum-
bered decliners by an 11 -to-

7

margin on the New York Stock

Exchange, with 1.437 up, 910
down and 859 unchanged.

NYSE volume totaled 514.32

million shares, vs. 395.88 million

in the previous session.

The Standard and Poor's 500-

stock index rose 4.02 to 687.02.

and NYSE’s composite index
rose 1.83 to 365.77.

The Nasdaq composite index

rose 7.59 to 1,21.9,68. but the

American Stock Exchange's mar-

ket value index fell 0.24 to

565.20.

LONDON [Reuter) - The UK’s

FTSE Index shot to record highs

again on Friday on the back of a

key futures and options expiry,

but renewed worries about inter-

est rates dragged the market into

negative territory by the close.

The FTSE rose as high as

3.994.1 points ahead of the expiry

of September FTSE futures and

options but slid after the expiry to

end the -week at 3.964.1 points,

down 10.2 points on (be day. a

fell of 3.3 since last week add

wiping our the entire week's
gains.

FRANKFURT - German
shares, shrugging off the direc-

tionless mood of the last few
days, closed higher in bourse

trade on Friday as the knock-on

effect of the expiry’ of DAX fu-

tures exerted a positive influence.

The DAX Index of 30 blue drip

shares closed 21.66 poims higher

at 2,646.10, a gain of 31.6 on the

week. In posj-bourse trade the

index stood at 2,641.50, up 16.04.

PARIS - French stocks closed

slightly lower on Friday in profit-

taking ahead of the monthly set-

tlement tomorrow. The blue-chip

CAC-40 Index finished down
2.87 poims, or 0.14 percent, at

2,079.46 down 0.91 since last Fri-

day, off its session lows, while the

CAC-40 September futures con-

tract fell six'points to 1032.50.

TOKYO - Tokyo stocks dosed

lower on Friday as participants

were prompted to square their

positions ahead of the long week-

end amid uncertainty about do-

mestic politics and worries over

the New York stock market be-

fore a US policy-making meeting,

brokers said. The key 225-issue

Nikkei average closed down
210.61 points at 21,112.24 up

269.6 from a week ago.

SYDNEY - Australian stocks

ended lower on Friday as the

share market gyrated within a 20-

poiat band as market heavy-

weight BHP swung widely after

investors assessed the resource

giant’s first quarter result. The

All
.
Ordinaries index ended 63

points lower at 2240.80 a fall of

113 on the week.

JOHANNESBURG - South

African shares ended the week a

touch softer depressed by losses

in gold stocks as bullion dipped

below the S382 level in the wake

of weakness in silver.

The gold index ended down 21

points at 1,737.9, down 27.3 from

the previous Friday. The industri-

al index ended 14.8 poims stron-

ger at 8,190.8, up 81.8 on the

week.
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Dollar up against mark sswaeap
X C? Pound staling (ElOO .000)

Patah (foreign currency deposit rates) (11 .9.96)

Currency (deport for:) 3 MONTHS 6 MONTHS 12 MONTHS

CURRENCY REPORT

NEW YORK (AP) - The dollar

rose against the German mark

and fell against most major cur-

rencies Friday as investors fled

"A fax foryou"
AB you want to know about your

accounts, on your tax, within 15minutes.

1>I ISRAEL DISCOUNT DANK
MM,rwina.

the mark on clearer signs that

Europe is back on schedule to-

ward monetary union.

Continued expectations that

the US Federal Reserve will raise

interest rates next week lifted the

dollar against the Japanese yen

and helped its rise against the

mark. Rates in Japan are expect-

ed to remain at historic lows.

However, traders largely paid

attention to an opinion piece Fri-

day written by the- finance minis-

ters of Germany and France. Eu-

rope’s iwo largest economies,

saying they clearly want a single

currency by 1999.

. 7With -monetary; unions track,

traders reasoned, therei-lsTess

need To in the m^l“Eu-

rope’s strongest currency. Once
the union occurs, the mark will

cease to exist.

Pound storting (£100.000) 3.876 4.000 42.
German mark (DM 200,000) 1.625 1.S2S 2.1;

Swiss franc (Sr 200,000) 0.62S 0.750 1.0
Van (10 mJKon yon) — —

(Rate* vary higher or lowerthan indicated according to deposit)

Shekel Foreign Exchange Rates* (20.9.96)

CHECKS AND
TRANSFERS BANKNOTES F

Buy Sell Buy Sell Ri

Everaruen shores

Eyd shares

Currency bestat
U.S. dour
German mark
n«-». _T_rt -«—w—

-

Founo stoning
French franc

.Japanese yen (1 Op)
Dutch florin

Swiss franc
Swedish krone
Norwegian krone
Danish krone
Rnntai mark
Canadan doftar

Australian dofiar

S. African rand
Belgian franc (IQ)

Austrian schttrw (10)
HaSan Era (1000)

.Jordanian <flnar-

'Egyptian pound
’ "

Irish punt
Spanish peseta (100)

3.5194
3.1451
2.0749
4.8863
0.6121
2-8644
1.8511

£5338
0.4755
0.4655
0.5385
0.6932
£2055
2.4820
0.8999
1.0081
2.0469
2.0628
4&700

3.5782 — —
3.1959 3.09 3.25

Z1084 2.03 2.14
4.9641 4.80 5.04
0.6220 0.60 0.64
2.9107 2.61 2.96
1.B810 1.81

2.5747 2.49
0.4832 0.46
0.4834 0.47
0.5483 0.63
0.7044 0.68
2.3326 £25
2.5322 2.44
0.7112 0.63
1.0244 0.99

. 2.9965 £89

2.49 2.62
0.46 0.49
0.47 0.51
0.63 0.56
0.68 0.72
£25 £37
£44 £57
0.63 0.72
0.99 1.04

£0961 2.02
4.6700 4*37

£89 3.04
2.02 £13

Rep.

Rates**
3.5516
3.1740
£0943
4.9286
0.6179
£8887
1.8683
£5570
0.4800
0.4901
0.5444
0.6993
£3184
£5165
0.7063
1.0173
£9755
£0816

-4.5071

State Bonds

70.8900 0.8700 - -0.69 -• 0.97 7: 0.9665
r£94(»>.*. 4.0036 / 3.9746 ,

5.0432 5.1246 4.95 520 5.0863
' £4670 £5068 £42 £55 £4892

•These rats* vary according to bank. **Sank of IsraeL

SOURCE: BANK LEUM1

AhrayiA stale

Ajmog _
Anatyst^ovcfTnoam Bords
BMna state

uesa
Errata 3ta»
Epsion stae ...

—

Gra
HUB
ton Egoz ...

Usnot Tapuah
Band Tupuz
KUfl Dcsar
KJai state ,

Lattak-efani .— —
Lahak snanaf
US* SUM
U-Jwn
Marom __
Mattaw sata
Mekorii

Marcazd stale

Ifirfah

Nesua stale

Onu state

Pia shetu

Pia tarefilsh

Pratramid
Pseo« bonds
Pnag« index _
Psagot maaJa

374.44

._ 30047
-v>aftn

- 2013.65
._ 207JE

B9B46
.... 16231
.... 34438

464.71

_ B57 75
607.46

_ 69993
_ 104336
... 411 18

46933
_ 150.00

_ 57838
- 1207.1B
.. S1778S
- 405035
... 10353
_ 121.64

... 145050
_ 113352

13131
... 213.63
... 14849
. 3883 82
... 451 07
_. 46838
__ 36554

123.74
.. 1174 04
... 80056

118.83
- 169077
_. 50343
_ 62541

508.18
... 423.15

hr
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o.ji/ p.m. (Hebrew)

FILM

Adina Hoffman

1/2BEAUTIFULGIRLS - Set on the week-

end of a high-school reunion in a snowy
Massachusetts town, Ted Demme’s film doesn’t

really center on the pretty women of its title, but on

a gang of woridng-class guys in their late 20s, each

ofwhom seems trapped in hisown faintly desperate

way between the familiar patterns of adolescence

and a scarier, unknown future. While the picture

may sound like yet another dully narcissistic testi-

mony to young male commitment-jitters, it actually

evolves into something a good deal morexpansive

F
E
R
D
N
A
N”
I>

** JUMANJI - The title “character" of this

kids' film is a magical board game that subjects its

players to a range of actual, deep-jungle adventures.

Whenever the dice are rolled, a squadron ofAfrican

bats will appear from nowhere, or a gang of mon-
keys, a fleet of killer mosquitos, a monsoon. Part of

what's funny about die film (as opposed to fright-

ening) is the consciously phony look of most of the

special effects. For example, as they systematically

wreck the interior ofa well-appointed New England
kitchen, the monkeys appear to be mechanised
dolls, puppet-like little primates with fake-fur tails

and painted faces. While this might detract from die

realism of an adult film, die deliberately make-
believe appearance ofthe animals lends the movie a
necessary playful edge. With Robin Williams.

(English dialogue. Hebrew subtitles. General audi-

ences.)

iXl

*

m

ACROSS

1 What autumn leaves are

doing in decline (.7,3)

6 Very keen to use a

video-camera inside (4)

9 It might be raised to make
a point (10)

-10Dark blue flower (4)

13 Chic queen is not so stupid

(7)

15 Poorly made attempt
remains within (6)

16 Impractical person didn’t

start the rotating

instrument (6)

17 la a position to know what
goes on away from the
public view (6,3,6)

18 Man enters new order (6)

20 Please remove the tree (6)

21 Be inclined tothink thathe
did it (7)

22 Be will take part in the
musical tomorrow (4)

25 Non-drinking seamen can

S
it in with this in France
0)

26 Ladyfrom east also coming
back (4)

27 Thought itcould be seen, in

the mirror (10}

DOWN
1 Scottish Ante? (4)

2 Fat heartless landowner
(4)

3 1 name fellow with girl of
zO-repute (61

4 Presumably it’s not the
place for private patients

(73)

QUICK CROSSWORD

ACROSS"
1 Peak (8)

hearing (5)

8Conmmnial
bedroom (9)

9 Plan (3)

lOTbboggan (4)

USpider’s net (6)

13Acacia IB)

14Predatory bird (6)

17Endue with life (6)

18Homan poet (4)

20Aviate (3)

22 Candle (9)

23 Liquid (5)

24Senselessly (8)

5 Proposal that could touch

the Queen (6)

7 In a robe or undergarment,
the chaps with Edward
(1°)

8 Upset, not having kept
one's hair on? (10)

11 Standing firm met a
stranger, one from the
same place (6-4)

12 Nothing was converted
into capital (10)

13 Fling cape with timidity (7)

14 Old British soldier carted

nothing off(7)

19 Fall for a rider (6)

20 Picturesque nice design in

Sooth Carolina (6)

23 Opposed to endless caper

(4)

24 Low average (4)

SOLUTIONS

,
a a a a a a

SSOSGDQIIHGI QBHI3H
.
a a a m

.aanaonon nEBiiEia
a a is h n a ason amanasHBl

m a a a
aamanaa aassasH

jj a a a a
ansnanmaa ansa
3 0 3 0 0 0 1!,
aSDQHS nSSEBSBS

,
n s n a a a a

,

tasaaa mscanaiasa
@ as a b

Quick Solution

ACROSS: 1 Wreck, 4 Order, 10

Cobbler, 11 Erect, IS Rinee, 13

Abstain. 15 Gele, 17 Caged, 19

Aaaea, 22 Dart, 25 Witleaa, 27 Bnsue.

29 I SO Irrawnt. 31 Snare, 32

Under.
DOWN: 2 Robin. 3 College, 5 Reefs,

S Elevate. 7 Score, 8 Trial. 9 Stunt.

14 Bear, 16 Adda. 18 Artisan, 20
gl Swell. 28 Astir. 24 Petty.

28 Enter, 28 Shade.

DOWN
1 Pattern (5)

2Erect (7)

3 Lock-alike (4)

4Crustacean (6)

5 Small particle (5)

6Sk£Hhl]y(7)

7Humbug (7)

12Drudgery (7)

13 Conflict (7)

15 Pillaged (7)

16Counteract(6)

17 Striving (5)

19Song (5)

21 Flick (4)

fTV3 (33)

No programs - Yom Klppur

ETV 2(23)

No programs -Yom Klppur

FAMILY CHANNEL (3)

8:00 Seeing Stars 8:30 Seeing Stars 9:00
On* Life to Live 9:45 The Young and the
Restless 10:30 Days of Our Lives 11:20
Perta Negra 12:10 Neighbours 12:35
Dates 13:30 Starting at 1:30

MOVIE CHANNEL

11:30 Hearts on Fire (1991) - a woman
suffering from a muscle disease discovers
that her husband and her nurse have fatt-

en in love. With Lesley Ann Warren (89
mins.) 13:00 What's New at the Movies
13:15 Wedding RehearsaJ (1932) -
Reggie, the Marquis of Buckminster,
thwarts Ms grandmother's plans to marry

on her Bst WHh Merle Oteron and Ronald
Young. Produced by Alexander Korda (75

GENERAL
ASSISTANCE

SUNDAY
EMERGENCY
PHARMACIES
Jerusalem: Jaffa Gate. 828-3898;
Balsam, Salah e-Dhn, 627-2315; Shuafat.

Shuafat Road, 581-0108; Dar Aldawa.
Herod's Gate, 828-2058.
TefAviv: Benny; 174 Dizengoff. 522-2388;
Kupat Holim CtalK, 7-9 Amsterdam, 523-
2383.
Ra*anana-Kfar Sava: Super Phaim, 3
Ostshlnsky, Kfar Sava, 765-8889.

Netanya: Hanassi, 38 Weizmann,

Krayot area: Nhrpharm Shavit, Shavit

Center. KlryaJ Ata, 844-3778.
Haifa: Derech Hayam, 209 Derech
Hayam, 837-1472.
Upper Nazareth: CtaJ Pharm. Lev Hair
Mall, 570468. Open 9 am. to 2 pm.
DUTY HOSPITALS
Jerusalem: Shaare Zedek (intemaL
obstetrics, ENT); Bflcur Hofim (surgery);

Hadassah Bn Kerem (orthopedics, pea-

Tel Aviv: Tel Aviv Medical Center Dana
Pectetric Hospital (pediatrics); Tel Aviv
Medcal Center (Internal, surgery).

Netanya: Laniado.

MONDAY
EMERGENCY
PHARMACIES
Jerusalem: (day and evening) Jaffa Gate,

628-3898; Balsam, Salah e-Din, 627-

2315; Shuafat. Shuafat Road, 581-0108;

Dar Aldawa, Herod’s Gate. 628-2058.
Tel Aviv: (day) El Kama!. 65 YefeL Jaffa.

682-3361; Kupat Holim Maccatfi, 7 Ha-
Shta. 546-5558; (evening} Benny, 174
Dizengoff, 522-2386; Kupat Hotel Cfaffl.

7-9 Amsterdam, 523-2383. From 6 p.m. to

3 bjtu Pharma Daf Jabottosky, 125 Ibn

GviroL 546-2040.
Ra’anana-Kfar Sava: (day) Arim MaD,
Katznelson, Kfar Sava, 7B7-7908;
(evening) Hadar, 12 Habanlm, Hod
hasharon, 401435.
Netanya: Hanassi, 36 Weizmann.
82363$.
Krayot area: Krayot, l Hahagana, Kliyat

Biabk, B72-1665.
Haifa: CarmeHt, 6 EBahu Hanavi, 667-

SI 75.
Upper Nazareth: CTal Pharm. Lev Hair
Mali. 570468. Open 7:15 pjn. to 11 p.m.

DUTY HOSPITALS
Jerusalem: Hadassah Bn Kerem (inter-

nal, surgery, orthopedics); Misgav Ladach
(obstetrics); BBcur Hofim (pecJatrtes, ENT);
Shaare Zedek (ophthalmology).

Tel Avfv. Tel Aw Medical Center Dana
Pedatric Hospital (pedatrics); Tel Avtv

Medical Center firtemal. surgery).

Netanya: Laniado.

POLICE 100
FIRE 102
FIRST AID 101
Magen David Adorn
In emergencies dal 101 (Hebrew) or 911

(Engfeh; in most parts of the country. In

Ashdod* 8551333 Kftr SawT 902222
Ashtaston 6551332 Nahariytf’ 9912333
Bearaheba' 8274787 Natanw- 004444
BettShsrassh 6523133 PalahTkvar 9311111
Dan Radon- 0793833 Rahowf 9451333 -

star 6332A44 raahon- 9842333
Hate- 8512233 Salad 920333
Janualem* 523133 TsiAvhr WBOlil
Karmtel* 9985444 Trias' 792444
- Uotfto Irrtemiva Cam Unt (M5CU) service in the

area, around mo dock.

Medical beta tor tourists (In English)

177-022-9110
The National Poison Control Center at

Rambam Hospital 04-852-9205, 24 hours

a day, tor information In case of poisoning.

Eran - Emotional First AkL 1201, also:

Jerusalem 581-0303. Tel Avfv 546-1111
(children/youth 696-1113). HaHa 867-
2222/3, Beersheba 649-4333. Netanya
6251TO, Karniel 988-8770, Kfar Sava
7874555, Hadera 346789.

_
Wtzo hotlines for battered women 02-

651-4111. 03-546-1133 (also In Russian),
07-837-6310. 08-85545506 (also In

Amharic).
Rape Crisis Center (24 hours), Tel Aviv

523-4819, 544-9191 (men), Jerusalem
625-5556, HaHa 8530533. EflBt 633-1977.

Hadassah Medical Organization - Israel

Career Association support service 02-

6247676).

Portuguese Grand Pi- f
10:30 Car Racing: Fomu. %
Grand Prix. warm-up - f

1

Motorcycfingfrom France - five |
Racing: GT series. Belgium w
Motorcydtog from France- five 13rt»v Jr
Racing: Formula 1 Portuguese Grand Pifft

- magazine (rpt) 14:00 Car Racing:

Formula 1 Portuguese Grand Prix -
warm-up (rpt) 14:30 Car Racing: Formula
1 Portuguese Grand Prix. the race- tee

17:00 Goth. PGA tournament, Scotland

18:30 Cycling from Spain 18:45
Motorcycling bom France 19:00 Cycfing

20:00 Car Racing: GT series, Belgium

22rt» Car Racing: Formula 1 Portuguese
Grand Prix - the race (rpt) 23:30
Motorcycling from Span - roitod-up 0(k30

Four Wheeled Vehicles 1:00 Cycing from

Spain (rpt)

PRIME SPORTS

6:00 Hong Kong Cricket- five 14.-00 This

Week in Cricket 14:30 Car
RadngtFormtea 1 Portuguese Grand Prix,

the race - live 17:00 Gob 1&00 Aslan
Sports Show 1&30 Tennis: Hamlet Cip.
2nd semi-final 2030 Hong Kong Cricket -

round-up 21:30 Car Racing:Formula 1

Portuguese Grand Prix 2330 Car Racing:
Formula Nippon, Japan 1:00 Beach
Vfofleybafi 2ri)0 Car Racing: Indycar. New
Zealand

BBC WORLD

News on the hour6£0 The Last Days of

the Watt (rot) 7:25 Incfia Business Report
(rpty 8»0 This Week : '(rpt) 9:05
Correspondent IDzSO Him (96 (rpt}"IH30
The Clothes Show I2tf5. Heart of the
Matter (rpt) 13J0 Face to Face (rpt)

14:05 Wrete Heat 15:05 Bmaklast with

Frost 16.-30 Jeremy Clarkson's
Motorworid (rpt) 17:05 Horizons (rpt)

1820 Earth Report 18:30 Fat Man to

France 19-J20 The Last Days of thB Wafl

(rot) 2020 Window on Europe (rpt) 21415
Trmewatoh 22:30 Famborough Aerial
Show 23.-00 World Business Report

CNN INTERNATIONAL

News throughout the day 6:30 Asian
News 7.-30 Science and Technology 8J0
World Sport 900 Style with Elsa Ktensch
1030 CNN Computer Connection 11:00
World Report 12:30 World Business
Week 13J0 World Sport 14:30 This Week
to Pro Golf 15.-00 Larry King Weekend
16:30 Wbrtd Sport (rpt) 17:30 Science
and Technology 18.-00 CNN's Late Edffion

19-JO Moneyweek 20:00 Work/ Report
22J0 Investigative Reports 23:00 Style

with Elsa Ktensch 23^0 World Sport

HfcOO The Wbrtd Today 00-.30 Future
watch lri» Diptamalic License 1:30 Earth

Report 2rt» Headline News

SKY NEWS

News on the hour 6:30 The
Entertainment Show 9£0 Sports Sunday
10:30 Sunday Business News 11:00
Sunday with Adam Boulton 1200 The
Book Show 13:30 Week In Review 1430
Beyond 2000 15&0 international Report
16&0 Court TV 17^0 Week in Review

JERUSALEM _
Jerusalem Cinematheque Jerusalem

MaQ (Malha) « 788448 Center • AOegro
non Ttoppo 9-JO G.G. GIL Jerusalem
Man (Malha) * 788448 Nutty Professor

9:45. 10 * Heaven's Prisoners 8. 1030
* The Eighth Day 9:45 + Mission

Impossible 9:45 * A Time to Kill 10 *
TWO Bits 9:45 Ttoteter 730, 10 *
JERUSALEM THEATER 20 Marcus
St * 617167 Cold Comfort Farm*The
Brothers McMullen 930 RAV CH0t 1-
7* 792799 Credit Card Reservations «
794477 Rav-Mecher BuBdtog, 19 Ha’oman
St, Th^jlot Striptease 930 * Beautiful

Girts •Phenomenon 9:45 *

GIL U Postino 9:45

TEL AVIV
DIZENGOFF « 5172923 The Brothers
McMullen • Leaving Las Vegas •
Butterfly Kies 10. 12:15 DRIVE IN
Sense raid Sensibility 10 * Sax FHm
12 midnfaW GAN HtfIR tr 5279215 71

Ibn Gabkol SL The Mr»t Desired Mm
9:45 GAT U696786 Phenomenon 9:45

GORDON Eat, Drink, Man. Woman
530, 7:45, 10 GLG. HOD 1-4 «
5226226 Hod Passage, 101 Dizengoff SL
MissIan Impossible • The Eighth
DavteNuttv ProteasorteTWo Bits 10
G.G. PETR A Time to KHI Mutty
ProfassortiEIghth Day 10 RAF
CHEN* 5282288 Spy Hard
•fndependenee Day • Striptease •
The RocMThe Hunchback of Notre
Dame/EnoBsh dialog) 930 * Now and
Then 730. 9:45 RAV-OR 1-5 *
5102674 Opera House Things Tb Do in

Denvo rTour RoomoWOeeutifuf Glrfa

930 II PosttnotiStriptsaae 930 G.G.
TAYELET 1-3 *51779522 Yona Hanavi
SL Sense and Sensibility# The
Birdcage#Rrtal Attraction 10 G.G.Tel
Avty « 5281161 65 Pinaker SL The
Eraser# Crying Preeman#Nutty
Professor 10
HAIFA
CINEMA CAF£ AMAMI « 8325755
Cold Comfort Fferm 730 * Antonia’s
Line 7:15. 9:15 * TtaJrmiottfng 930 *
Farago 7:15, 9:15 GLOBK^TY A
Time to Kill• Flipper 9:45 RAV-GAT

18:00 Live at Five 19:30 Sunday with

Adam Boulton 20:30 SportsQne 21:30
Sunday Business News 22:30
International Report 0030 CBS News
130 ABC News

RADIO
VOICE OF MUSIC

6:06 Morning Concert 9:05 Bach: Sonata
no 6 in G for violin and harpsichord
(Laredo. Gould): Haydn; String quartet to
O op 64/5 The Lark" (TatraJ); Janacetc
Lachian Dancies (Rotterdam PO/Conton);
Prokofiev: Plano concerto no 3
(KGsin/Moscow Sym PO/Chlstyakov)-
MahJer Symphony no 9 (NYPO/Mazur)
12:00 LigW Classical - Chopin: PVano
Concerto no 2 (Ktssin); Tchaltovsky
Serenade for Strings (Moscow
Virtuesi/Spivakov) 13:00 Artist ol the
Week - Boris Pergamenschikow. cello.
Glazunov: Ceflo concerto (with Bavaria
RSO/Shallon); Boris Tlshetchenko:
Concerto for cello. 17 wind instrument*,
percussion and organ (with Bavarian
RSO/Shallon) 14:05 Prime Minister's
meetings to bereaved famiGes 14:20

TELEVISION

MONDAY
CHAM4EL1

No daytime programs - Yom Kippur

EDUCATIONAL TV

No programs - Yom Klppur

CHANNEL

1

HEBREW PROGRAMS
20:00 Mabat News 2Hh20 Unetaneh Tokel
- documentary 21:15 A Song lor Shtomo
- Part 2 of a memorial tribute to the late

Singing Rabbi Shtomo Cariebach 2130
The Lazarus Man 22:40 News 22:45
Hannah and her Sisters 00.-30 Verse of

the Day

CHANNEL2

(1988) - two FBI agents are sent in 1964
to a small Mississippi town to investigate

the disappearance ol three civil rights

workers. Starring Gene Hackman. (125
mins) 23*45 The Lad: Jew - Israeli film

about the buddy of a soldier kitted in

action on the last day ol the Yom Klppur

War. He tries to comfort his friend's

bereaved family by reading them a poem
he wrote himself, but which he attributes

to the deceased Although well inten-

tioned, he gets caught up in a web of fies.

Starrin^Shraga Harpaz 1:30 On the Edge

JORDAN TV

14:05 Adventures on the Rainbow Pond
14:30 OscartS Orchestra 14:45 Playabout
15:15 World Echo - documentary 15:50
Hey Dad 16:00 French programs 18.-00

News to French 1830 News headtoes
18:35 The Hypnotic World of Paul
McKenna 19riK> Deep Probe Expedttons
- documentary 20:10 The Lazaros Man
21.-00 News in

and the Beat
to 2125 The Bold
22:15 Bodies of

Evidence- poflee drama

MIDDLE EASTTV

7:00 Ouanhxn Shopping 8.-00 TV Shop
14:30 The 700 Chto 15:00 Larry Ktog

16:00 The A-Team 16:55 Family
Challenge 17:45 Famly Matters 18:10
Saved by the BeB 1835 Day and Data
-19:30 World News Tonight (Arabic) 2030
Cosby 2035 Minor A^u^nenis 2030
Malar Dad 21:15 Diagnosis Murder 22UIS
Matlock 2330 CNN 23:30 The 700 Club
00:00 TV Shop 230 Quantum Shopping

330 TV Shop

CABLE
ITV3 (33)

2030 Mabat News 20:15 Jules et Jim

(1961) -AWbrtd Wlar I romance between
a country girl and two students is renewed
after the war. Starring Jeanne Moreau,
Oskar Warner and Henri Serr. (104 nans.)

22.-00 Adventures and Challenges 22:55
Inside Stuff 2335 Hebrew Videocfips

ETV 2 (23)

No programs -Yom Klppur

FAMILY CHANNEL (3)

2030 Gaintess Love - TV movie examin-
ing psychological and practical aspects ol

altruism in IsraeH society 2030 Love Can
Bute a Bridge -mtni-serias about a moth-
er and daughter who became country-

music stars. Part 1 2135 Love Can Build

a Bridge - part 2 23:20 Frasier 23:45
Melrose Place 0030 Models Inc. 130 Hffl

Street Blues

MOVIE CHANNEL (4)

Nutty Professor • Heaven’s Prisoners
10.* TWister 30 * Nutty Professor
•ftahtsaatUm 10 * TWister * Eraser

10 RAVCHEN * 711223 Phenomenon
•Spy Hard •Striptease 9-30 *

G.G. GIL W 729077 Heaven's Prisoners

•A Time to KHMItairrapattlng #Nutty
Professor 10 RAV CHEN * 711223
Phenomenon •Spy Hard#Striptease
930 * Independence Day 9:45 *
g^gdkg»Itay7:15.M5

G.G. GIL Nutty Professor •
Trainspotting #A Time to KID 10 RAV-
NEGEV 1-4 « 235278 Independence
Day# Spy Hard 9:45«Baauttfiri Girls#
Striptease 7:30, 9:45
EILAT
A Time to KM 8, 1(h30 4- Spy Hard#
Striptease B. 10:15

DANIEL HOTEL The Eighth Day •
The Most Desired Man • Nutty
Professor 10 * Independence Day
9:45 STAR A Time to KJII#Nutty
Professor 10 * independence Day
9:45
KARMIEL
CINEMA KARMIEL * 9882521 Spy
Hanf#lndependence Day#Striptaase
&SO
KFAR SAVA
G.G. GIL *7677370 Spy HardMWNutty
Professor • Independence Day# A
Time to Kill #Heaven's Prisoners#
Twister • Phenomenon • Mission

®^TSHa«ONA
G.G. GIL *6905080 A Time to KM 10

Sg^ftefd ffiSO

STAR Striptease#Heavan's Prisoners

20:15 Camfila (1994) -An etoerty viefinfet

runs away from her son and meets a
young singer on the road. With Jessica
Tandy and Bridget Fonda. Directed by
Deeps Mehta. (94 mins.) 22510 1969
(1988) — two friends leave coDsga and
travel through Vietnam-era America. VWh
Kiefer Sutherland and Robert Downey Jr.

Directed by Ernest Thompson (93 mms.)
23.-35 Dragstrip Girl (1994) - a Hispanic
boy falls in love with a rich Anglo gin, and
write tiying to impress her, (alls foul ol the
law. With Mark Dacascos and Natasha
Gregson. Directed by Mary Lambert (79
mins.) 1:00 KHfeng Streets (1990) -a htor>
school coach sets out tor Lebanon to nnd
his kidnapped twin brother. With Michael
Para and Aton Abootboui. (101 mins.)
2:45 Blind Witness (1989) - a Wind
woman witnesses her husband's murder,
but the pofice cannot accept her evidence
(rpt)

CHILDREN (H)

20:30 Roseanne 20:55 The Ren and
SUmpy Show 21:10 Bta Brother Jake
21:35 Look Who's Talking

SECOND SHOWING (6)

22:00 Family Business (French. 1986) -
the story ol a French family whose busi-
ness is sa/ecraddng. The feyU is cSsturbed
when the son, the "brain* of the family,
fate to love and decides to go straight-
With Johnny HaWday and Guy MarchancL
Directed by CostakSavras. (99 mins.)
23:45 Death Drams Along the River
(1963) - a British colonial policeman
investigates a murder in a hospital and
discovers a steer mine. With Richard
Todd and Marianne Koch. (79 mins.}

DISCOVERY (8)

21:00 Surviving the Rain Forest 22ri)0
The Secret Tiger 23rt)0 Cats OtkOO Open
University

SUPER CHANNEL

6:00 Executive Lifestyles 6:30 Europe
2000 7.-00 Today 9:00 Wall Street Morning
Reports 10:00 European Money Wheel
14:30 Wafl Street Morning Reports 16.-00

MSNBC - The Site 17:00 National
Geographic 18:00 Fashion File 18&0 The
Ticket 19:00 The Selina Scott Show 20:00
Dateline 21:00 Sport The Shulheim Cup
22:00 The Best of the Tontoht Show win
Jay Leno 23.-00 The Best ol Late Mght
with Conan O’Brien 00:00 The Best of

Later with Greg Ktnnear 1:00 The Best of

the Tonight Show with Jay Leno 2rt)0

MSNBC - Inlemighl

STAR PLUS

Sffl) Mr. Belvedere £30 Cooking Secrets
ol the CIA 7:00 Video Fashion News 7:30
Gabriette 8:30 Santa Barbara 9:30 The
Bold and the Beautiful 10:00 Oprah
Winfrey 11.-00 Remington Steele 12:00
Cooking Secrets of the CIA 1230 Video
Fashion News 13:00 Teenage Mutant
Ninja Turtles 13:30 Black Beauty 14:00

Lost in Space 15:00 Home and Away
15:30 Charles to Charge t&OO M*A*Snf
16^0 Special: Mr. World 1996, Istanbul

1830 The Bold and the Beautiful IffcOO

Santa Barbara 20rt)0 Speciat Mr. World

1996, Istanbul (rpt) 22:00 The Twfflght

Zone 22:30 Vldeofashion News 23d»
Oprah Winfrey ODUM Hooperman OfkSO
Home and Away 1:00 The SuSvans 1:30

Gabriefie

CHANNEL 5

21:00 Indycar Racing 22:00 EngToh
League Soccer 23:00 Baseball: Game of

the week DO-JO UEFA Cup Soccer -
Tenerife vs Maccabi Tel Avtv

EUROSPORT

8:30 Cycfing from Spain (rpt) BrilO

International Motor Sports Magazine
10ri)0 Car Racing: GT series, Belgium
(rot) 12:00 Car Placing: Formula 1

Portuguese Grand Prix - the race (rpt)

13-JQ -Cycfing 14JO Adventure Spoils

(rpt) 18:00 Car Racing: Formula 1

Portuguese Grand Prtx - the race (rpt)

19-JO Truck Racing 20J0 Motor Sports
Magazine 22:00 Track Racing 23:00
Euroqpals OtkOO Eixogolt 1J0 Cycfing

from Spain (ipt)

MPOMESPORTS
6:00 Tennis: Hamlet Cup, 2nd semi-final

7JO Beach Votteybal 8J0 Car Ractog:
Formula 1 Portuguese Grand Prix 10J0
Golf: Omega Tournament Philip Morris

Cup 11:30 Chinese League Soccer 13J0
Horse Ractog 14JO International Sports
Magazine 15JO Basketball: Men's Junior
Championships 1998, 1st semi-final

17JO Hong Kong Cricket - round-up
18:00 Motorcycle Racing 18J0 Tennis:

Hamlet Cup, final 20J0 Chinese League
Soccer 22:30 PGA GoK 23.-00

International Sports Magazine 00:00
Horse Racing iJO International Motor
Sports Magazine 2:00 Basketball: Men's
Junior Championships 1996, 1st semi-

final

BBC WORLD

News on the hour 9:15 The Money
Programme 10J0 Jeremy Clarkson's
Motorworid (rpt) 11 JO Fat Man to France
(rpt) 14:05 Correspondent (rpt) 16:15
World Business Report 15J0 Asia-Pacific

Newshour 16:30 Famborough Aerial
Slow (rpt) 17:15 The Money Programme
18:30 Tomorrow's World (rpt) 21J5 The
Money Programme 2150 Earth ReportEarth Report

CINEMA
1-2*6674311 Independence Day#Spy
Hand 9J0 RAVHMOR 1-7 * 841^6
Sirlptease#Phenomenon#Beauttlu I

Girls# The Rock • (ndwendenoe Day
• Spy Hard 9J0RAVGR *6246553
Phenomenon# The Rock • Striptease

9J0
AFULA _RAV CHEN * 6424047 Independence
DaY#Spy Hard#Thlngslb Do in Denver

ARAD
STAR Stifotease#Antonla’s Line • 10
ARIEL .

ARIEL Eraser 9J0
ASHDOD
G.G. GIL * 8647202 Independence
Day#A Time to KiH#Tralnspotting
•Hussion ]mpossB>le#SpyHard 10
G.G. OR1 1-3* 71 1223 Trainspotting •

UPPER NAZARETH
GLG GIL A Time to Kin •
Independence Day • Heaven’s
Prisoners 9:45 * The Eraser • Spy
Hard • The Nutty Professor
•Striptease 9:30
NESSZJONA
G.G. GIL 1-4 * 404729 Nutty
Professor #The Eighth Day# A Time To
KO1 10
NETANYA
G.G. GIL 1-5 * 628452 Nutty
Professor • A Thne To Kill# Mission
Impossible 10 RAV CHEN
Independence Day 9:45 * Phenomenon
• Beautiful GMs#Spy Hard 9:45

OR YEHUDA •

G.GL GIL Heaven’s Prisoners# The
Eraser# Nutty Professor# Tb Die For

PETAH TVKVA
G.G. HSCHAL A Time to K]fi • Nutty
Professor • Independence Day ID
G.G. RAM 1-3 * 9340818
Tahspolfing • Cold Comfort Farm*
Heaven's Prisoners 10
RA'ANANA
CIN-MOFET Nelly et M. Amaud 930
PARK Ind^xMHlence Day# Things to
Do In Denver# Phenomenon# The
Rock 930
RAMATGAN
RAV-GAN 1-4 * 6197121
Phenomenon#Striptaese#Beautiful
Girls 930 RAV-OA53S 1-3 * 6730687
Independence Day# Nutty Prolessor
•Soyhard 9:45
RABAT HASHARON
KOKHAV Sense and SensRriUty 9
RISHON LEZK3N
GAL 1-5 * 9619669 Tb Die For#
American Quilt#Things to Do In
Denver# 5 triptease#Nea van’s
Prisoners 10 GIL 1-3 Crying
Freeman# A Time to Kill# Nutty
Professor 10 HAZAHAV A Thne to
Ki)l#Nutte Professor #Mlssion
Impossible# The Rock# Phenomenon
• TYahispottlng#Spytiard 10 RAV-
CHEN* 9670503 Independence Day•
Phenomenon #Spyhard * Four Rooms
9:45 RON Star Man#Sense and
Sensibility 10 STAR * 9819985Crytog
FTooman# TWo Bits #The Glass Shteid
10 * tedependonce Day 9:50 Girl 6
7J0. 10
YEriUD
RAV CHEN independence Day •
Phenomenon • The Rock 10 * Spy
Hard 9*5

Phone reservations: Tel Avfv 5252244
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Report: Nazis

stashed art in

W* »•>*

Switzerland
Jewish-owned treasures valued at

$23b. likely wound up with dealers

LONDON (Reuter) - Looted ait

treasures stolen from Jews and now

worth up to 15 billion pounds

($23b.) were sent by Nazi Germany

to Switzerland for safekeeping dur-

ing World War II, the Daify

Telegraph reported yesterday.

Declassified official British and

US records in archives in London

and Washington showed that many

paintings, plundered from Jews in

France, the Benelux countries and

Eastern Europe, entered Switzerland

in German diplomatic bags.

The newspaper said other art

works were lodged in Swiss

fireeports and those uncollected

after the war would have become
the property of the Swiss govern-

ment.

Only a small number of paint-

ings had been located and it was
suspected that a substantial pro-

portion fell intn the hands of Swiss

dealers, die Telegraph said.

British and US officials had

repeatedly asked Swiss authorities

for information about the hoarded

valuables when the war ended in

1945. But the official papers

revealed bitter complaints about

Swiss reluctance to investigate

looted ait or seize stolen goods.

From Swiss import records, it

appeared dial thousands of paint-

ings arrived in Switzerland But by
the end of 1945, only 75 had been
rounded up in a combined opera-

tion by Britain, the US and France.

The Telegraph's report came
only days after the Swiss govern-

ment, under pressure from Jewish

groups and from Britain and the

US, agreed to investigate reports

that stolen Nazi gold worth up to

four billion pounds at today's val-

ues had been sent from Germany
to Switzerland during the war.

The Telegraph said the value of

German holdings in Switzerland of

property,, currency, slocks, bonds,

jewelry and private accounts was
put at between 1.77b. and 3.5b.

Swiss francs in 1945.

This would work out at between

15.5b. and 65.3b. pounds at

today’s prices, depending on how
the interest was calculated.

The paper said a US State

Department official bad in 1945
estimated the value of looted

paintings at between 100 million

and 350m. Swiss francs. At
today’s prices, that would repre-

sent between 3b. and 15b. pounds.
The Telegraph quoted British

opposition Labour Party member
of parliament Greville Janner, a

prominent member of the Jewish
community, as saying;

"

“I am convinced an Aladdin’s

cave of art stolen by the Nazis was
stashed away in Switzerland.A lot

was probably smuggled out to

other countries by escaping Nazi
war criminals."

He called for an intensive search

by Swiss authorities and banks,

and the other countries where die

loot may have gone, to establish

the whereabouts of all die stolen

assets.

vSSS.

Temple Mount fracas highlights

Jordanian-PA tension at site

Banker says Swiss
reacted late on

JORDANIAN-PALESTINIAN Authority

tensions over control of Al-Aksa Mosque
and die Dome of the Rock in Jerusalem
were ignited again on Friday, when pro-PA
youths damaged two plaques ax the site

praising Jordan's King Hussein, and
exchanged blows with Wakf guards.

Seven persons were injured in the fight at

the end of noon prayers on Friday, the

largest prayer session of the week, accord-

ing to a police spokeswoman. Two of the

BILL HUTMAN

Palestinian youths who allegedly damaged
die plaques were detained yesterday by
police, the spokeswoman said.

The plaques, which praised King
Hussein for renovating the Dome of the

Rock and proclaimed Jordanian control

over the site, were destroyed for the first

time only several months ago by
Palestinian youths who reject the king's

claim, and want PA control there.

According to Palestinian sources, new
plaques were put up again about a month
ago, near the entrance to the Dome of the

Rock, by order of the Jordanian Ministry of

the Waif, which officially oversees the.site.

A Wakf guard watches over the plaques

virtually at all times the she is open to the

public, according to the sources. On Friday,

a gang ofyouths pushed aside the guard and

began destroying the plaques, and then

exchanged blows with other gnteds who
rushed to the scene.

Israel until npw has largely stayed out of
the tug-of-war between Jordan and the PA
over the mosques, located on the Temple
Mount Government officials, however, arc

closely watching recent development con-

cerned they could flare up to even larger

disputes than occurred Friday.

Holocaust accounts Mother, daughter remanded for ill father’s murder
BASEL, Switzerland (Renter) -
Swiss banks could have moved
earlier to settle whether they still

hold accounts left by Jewish vic-

tims of die Holocaust, die head of
die Swiss Bankers* Association
StfiffodKiaa^

"

In New York, the World Jewish
Congress said Thursday that tons

ofgold lootedby the Nazis- some
of it possibly taken from
Holocaust victims' false teeth -
are stored in the central banks of
the United States and Britain.

Bankers’ president George Kraycr
said a thorough effort was now
going on under the supervision of an
international Swiss-Jewish commis-
sion and urged critics to await die

results. Kraycr, speakingto dieasso-

ciation’s annual meeting, also

branded a recent wave of interna-

tional criticism of Switzerland over
Jewish accounts and Nazi gold pur-

chases as “polemics.”

“One could have addressed this

earlier;” Kraycr said of the whole
issue of Switzerland's wartime
financial role, including the ques-

tion of lost Holocaust accounts.

Kraycr acknowledged that Swiss

banks had been indifferent over
the years to queries from heirs of
Holocaust victims who believed

Swiss accounts had been left

behind but had little or no paper-

work to prove it

Recently declassified federaldoc-

uments show that 6 tons* of gold

looted by Nazis are stored in die

Federal ReserveBank ofNew Yode
mcEm-fee Bahk bf^E&gtabd m
London, the WJC said. The group’s

president has written to die two
countries asking that die gold be
returned to Holocaust survivors.

“Ar this point we cannot verify

whether this report is due or not.”

said Rich Mills, spokesman for die

Senate Banking Committee, which
is gathering information on Swiss
banks, where larger caches ofNazi
gold are believed to be stored.

Elan Steinberg, a WJC
spokesman, said the declassified

documents from the US State

Department showed there were 2
tons ofNazi gold in New York and
4 tons in London.
He estimated that the gold in

New York was worth about $28
million and the gold in London
about $56m.
“This is gold the Nazis plundered

- whether from die central banks of
Europe, the personal possessions of
their victims or indeed from the

gold teedi finings of death camp
victims, we don’t know,” he said.

“Ws know it’s stolen gold."

BELLA Stein)an, 48, and her
daughter, liana, 21, were
remanded for 15 days by
Beersheba Magistrate’s Court
Friday ‘ for allegedly killing

Bofla-s husband,.Yulio. who was
suffering from Parkinson’s dis-

ease.

Yulio Steiman, 53, was found
dead Thursday. His wife and
daughter were located several

hours later and arrested. They
confessed to police that they
killed him, saying they did it out

of mercy. They said Yulio ’s con-

dition had deteriorated recently.

On Thursday night, they reen-

acted the murder at the apartment
for a police video camera. They
said that at first liana tried to suf-

focate her father wife a pillow;

He resisted however, and then
Bella forced him to swallow a

large quantity of pills. They then

left the house and went shopping.
Yulio was found dead on the

floor of the room.
During the Friday court hear-

ing, they said they had killed

him upon his. request -to put him
out of his misery. He had suf-

fered from Parkinson's for seven
years.

“We endured
.
great .suffering

for ^eafs,
n
Befla said: ‘T ask fee

court for mercy.”
Judge Sarah Davrat agreed to

the police request to hold the two
in the police lock-up so police

could Finish the investigation and
prepare an indictment. She also

approved their request for an

autopsy to determine the cause of
death.

Police were alerted to the fam-
ily’s home on Thursday after-

noon by a neighbor, who said he
. had found the man!s bodyufiolice-

arrived and found no signs of
violence on the body, but sus-

pected he had not died of natural

causes.

The feet that the man, who was
dependent on his family, was
alone in die house led police to

suspect that die family had been

involved:

The man’s body was trans-

ferred to the Abu Kabir
Forensics Institute, and police

began searching for his family.

Th?y were lpcated at few hcwis
later while shopping for the hol-
iday.

At first the two denied any con-
nection to the death, but later in
the evening confessed.They said

they could not stand to see him
suffer any longer, and dial hehad
himself asked to die. (Trim)

Weizmann researcher discovers
what prevents brain cells from self-repair

Finding may lead to innovations in nerve-injury treatment

THE HEBREW UNIVERSITY OF JERUSALEM!

L Offices of the University will be closed

Jgl during the intermediate

BB days of Snccot

Sept. 29 - Oct. 4
The Cosell Center for Physical Education,

Leisure and Health Promotion will be open

during this period according to its schedule of activities

The Veterinary Teaching Hospital at Rishon Lezion

will be open only for emergencies

The University extends Its

warmest holiday greetings

to its staff, students, graduates, retirees and
the entire people of Israel

A WEIZMANN Institute

researcher has found an apparent
explanation for the connection
between the brain’s evolution and
the loss of its ability to repair

itself.

These findings could lead to a
technique for renewing the brain

neurons ability to repair them-
selves after trauma. Such a tech-

nique could also allow damaged
neurons in mammals’ central ner-

vous systems (including the
spinal cord) to recover, especially

the ability to facilitate movement
by the muscles.
The discovery of a way to

“reeducate" immune system cells

and renew their connection with
the brain has just been published
in the journal of the American
Society for Experimental
Biology, FASEB. The work was
carried out by Prof. Michal
Schwartz of the Weizmann neuro-
biology department, along with
Dr. Arye Solomon of Sheba
Hospital’s eye research institute

and Weizmann research students

Orli Lazarov-Sptegler and David
Hirschberg.

They explained that evolution
usually led to important improve-
ments in higher species, but
sometimes resulted in die loss of
beneficial functions. Lower ani-
mals (such as fish) can repair
nerves that have been damaged.

JUDY SIEGEL

while' humans and other mam-
mals cannot. When die spinal

cord is damaged in creatures
higher on the evolutionary scale,

they can’t be repaired and perma-
nent paralysis may result.

In lower animals, damaged
nervous tissues alert the immune
system’s microphages to remove
dead cells and heal wounds. But
in higher animals, the body does
not call for help. Why this is so
has puzzled scientists for many
years. Schwartz says mammals
have a mechanism that protects

the central nervous system from
dip immune system to protect
the stability of new connections
.of neurons created in the indi-

vidual by learning and under-
standing.

“It may be that too much
activism by the immune system
would destroy these new connec-
tions if it identified them. Our
research has found, contrary to
conventional understanding until
now, that the immune system’s
help is vital for the repair ofdam-
aged neurons as well. However, it

doesn’t reach its destination due
to protective mechanisms meant
to prevent contact between the
immune system and the brain...
This is apparently the price mam ,

mals pay for their superior

brains."

The Schwartz team found very
large amounts of microphagcs
(white blood cells that gobble up
invaders or “garbage*) in the
vicinity of damaged neurons in

the central nervous system of
fish, and very few in those of
higher animals. And those that
did exist in mammals had not
been “activated” enough to be of
use.

INTERNATIONALESTSEEEER\
IN PAPERBACK
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THE HUNDRED
SECRET SENSES

In an experiment, they isolated

micropbage cells and placed them
together with damaged neurons in
a glass dish. These cells were
chemically alerted to the neurons’
“cries for help" and then returned
in a “highly sensitized state" to
the site of the damaged tissues.
Schwartz reported that, now
“reeducated" these cells helped
make the environment conducive
to repair and the neurons began to
grow and lengthen.

The findings could lead to the
development of a physiological
method for encouraging damaged
neurons to regrow in mammals
by getting around the protective
mechanism of the immune sys-
tem. In the future, this could
restore movement to damaged
spinal cords and brain tissue in
mammals, including humans.
But, Schwartz concludes, this
will require much additional
research.
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IT'S THE FINAL COUNTDOWN!
Only W more days to end of registration to Maccabi

f 1 !% , ,1 m m __
Special benefits for those joining the Maccabi health fund and supplementary insurance -

|
details at Maccabi branches.

Please note that those joining by September 30, 1996, will become members on January 1. 1997
but can use community medical services from day of registration.
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